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Abstract 
 

Analysis of the Influence of Network Structures on the Stability of Modern Power Systems 

Mr. Jaime L. Trivino Bustamante, The University of Manchester, September 2022. 

Power systems are integrating a significant portion of converter interfaced generation at 

a growing rate, driven by major commitments to remove carbon emissions in producing 

electrical energy. Though the current generation landscape is changing, in developing 

countries generation is still dominated by conventional units; therefore, synchronous 

generators will continue to be relevant assets in the future. Furthermore, from a network 

perspective, the connection between systems is expanding; hence, the integration of 

distant areas will require significant transmission network reinforcements. Nevertheless, 

additional infrastructure will face growing environmental and budget restrictions; 

therefore, new approaches are needed to design flexible and cost-effective solutions, like 

using transmission lines as flexible assets, so that the network can adjust its structure to 

operate under an estimated condition. 

This work contributes to power systems stability research; particularly, it reveals how 

discrete topological changes can positively impact transient stability. A comprehensive 

study of the effect of line-switching actions on the impedance between generators and 

fault locations, and between generators, with further implications on transient stability 

was performed. Results based on small and realistic test systems revealed the impact of 

line-switching actions on transient stability behaviour. A novel optimisation method 

called transient stability and security constraint optimal power flow with switching was 

proposed. The optimisation method is based on a new multi-machine model with a 

structure-preserving network and line switching; moreover, the proposed method 

combines network metrics and other transient stability impact factors on a composite 

transient stability robustness metric, which serves as a fitness function to be used on an 

optimisation approach using a genetic algorithm. The main research output is given by 

the definition and comprehensive assessment of network metrics capable of quantifying 

the topological influence of the network structure on the first-swing transient stability 

behaviour of power systems. The undertaken research is relevant because it focuses not 

only on improving the flexibility of the current infrastructure but also addresses the 

transient stability problem, which is likely to remain one of the key stability areas in the 

following years. 
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1 Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

1.1 Motivation 

The UK was among the first countries to recognise that climate change is not only an 

environmental issue but also an economic and political challenge. Proof of the 

commitment to address this problem was the Climate Change Act, passed in 2008. The 

main objective of the regulation was to set the goal of the reduction of greenhouse 

emissions by at least 80% by 2050, compared with 1990 levels. Additionally, a gradual 

approach was set by five-year checkpoints of reduction called “Carbon Budgets”. This 

early action allowed the UK to play a critical role in global efforts to tackle climate 

change. Actually, the five-year cap was replicated by the UN in the Paris Agreement [1]. 

According to the UK Energy Research Centre, energy efficiency and demand reduction 

will be critical to reach the emission goals by 2050. However, transitioning to a low-

carbon system may imply a trade-off between security and decarbonisation [2]. This 

concern is evident in the declaration of energy security stated in the “Clean Growth 

Strategy” because it defines flexibility, adequacy and resilience as cornerstone features 

of the plan [1]. Remarkably, the security risk can be mitigated by flexibility, which 

implies the increase of measures like demand-side response and energy storage [2]. 

Similar conclusions are stated by National Grid Electricity System Operator (NGESO) 

in its projections made in Future Energy Scenarios FES 2019 [3]. To reach net-zero 

carbon levels, the electricity system will have to operate using only low-carbon 

generation while simultaneously delivering negative emissions. In parallel, energy 

consumption needs to be reduced by increasing the thermal efficiency of houses and 

buildings. Moreover, electric vehicles will help decarbonise the transport and energy 
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supply in the UK. Charging 35 million electric vehicles will provide flexibility to 

increase penetration and reduce the curtailment of renewable energy sources (RES) [3]. 

Recently, the FES 2021 [4] deepened the focus on flexibility; it considers the integration 

of large-scale energy storage based on hydrogen to reach the net zero scenario. Hydrogen 

production is crucial to reach carbon budgets; hence, the selection of production 

processes must be carefully assessed. Low-carbon hydrogen, like green hydrogen, 

requires energy from renewable sources for the electrolysis; therefore, effects on the 

transmission system must be considered due to the large-scale production required to 

make a meaningful impact. 

The concerns about the transition to a low-carbon energy system are shared worldwide 

[5]; the transition to a net-zero carbon emission electrical system will require a sustained 

investment in low-carbon energy systems, where the conversion to electric heat and 

transport services will require a substantial innovation effort [2][3][6]. An attempt to 

improve power systems has been proposed by the Systems & Control community in its 

research agenda for the year 2030 [7]. As power systems have been classified as critical 

infrastructure systems, the impact of disruption due to failures, intentional disturbance 

[8], or natural disasters [9] is noteworthy. Therefore, future operation and planning 

require a significant enhancement in managing and monitoring the infrastructure to make 

it more secure and reliable. This challenge represents a major task in modelling and 

control because new algorithms will have to consider multiple distributed data elements 

[7]. 

Though the current scenario is changing, power generation in developing countries is 

still dominated by synchronous generators (SGs) and is primarily centralised in 

conventional power plants [10]. The change is driven by the cost reduction of Converter 

Interfaced Generation (CIGs), especially Photovoltaics (PVs) [11]. This cost reduction 

will increase the participation of CIG, decentralising the generation and shifting to a 

converter-dominated grid [12][13]. In a converter-dominated grid, the inertia provided 

by SGs will decrease; however, it is not likely that SGs will completely disappear. 

Therefore, what are the possible effects of a scenario with a large proportion of 

geographically decentralised CIG? Benefits are related to reducing network losses and 

congestion due to having a potentially more reliable network with more decentralised 

sources [14]. From the network perspective, to reduce the curtailment of CIG and 

effectively transport the generated power, the transmission network needs to change, so 

several investments must be made to improve its efficiency. For instance, the 
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Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland RTO declared in [15] that the total congestion costs 

increased by US$466.6 million between 2020 and 2021, which indicates that improving 

the efficiency of the network is an urgent matter. 

In summary, future power systems will need to accommodate a significant portion of 

CIG [12][13], which implies a reduction in the inertia of the system [14]. Besides, 

integrating geographically distant areas and markets will require significant transmission 

network reinforcements [6]. Thus, to deliver flexible and cost-effective solutions, there 

is a need to explore new approaches, such as using transmission lines as a dispatchable 

asset, so that the system may change its structure under foreseeable operating conditions. 

However, how these changes in network structure are going to impact the stability of the 

system? Moreover, is it possible to relate the structure of a network with its ability to 

endure severe disturbances? Potential positive effects derived from network structure and 

reconfiguration on the system’s stability need to be studied and assessed to enhance the 

system’s flexibility as a whole. In particular, this research will answer these questions by 

introducing the analysis of network structures from the transient stability perspective. 

1.2 Power system stability 

To understand the power system stability phenomenon, there is a need to understand 

what is involved in the stable operation of a power system. Formally, power system 

stability is the ability of an electric power system, for a given operating condition, to 

regain a state of operating equilibrium after being subjected to a physical disturbance, 

with most system variables bounded so that the behaviour of the system is similar to the 

pre-disturbance [16]. This definition relies on the concept of stability in the sense of 

Lyapunov, where it is assumed that the system has an attractive equilibrium point, and 

the trajectories approach a single “stable point” as time approaches infinity. A similar 

definition has been given in [17] and considers the condition of damping the oscillatory 

behaviour after the disturbance and settling down to new steady state operating 

conditions in finite time. The damping of oscillations, i.e., asymptotic stability, is an 

essential requirement for power systems because sustained oscillations can cause damage 

to physical assets. 

The successful operation of a power system must guarantee reliable and uninterrupted 

service to the loads [17]. Reliable operation implies that the voltages and frequency must 

always be maintained close to reference values to ensure the safe and satisfactory 
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operation of the customer’s equipment. Notably, there are two major reliability 

requirements for electrical power systems. Firstly, SGs must work in parallel with 

adequate capacity to supply the power required by the loads. This requisite suggests that 

the loss of synchronism of a generator may induce voltage and frequency excursions 

away from the reference points; a significant deviation will trigger the protection devices 

to trip equipment with further undesired effects. Secondly, the integrity of the power 

network must be maintained; this requirement indicates that the means to transport the 

generated power to the load centres must have enough redundancy to avoid service 

interruptions due to single outages. 

According to [16], a conceptual relationship exists between reliability, security and 

stability. The reliability of power systems is the probability of their satisfactory operation 

over an extended period. High reliability suggests that the power system delivers a 

suitable electric service over an extended period with only a few exceptions (service 

interruptions). Comparably, security is the degree of risk in its ability to survive 

disturbances without service interruptions. It relates to the system's capability to 

withstand the effect of disturbances and remain stable, also known as robustness. 

Security and robustness depend on the level of risk, which varies due to internal factors 

like operating conditions and external elements like the probability and severity of 

contingencies [16]. Remarkably, there is a causality relationship between reliability and 

security because a system must endure a set of predefined contingencies. When the 

robustness is high, the system will provide an almost continuous service that will enable 

high availability, which indicates that the system is reliable. Indeed, power system 

stability is a cornerstone of security and reliability; it affects the continuous operation 

after a disturbance and depends on the operating conditions and the nature of the 

disturbance, e.g. location, duration, and size [17]. Detailed definitions of different 

stability areas are included in sections 1.2.1-1.2.5. 

The nature of a disturbance is a critical element in the power system stability; different 

types of disturbances have made the problem more complex to analyse with a single 

approach. Consequently, stability problems can be classified considering the nature of 

the system variables, the magnitude of the disturbance, and the time span of the effects. 

Recently, as a result of the increased penetration of CIG, the classification included in 

[16] has been extended in [17][18]. Figure 1.1 illustrates an overview of the classification 

of power system stability. The work presented in this thesis focus on rotor angle stability, 

particularly in transient stability; other types of issues like resonance, converter-driven 
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voltage and frequency stability are out of the scope of this work. Different areas of power 

system stability are described below. 

 
Figure 1.1: Classification of power system stability [17][18]. 

1.2.1 Rotor angle stability 

Rotor angle stability is the ability of interconnected SGs of a power system to remain in 

synchronism after being subjected to a disturbance. The stability depends on the balance 

between the mechanical torque provided by the prime mover and the electromagnetic 

counter-torque induced by the currents flowing in the armature windings of the machines 

[15][19]. Under the steady state condition, the electromagnetic and mechanical torques 

are equal, and the angular velocity of the rotor is constant; as a result, the rotor angle also 

remains constant. In steady-state operation, there is a magnetic link between the rotor 

field and the stator field. Both fields run in synchronism under system frequency 

(reference), and the magnetic link between them remains stable [21]. When the torque 

balance is disturbed, generators will accelerate (or decelerate), resulting in a relative 

change in the angular separation of different generators. Due to the acceleration, one or 

several rotors will rotate faster than others, increasing the angle difference between them.  

In practical terms, system stability after a disturbance depends on the change in the 

electrical torque of SGs; in fact, synchronising and damping components of the electrical 

torque are essential, and they are needed to restore the stable condition. In particular, the 

synchronising torque component is in phase with the rotor angle perturbation [20]; 

moreover, the synchronising torque relies on the change of electrical power output due 

to the change in rotor angle [16][21]. Similarly, the damping torque component is in 

phase with the speed deviation [20] and combines the effect of generator damper 

windings with rotor angle. Figure 1.2 illustrates the effect of synchronising and damping 

torque (𝑇! and 𝑇"); particularly, Figure 1.2(a) and Figure 1.2(b) show the effect with 

constant field voltage and excitation control, respectively. Unstable behaviour can be 
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seen as aperiodic drift when the synchronising torque is negative or with growing 

oscillations when the damping torque is negative. On the contrary, stable behaviour can 

be seen for the combination of positive synchronising and damping torque; in this case, 

oscillations die out, and the rotor angle settles to a constant value. An extended analysis 

of synchronising power coefficients is provided later in Section 1.3.6. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.2: Effect of synchronising and damping torque (𝑇! and 𝑇") [20] with constant field voltage (a), 
and with excitation control (b). 

1.2.1.1 Small signal stability 

According to [16], rotor angle stability can be classified by the size of disturbances in 

small-disturbance stability, also known as small-signal stability, and large-disturbance, 

commonly known as transient stability. Small-disturbance stability relates to the 

capability of a power system to remain in synchronism under small-size disturbances. In 

this case, the disturbances are sufficiently small that it is possible to analyse the system's 

behaviour by linearising the governing equations [16]. Furthermore, due to the 

linearisation, the analysis of small-signal stability can be performed by the spectral 

analysis of the system matrix, also known as modal analysis. 

Small disturbances occur all the time and are related to minor variations in load or 

generation. Besides, restoring the system to a stable condition depends on several factors, 

such as operating conditions before the disturbance, transmission system strength, and 

generator excitation controls [20]. System parameters affect the system's performance 

under small disturbances, where instability may arise in the form of a steady increment 

of rotor angle or the increase of oscillation amplitude, as seen in the previous section. 
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1.2.1.2 Transient stability 

Significant disturbances are those where linearised equations cannot describe a power 

system; therefore, a non-linear system of differential equations needs to be used. 

Transmission system faults, sudden and significant load changes, loss of generating 

units, and switching lines can be considered in this type [23]. Related to the nature of 

large disturbances, the transient stability of a power system is “the ability to maintain 

synchronism when subjected to severe transient disturbances” [20]; the effect of those 

disturbances causes large excursion in generator rotor angles, terminal voltage drops, a 

significant increase of currents due to faults, among others [16].  

Instability arises if the system cannot absorb the kinetic energy accumulated in the 

generators after a severe disturbance [16]. The increasing angle separation causes the 

loss of synchronism of one or several machines, also known as “falling out of step” with 

the rest of the system, due to the increase (or decrease) of angular velocity. The 

asynchronous operation or “pole slip” occurs when the rotor field and stator field lose 

the magnetic link, which happens when the load angle, i.e., the angle between the rotor 

field and stator field, is beyond the stable point [21]. The “slip” of the rotor field from 

the stator field produces large oscillations in power output, current, and voltage; this 

situation is harmful, and protection devices in the generators are activated, disconnecting 

the machines from the rest of the system [20]. 

Usually, for transient stability studies, the period under analysis is the first few seconds 

when the electromechanical phenomenon is taking place. According to Figure 1.3, 

electromechanical transients are fast phenomena lasting from milliseconds to a few 

seconds. In this time frame, transient stability depends primarily on the initial conditions, 

i.e., operating conditions at the time of disturbance, and the severity of the disturbance, 

among others [20]. 

 
Figure 1.3: Time frame of power system dynamics [21]. 
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1.2.2 Frequency stability 

Frequency stability is the ability of a power system to maintain a steady frequency after 

a severe disturbance, which significantly disrupts the balance between generation and 

demand [16]. The definition indicates the need to maintain the active power balance 

between the generation and load within the system. Hence, the loss of generating units, 

or sudden and significant increase (or decrease) in the load, may result in substantial 

frequency excursions with further disconnection of loads (or generators). 

As explained in [20], the frequency of a power system depends directly on the active 

power balance between generation and load, and it is a common factor throughout the 

system; a deviation from the system reference (synchronous) frequency reveals the 

presence of an imbalance, e.g., a total load higher than system’s generation produces a 

frequency decay. In particular, the primary purpose of frequency control is to maintain 

the frequency of the system within a narrow band, i.e., as stable and close as possible to 

a reference value. Besides, maintaining a constant speed is a crucial factor that impacts 

the performance and reliability of the power system. 

The classification of frequency stability by time frame in [16] is implicitly related to the 

control action in place to restore the system's frequency to a reference value. In the UK, 

NGESO is responsible for maintaining an adequate level of reserves to maintain the 

frequency within the statutory limit of ±1% of 50 Hz., considering emergency limits of 

+4% and -6%; nevertheless, the usual operating limits are ±0.4% [24] as shown in Figure 

1.4(b). The time frame of control actions, also known as frequency response, and its 

effect on the system frequency can be seen in Figure 1.4(a), considering the following 

elements [21][25]: 

i. Inertial response: It is a characteristic inherent to the size of SGs that allows them 

to absorb kinetic energy; this effect occurs almost immediately after a disturbance 

and contributes to arresting the frequency excursion. 

ii. Primary frequency control: Available a few seconds after the disturbance up to 

thirty seconds; in this control action, generator governors adjust the mechanical 

power input to stop the frequency excursion. 

iii. Secondary frequency control: Available from thirty seconds to thirty minutes 

after the disturbance. The control adjusts the load reference set point of the 

generators allowing the generation to increase their output to restore the 
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frequency to the nominal value; it can be realised in a centralised or decentralised 

way.  

iv. Tertiary frequency control: This is the slowest frequency control action compared 

to primary and secondary control, and it is activated when they are not enough to 

restore the frequency to the reference value. This control is mainly centralised 

and introduces changes in operating points and reserves. 

v. Emergency frequency control: If the frequency deviation exceeds emergency 

limits, the under-frequency load shedding activates circuit breakers and 

disconnects loads. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.4: National Grid frequency response requirements (a), and operational and statutory limits (b) of 
system frequency for the UK power network [25]. 

1.2.3 Voltage stability 

Voltage stability is the ability of a power system to maintain steady voltages in all system 

buses following a disturbance [16]. This ability depends on the system's capacity to 

provide reactive power for a given active power demand [21]; therefore, the ability is 

related to the maximum power transfer of the network, and active and reactive power 

flows through inductive reactances [19]. In practical terms, voltage stability issues are 

intrinsically related to the fact that a system cannot supply the reactive power demand. 

The criterion presented in [16] establishes that the system is voltage stable if reactive 

power injection increases the bus voltages in all buses; on the contrary, if one bus reduces 

its voltage under reactive power injection, then the system is unstable. The unstable 

condition is inherently local, i.e., it can affect only one bus; however, that condition can 

cause a widespread effect known as voltage collapse. Voltage collapse is a complex 

phenomenon that combines a sequence of events that results in a low voltage profile on 

a significant area of the system [19]; in those cases, the local injection of reactive power 

has been exhausted, and transformers tap changers have reached their boost limit. 

Voltage and rotor angle stability issues can be related under high loading conditions 
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involving pre-fault active and reactive power flows. For instance, voltage instability can 

occur due to the loss of synchronism, which causes rapid voltage drops; conversely, rotor 

angle stability can arise from degraded operating conditions under voltage instability 

[19]. 

The classification of voltage stability by time frame is related to the load type and the 

control action of converter-based sources. For example, short-term voltage stability can 

be influenced within a second or less by stalled induction motors consuming large 

starting currents; or HVDC systems connected to weak AC systems [18]. For time frames 

of minutes, long-term voltage stability is influenced by the limited voltage support from 

slow-acting devices or SGs reaching their limits [19]. 

1.2.4 Resonance stability 

Recently formally introduced in [19], resonance stability is intrinsically related to Sub-

Synchronous Resonance (SSR) and can be associated with electromechanical or purely 

electrical resonance. The resonance manifests as significant increases in voltage, 

currents, or toques magnitudes; resonance instability arises when those magnitudes grow 

beyond acceptable limits. A further classification of resonance stability includes torsional 

and electrical resonance [18]. On the one hand, torsional resonance affects SGs when 

SSR appears due to the torsional interaction of series compensated lines and the turbine-

generator mechanical shaft. On the other hand, electrical resonance involves SSR 

between induction generators and series compensation, like in the case of Doubly-Fed 

Induction Generators (DFIG). 

1.2.5 Converter-driven stability 

Converter-driven stability has become more relevant with the growth of CIG to harness 

power from RES, like wind and solar, and so it has been introduced formally as a new 

type of stability [16]. The power converters of CIG rely on fast sampling and control 

actions (switching) to provide the desired output. Those control loops may interfere with 

electromechanical dynamics of SGs or electromagnetic transients from the network; the 

interaction between power converters and SGs can lead to instability in a wide range of 

frequencies. A further classification based on the frequency range of interactions 

includes fast and slow converter-driven stability [18]. Fast interaction converter-driven 

stability involves a frequency range from tens of Hz up to several kHz; stability issues 

are related to the fast dynamic interaction between control loops of power electronics of 
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CIG, HVDC, flexible AC transmission systems (FACTS) with fast response components 

of the system like stator dynamics of SGs, transmission network and other power 

electronic interfaced devices [19]. On the contrary, slow interaction converter-driven 

stability involves a frequency range around tens of Hz; instability arises due to the 

interaction of electromechanical dynamics and controllers of SGs with slow dynamics of 

controllers of CIG devices [18]. Slow-interaction instability is typically associated with 

CIG connected to weak AC grids, i.e., long transmission lines with high equivalent 

impedance. 

1.3 Essential concepts of transient stability 

This section introduces the essential concepts associated with transient stability based on 

a simplified representation of a power system. The purpose is to describe analytical tools 

to analyse the transient stability problem highlighting the effect of the network structure.  

1.3.1 Classical model of synchronous generators 

As stated in Section 1.2.1.2, the analysis of transient stability studies in power systems 

involves the study of the effects of large disturbances in the relative rotor angle deviation 

among SGs; therefore, linearised system equations are not suitable for this purpose [23]. 

The SG is a sophisticated machine with complex geometries that influence the magnetic 

coupling in the air gap between the rotor and stator. Nevertheless, the work presented in 

this thesis concentrates on the dynamics of SGs during the first swing, which is the early 

stage of electromechanical phenomena (see Figure 1.3). Within the first second after a 

fault, the rotor angle of an SG increases with respect to the pre-fault value; this first 

oscillation is known as first-swing [26]. 

The classical model of an SG in (1.1), which is mainly based on the swing equation, 

provides the mathematical basis to identify if a system is first swing stable. Assuming 

constant flux linkage and neglecting generator transient saliency, i.e., direct and 

quadrature axis reactances are equal [20][21], the SG is represented by a constant EMF 

𝐸#∠𝛿# behind the direct axis transient reactance 𝑥$# , (see Figure 1.5) with constant 

mechanical power input. The EMF 𝐸#∠𝛿# is the induced voltage on the stator with a 

constant magnitude 𝐸# and angle 𝛿#, where 𝛿# is the phase shift between the internal 

voltage and the voltage reference (infinite bus) representing the spatial angle between 

synchronously rotating rotors [21], also known as rotor angle. This model does not 
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consider rotational loss (damping) [21]; however, excitation control and turbine 

governing can be integrated. 

	

2𝐻
𝜔%

𝑑∆𝜔#

𝑑𝑡 = 𝑃& − 𝑃' 	

𝑑𝛿#

𝑑𝑡 = ∆𝜔# = 𝜔# − 𝜔% 	
(1.1)	

Model (1.1) specifies the dynamics of an SG in p.u.; the rotor variables are 𝛿# and ∆ω# 

representing the rotor angle position in electrical radians and rotor speed deviation in 

electrical radians per second, respectively. Parameters are the inertia constant 𝐻 of the 

generator in seconds, and the reference speed of the system 𝜔% in electrical radians per 

second. 𝑃& and 𝑃' are the turbine mechanical power and electrical power output of the 

synchronous generator in per unit, respectively.  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.5: Circuit (a) and phasor diagram (b) of the classical representation of a SG; armature resistance 
neglected [21]. 

The classical model has been extensively used for transient stability assessment using 

transient energy function methods [27][28] or time-domain simulation (TDS) [29][30]. 

Interestingly, for TDS, the classical model provides pessimistic results compared to more 

sophisticated models, like the sixth-order model; in practice, the classical model provides 

more conservative results, making it suitable for preliminary analyses [21]. 

1.3.2 Single machine infinite bus 

In practical terms, an SG is connected to a power system comprising a large number of 

loads and several generators connected by a transmission network. In particular, the 

combination of SGs can be represented by an ideal voltage source, also known as infinite 

busbar [21]. This type of network is typically known as Single Machine Infinite Bus 

(SMIB) system (see Figure 1.6). SMIB is highly used for testing purposes due to its 

versatility; the infinite bus absorbs all active and reactive power output of an SG whilst 

maintaining constant voltage and frequency. For simplicity, the SMIB is usually purely 

reactive, i.e., armature losses and resistive components are neglected. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 1.6: SMIB system (a) and impedance diagram (b). 

1.3.3 Power angle equation 

As stated in Section 1.3.1, the mechanical power output 𝑃& is constant in the classical 

model (1.1); therefore, the electrical power output 𝑃' determines the acceleration 

experienced by the SG. The transient power-angle characteristic 𝑃'(𝐸#, 𝛿#) given in 

equation (1.2) is a function of the transient EMF 𝐸# and power angle 𝛿#, also known as 

the power angle equation. In this thesis equation (1.2) is also referred as power-angle 

characteristic. 

	 𝑃' =
𝐸# × 𝑉()*
𝑥'+

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿#	 (1.2)	

Notably, under the classical SG model, the angle 𝛿# has a dual purpose; it represents the 

relative rotor angle position with respect to the reference machine and the power angle 

defining the flow of active power between the SG and the infinite bus [21]. For the SMIB 

system of Figure 1.6, the equivalent impedance 𝑥'+ between the SG and the infinite bus 

is the sum of impedances of the network 𝑥,-., step-up transformer 𝑥/, and generator 

internal transient reactance 𝑥$# . This fact implies that characteristics of the network, in 

terms of structure and parameters, has a key effect on the maximum active power transfer 

capability; this effect will be highlighted in the sections below. 

1.3.4 Equal Area Criterion 

The power-angle characteristic (1.2) enables the analysis of the effect of a large 

disturbance on the SMIB system. As described in Section 1.2.1.2, a large disturbance can 

produce the loss of synchronism of an SG, i.e., an unstable system, which results from 

multiple factors such as SG parameters, system operation, fault characteristics or network 

structure. By focusing on the clearing time, the Equal Area Criterion (EAC) defines the 

condition where a SMIB system is able to remain stable, which depends on the maximum 

energy that the system can dissipate after a fault; in practical terms, it specifies the critical 

clearing angle 𝛿0%, which is the one that makes the accelerating area equal to the 

decelerating area. For a three-phase self-clearing fault in one of the two transmission 
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lines of SMIB (see Figure 1.6), Figure 1.7 illustrates the EAC by highlighting 𝛿0%. In the 

figure the area 𝐴1 represents the accelerating area where the SG accumulates kinetic 

energy during the fault; conversely, in the decelerating area 𝐴2 the system dissipates the 

accumulated energy decreasing the rotor speed. The direct (or second) Lyapunov’s 

method, which is also known as the Transient Energy Function (TEF) method [20][30], 

provides insight into the meaning of the areas. The area 𝐴1 + 𝐴3 in Figure 1.7 is the total 

energy of the system accumulated during the fault, which is composed by the kinetic 

energy 𝐴1 and the potential energy 𝐴3. Similarly, 𝐴2 + 𝐴3 is the total potential energy at 

the unstable equilibrium 𝛿456, also called the critical energy, which is the one that the 

system is able to absorb. If the accumulated energy is larger than the potential energy 

𝐴1 + 𝐴3 > 𝐴2 + 𝐴3 the system is unstable. 

 
Figure 1.7: EAC for a SMIB system considering pre-fault and during fault curves (adapted from [20]). 

Figure 1.8 illustrates the behaviour of the rotor angle for stable and unstable cases. 

Initially, in steady state 𝑃& is equal to 𝑃' and the system is in a stable equilibrium with 

a pre-fault rotor angle 𝛿7, shown as point 1 in Figure 1.8 (a). During the fault, the SG 

continues transferring power to the infinite bus through the remaining line; the rotor 

angle 𝛿 follows the power angle characteristic 𝑃'89:4. along the segment 2-3 in Figure 

1.8 (a). Under fault condition 𝑃& > 𝑃', hence the SG absorbs kinetic energy and its rotor 

angle starts to increase. From the clearing time, given by the clearing angle 𝛿04, 𝑃' 

changes instantaneously to point 5, following 𝑃';<=.>89:4. with decelerating power 𝑃' >

𝑃&; here, the rotor angle 𝛿 increases up to point 6 where the kinetic energy is depleted. 

At point 6 the system has dissipated the kinetic energy gained during the fault, and the 

SG rotor angle starts to decrease; it oscillates around point 1 due to the inertia, but it will 

remain stable. As seen in Figure 1.8(a), the decelerating area of the post-fault system 

𝐴2 + 𝐴? is larger than the kinetic energy accumulated during the fault 𝐴1; therefore, the 
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rotor angle oscillates around δ7 and the system remains stable. On the contrary, Figure 

1.8(b) shows an unstable scenario. Due to the delayed fault clearing, the system is not 

able to dissipate the kinetic energy gained during the fault; Figure 1.8(b) reveals that 

𝐴1 > 𝐴2. After the fault clearing, 𝑃' > 𝑃& and the system decelerates; however, the 

system cannot dissipate all the kinetic energy and the rotor angle increase continues. 

Beyond the unstable equilibrium δ456, 𝑃& > 𝑃' which accelerates the SG again; the 

acceleration increases the rotor angle excursion even further, and the system becomes 

unstable, as shown in Figure 1.8(b). 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.8: Power-angle characteristic for a SMIB system. (a) Stable case and (b) unstable case (adapted 
from [20]). 

From the network structure viewpoint, the network plays a role in the maximum 

electrical power output during and after the fault altering the power angle characteristic. 

The effect of modifying 𝑥,-. will increase (or decrease) 𝑥'+ reducing (or increasing) the 

peak of 𝑃'89:4. and 𝑃';<=.>89:4.. For the post-fault network, the increase of 𝑥'+ would 

decrease the power angle characteristics, and at first glance, it would decrease the 

decelerating area, negatively affecting the stability; this is true, especially for faults 

making 𝑃' = 0. However, for faults in which the network structure allows some power 

transfer during the fault, such an effect can be positive towards transient stability, as it 

will be thoroughly studied later in chapters 3 and 5. 
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1.3.5 Critical Clearing Time 

A method for transient stability assessment is the Critical Clearing Time (CCT) [21], 

[31]. The CCT is the longest fault clearing time for which an SG remains stable; in 

comparison, a system with a longer CCT implies that a system is more stable, whilst a 

shorter CCT suggests a more fragile system. The CCT is intrinsically related to the 

critical clearing angle 𝛿0%, which is the angle that makes 𝐴1 + 𝐴3 = 𝐴2 + 𝐴3 (see Figure 

1.7). A common practice to obtain 𝛿0% is calculating definite integrals of 𝐴1 and 𝐴2, with 

integration limits 𝛿7 → 𝛿0% and 𝛿0% → 𝛿456, respectively. 

Regarding the stability level, the used CCT formula can be derived from model (1.1).; 

rewritten here as a second-order differential equation in p.u. 

	
2𝐻
𝜔%

𝑑2𝛿
𝑑𝑡2 = 𝑃& − 𝑃' 			 (1.3)	

With a negligible effect of the governor during a fault condition, the mechanical power 

input is considered constant in the accelerating power 𝑃@ = 𝑃& − 𝑃'. Assuming constant 

𝑃@, with initial conditions 𝛿(𝑡 = 0) = 𝛿7 and $A#
$.
= 0, allows the solution of (1.3) as 

follows: 
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	 (𝛿 − 𝛿7) =
𝜔%
2𝐻

(𝑃& − 𝑃')
𝑡2

2 	→ 𝑡 = D
4𝐻(𝛿 − 𝛿7)
𝜔%(𝑃& − 𝑃')

	

An analytical expression of the CCT in seconds is given by equation (1.5). Here, the 

selected MVA base is the MVA rating of the SG; therefore, 𝐻 and 𝜔% are the SG inertia 

constant in seconds and rated speed in radians per second, respectively. 𝑃& and 𝑃' are in 

p.u., normalised using the SG MVA rating. 

	 𝐶𝐶𝑇 = D
4𝐻(𝛿0% − 𝛿7)
𝜔%(𝑃& − 𝑃')

	 (1.5)	

An analysis of equation (1.5) can be done considering the ratio 4𝐻 𝜔%⁄  constant. A 

stability increase, i.e., longer CCT, requires either an increase of (𝛿0% − 𝛿7) or a 
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reduction of (𝑃& − 𝑃'). From a topological perspective, the structure of the network 

during the fault can positively affect the CCT by increasing 𝑃',69E
*9:4. , which will reduce 

(𝑃& − 𝑃') in (1.5). The post-fault network also has an impact on CCT, an increase 

𝑃',69E
F<=.>*9:4. due to a lower equivalent impedance 𝑥'+, which can boost the decelerating 

area. The effect of the network will be described in detail in Section 3.1.3. 

1.3.6 Synchronising power coefficient 

Also introduced in Section 1.2.1, the synchronising torque is the electrical torque 

component that helps to avoid aperiodic drifts [20]. For the classical model (1.1), the 

synchronising effect is related to the electrical power output of the SG given in (1.2). 

Assuming constant flux linkage and neglecting rotor transient saliency 𝑥#$ ≈ 𝑥#+, the 

increase of the pre-fault rotor angle 𝛿#7 by Δ𝛿# produces a change in the electrical power 

output in phase with the rotor angle deviation, known as the transient synchronising 

power 𝑃𝑆 = 𝐾!	𝛥𝛿# [21]. Here, the transient synchronising power coefficient in equation 

(1.6) is the slope of the power-angle characteristic (1.2) evaluated at the stable 

equilibrium point 𝛿#7 . 

	 𝐾! =
𝜕𝑃'$
𝜕𝛿# MA$CA#$

=
𝐸# × 𝑉()*
𝑥'+

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛿#7	 (1.6)	

The transient synchronising power coefficient 𝐾!, is the change in the electrical power 

output of the SG due to a change in the angle between the machine's internal EMF and 

the infinite bus [17][22]. The provision of synchronising power 𝑃𝑆 = 𝐾!	𝛥𝛿# depends on 

the internal EMF, the infinite bus voltage, the steady state rotor angle, and the equivalent 

impedance between the SG and the infinite bus. In particular, 𝐾! is sensitive to the initial 

condition 𝛿#7; as seen in Figure 1.9, an increase in active power dispatch will increase 

the steady state rotor angle reducing the synchronising coefficient 𝐾!. Similarly, from 

the network viewpoint, the power-angle and synchronising power coefficient curves 

share the same maximum given by 𝐸# × 𝑉()* 𝑥'+⁄ ; thus, an increase of network 

impedance 𝑥,-. will lower the peak of the power-angle characteristic and synchronising 

power curve, reducing the magnitude of 𝐾!. Either the increase of 𝛿#7 or 𝑥,-. reduce 𝐾!, 

which can be seen as detrimental for transient stability because it diminishes the ability 

to return to the stable equilibrium. 
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Figure 1.9: Transient synchronising power coefficient and power-angle characteristic (adapted from 

[21]) 

1.3.7 Generator embedded controllers influencing transient stability 

In principle, the purpose of generator controllers is to improve the stability of a power 

system by changing the dynamic response of SGs; the most common generator 

controllers are the Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR), Power System Stabiliser (PSS) 

and governor. The classical model of SG has been extensively used to describe the 

transient stability problem based on the SMIB system due to its simplicity. However, for 

more accurate transient stability studies, the most used model is the sixth-order 

dynamical model of an SG [20][21][31], which will be described in Chapter 2, along 

with the detail of generator controllers used in the present work. Compared with the 

sixth-order model, the classical model provides pessimistic results that can be used for 

preliminary assessments [21]. 

From the rotor angle stability viewpoint, whilst the AVR's primary effect is during the 

first swing, the effect of the PSS focus beyond the first swing [21]. In particular, the AVR 

provides voltage regulation at the SG terminals by controlling the DC current in the stator 

field winding, i.e., excitation current [25]. For that purpose, the AVR monitors the SG 

terminal voltage and compares it with a reference; the voltage error is usually amplified 

and fed to an exciter, which controls the excitation current so that the voltage error can 

be eliminated [21]. Particularly, after a fault occurs, the voltage in generator terminals 

falls, which provides a large error signal to the AVR. The AVR will increase the field 

current according to its gain and time constant parameters, but the transient EMF will 

react according to the field winding time constant [21]. 
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The resulting action of the AVR produces a boost on 𝐸# increasing the peak power-angle 

characteristic during the fault and post-fault condition, which creates a family of curves, 

as shown in Figure 1.10(a). The benefits of the AVR are twofold; firstly, the reduction 

of the accelerating area 𝐴1 during the fault; secondly, the increase of decelerating area 

𝐴2 after the fault clearing, with the former being the most important due to the time 

constants involved in the dynamic response. Even though the benefit of the AVR is clear 

for the first swing, it can introduce negative damping, increasing the second and further 

swings. The latter effect depends on system parameters and dynamic characteristics of 

the AVR and SG [21]. For instance, if the SG is connected through a weak link, i.e., a 

large impedance, the voltage level at clearing time will continue to produce a large 

voltage error. The AVR will continue to increase the excitation due to the voltage error; 

hence, the back swing of the rotor angle will be larger, as illustrated in Figure 1.10(b). 

Another source of negative damping is the interaction between the currents induced in 

the direct axis damper winding due to the change in field voltage, opposing the current 

induced by the change in speed deviation. This negative damping effect can increase due 

to large generator loads, gain in AVR controllers, and network reactances [21].  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1.10: Influence of the AVR in (a) power-angle characteristic SMIB system, and (b) backswing 
effect [21]. 

To reduce the effect of negative damping, the PSS increases the damping of rotor angle 

oscillations by injecting an auxiliary stabilizing signal to the AVR [20]. The purpose of 

the PSS is to increase the damping torque in phase to the speed deviation during the 

transient state. For that purpose, the auxiliary signal is zero during the steady state to 

avoid voltage regulation distortion. On the contrary, when a fault occurs, a large auxiliary 

voltage signal is added opposing the voltage error; the resultant voltage error will 

introduce positive damping in phase with the speed deviation. Traditionally, PSSs are 

tuned to provide damping instead of synchronising torque; thus, its effect focus beyond 

the first swing, whilst its effect on the first swing can be neglected [21]. 
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From the frequency stability perspective, the governor monitors changes in rotor speed 

and acts by increasing (or reducing) the flow in the prime mover to increase (or decrease) 

the mechanical torque [25]. The prime mover thermal dynamics are slow in comparison 

to the electromechanical phenomena (see Figure 1.3); therefore, the governor action does 

not affect the mechanical torque during the transient period [32], which is considered 

constant for transient stability studies [20][21][31]. Though the governor's influence is 

out of the scope of this thesis, governor control is included in the test systems of this 

thesis to provide realistic dynamic responses. 

1.3.8 Transient stability in multimachine systems 

Electricity is a highly flexible form of energy that can be transported and transformed 

into other forms of energy; these features have made it one of the most widely used 

energies [25]. In this context, real power systems can be characterised as large and 

meshed networks connecting generating plants with load centres. Although the SMIB 

system is a valuable tool to assess the stability of a power system, it is limited to a single 

machine; the stability analysis of multi-machine systems requires a different approach 

because the interaction of different SGs has a significant impact on the stability outcome. 

For SMIB systems, the reference is the infinite bus, whereas for multi-machine systems, 

the reference can be defined arbitrarily. Typically, the SG with the largest inertia and far 

away from the fault location is selected as the system reference [21]; thus, all other rotor 

angles can be measured with respect to the rotor angle of the reference SG. Another 

method is to measure the rotor angles with respect to the Centre of Inertia (COI), also 

known as the COI synchronous reference frame. The COI is derived from the centre of 

angles; it was introduced in [33][34] for the analysis of transient energy [22]. In simple 

terms, the COI represents the collective behaviour of the SGs connected to the system. 

In the COI framework, the inertia weighted average of all rotor angles in the system, i.e., 

the centre of angles [35], is the reference and represents the position of the rotor of the 

collective representation. This approach has been used as a tool in several dynamic 

security studies, e.g., [36][37]. 

In the context of multi-machine systems, disturbances affect SG in different degrees of 

severity, especially considering the relative location of loads and SGs. Particularly, the 

relative location of SGs with respect to the fault location can produce different dynamic 

responses; similarly, the relative location of loads or other SGs might result in a different 
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stability outcome. In summary, a severe disturbance can generate instability in a 

multimachine system, depending on the relative location of the fault, as follows [21]: 

i. The SG closest to the fault location loses synchronism without showing 

synchronous swings; other SGs can be affected by the fault experiencing rotor 

angle oscillations, but they remain stable, returning to synchronous operation. 

The SMIB system can represent this case because the effect of the fault is not 

severe enough to produce instability in other SGs; the SG nearest to the fault 

location is likely to become unstable during the initial swings. 

ii. The SG, or several SGs, close to the fault location, loses synchronism 

experiencing rotor angle oscillations. In this case, the SG nearest to the fault may 

be first swing stable, but it may become unstable in later swings because of the 

synchronising effect of other relatively close SGs severely affected by the 

disturbance. 

iii. The SG close to the fault location loses synchronism, which produces instability 

in other SGs. This case of multimachine instability is pervasive; if an SG loses 

stability, it is highly likely that relatively close SGs will also lose synchronism. 

iv. The SG or several SGs, close to the fault location remain stable after experiencing 

rotor angle oscillations; however, one or more SGs relatively far away from the 

fault may lose synchronism. This case is related to the lack of damping torque of 

weakly connected SGs; although an SG far from the fault may be first swing 

stable, it can lose synchronism due to negative damping.  

1.4 Literature review 

The role of the network structure on the transient stability of power systems is the central 

theme of this thesis. Therefore, the reviewed literature considers industry practices 

involving changes in the network structure and optimisation techniques such as optimal 

transmission switching, optimal topology control, controlled islanding, and transient 

stability constrained optimal power flow. Furthermore, as network metrics can 

characterise the topology, the survey also includes graph theory results applied to 

network assessments. 

1.4.1 Industry practices involving topological changes 

In 2005 [38], in the context of Regional Transmission Operators (RTOs), the concept of 

dispatchable transmission element included any transmission element that can be 
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operated at more than one level, e.g., discrete states like On/Off; with this definition, 

authors in [38] specified transmission dispatch in a similar way as for generation assets. 

Though technologies to interrupt the flow of power, like circuit breakers, are already 

mature [39] with negligible operational costs, $10 per switching operation cycle 

according to [40], traditionally computational methods and operational protocols used 

by Transmission System Operators (TSOs) dot not harness the flexibility of transmission 

assets and use a fixed network topology. Even though most TSOs do not implement 

systematic methodologies to assess the benefits of switching transmission components, 

industry practices already take advantage of changing the topology of the network by ad-

hoc procedures like Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) RTO [41] and Elia 

Belgian TSO [42]. In practice, TSOs switch transmission components to improve voltage 

profiles and transfer capabilities during lightly loaded hours [43][44], as corrective or 

special protection schemes under contingencies [45][46], for seasonal load changes [47], 

for scheduled maintenance [41][48], and to mitigate congestion on transmission lines 

[41][43]. Most ad-hoc practices are based on historical data or expert knowledge about 

the specific transmission network [49]. These practices are prescribed as procedures for 

system operators instead of being included in optimisation methods [50]; though they are 

effective, their efficiency can be questioned. 

Mitigating transmission congestion has been one of the main drivers for implementing 

measures to improve power transfer capabilities; in fact, PJM declared in the state of the 

market report 2021 [15] that the total congestion costs increased 88.2% from $528.7 

million in 2020 to $995.3 million in 2021. Power flow control technologies like FACT 

devices can be successfully used to tackle the problem [51][52]; however, the major 

advantage of topological changes implemented by circuit breakers is that they do not 

require expensive or sophisticated hardware [39][47]. Therefore, methods using circuit 

breakers offer better comparative advantages in terms of reliability [39] and cost [40]. 

1.4.2 Optimal transmission switching 

From a broad perspective, Optimal Transmission Switching (OTS) encloses 

methodologies, like optimisation techniques, that rely on the status (On/Off) of 

transmission assets, traditionally transformers and lines, to provide a control measure to 

improve the operating condition of a power system [53]. When focused on transmission 

congestion in power systems [54], OTS has the potential to use the available transfer 

capability to transmit more power from lower-cost generating units to meet the demand 
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[54]. However, even considering potential benefits, the challenges in adopting OTS from 

the industry described in [47] are related to long computational time, effective AC 

performance, stability of switching actions, and limited understanding of performance 

on a realistic large-scale power system. Furthermore, the reviewed literature shows that 

transmission switching focuses mainly on overloading and voltage violations, with 

virtually non-existent work related to transient stability issues that switching actions may 

trigger.  

According to [55], branch switching was introduced in 1980 to reduce overloads and 

load shedding. For the past 40 years, researchers and engineers have been using 

transmission switching to relieve branch overloads [56]–[60], mitigating voltage 

violations [57][58][61][62], generation cost reduction [63][64][67], reducing 

transmission line losses [65][61], security enhancement [39][61][66], and integration of 

RES [67]. A corrective OTS method to reduce generation costs was introduced in 2008 

[64][68]. The authors extended a DC power flow (DCPF) formulation to include active 

power line flow constraints with binary variables (On/Off). Results based on the 118-

Bus test system provide evidence of a 25% cost reduction in [64]; the reason behind the 

cost reduction is that the planned (fixed) topology is designed for long-term use based 

on reliability considerations, whereas the OTS focus on cost reduction given a specific 

load profile [64]. Further extensions to the OTS formulation were implemented as 

Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) considering contingency analysis [50] and 

co-optimisation of unit commitment and N-1 reliability [69]. 

Different heuristics have been used to solve OTS problems to reduce system losses [70] 

and generation costs [54], [71]–[74]. Authors of [70] solved the problem using the branch 

and bound method and included overloading and security costs in the fitness function of 

a genetic algorithm (GA). In [71], the MILP computation is improved by ranking 

heuristics based on an economic congestion charge parameter; highly congested lines are 

removed from the solution space. Two screening heuristics proposed in [54] are based 

on line outage and power transfer distribution factors (PTDF); results based on the 

IEEE300 test system show approximately 70 times faster computation in comparison 

with regular MILP solutions in [54]. Based on the results of the RTS-96 test system, the 

authors of [72] state that limiting the number of switching operations by screening 

branches can provide near-optimal results; the analysis of single switching suggests that 

only a small number of line switching produce significant cost savings. Though previous 

work was mainly derived from DCPF, the OTS method proposed in [73] was one of the 
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first to use an AC power flow (ACPF) formulation to define a Mixed Integer Non-linear 

Programming (MINLP) problem. The authors state that methods based on DCPF 

frequently violate voltage limits, which may produce system collapse; thus, the proposed 

OTS as ACOPF provides more secure switching options. The ranking heuristic proposed 

in [71] based on DCPF was later improved in [74] by using the ACPF formulation. The 

authors in [74] concluded that under high load scenarios, the heuristic based on ACPF is 

more accurate than the one based on DCPF; the authors also found that DCPF-based 

heuristics provide switching candidates that increase the cost [74]. 

Heuristics have also been proposed to solve corrective OTS to reduce generation cost, 

avoid component overloading [47], [75]–[79], maximise load served with security [39], 

and minimize load shedding [80]. The heuristic proposed to improve the computation of 

the MINLP problem in [75] was one of the first to use the shortest path length within the 

procedure; the proposed method in [75] provided corrective switching solutions in less 

than a minute, reducing post contingency violations in 70% of cases. Tested on IEEE-

118, sequential and simultaneous heuristic methods proposed in [39] show a load 

shedding reduction of at least 24%; though counter-intuitive, the authors in [39] found 

that corrective OTS adds flexibility to the system enhancing operations efficiency and 

reliability. In [47], real-time contingency analysis defines a list of switching candidates; 

the switching solutions are ranked by their shortest path length to the overloaded asset or 

to the asset under active contingency. The results show in [47] that substantial reductions 

in post-contingency violations are observed in 56%-83% of the cases; results reveal 

significant savings due to the reduced need for expensive reliability-motivated 

generation redispatch and commitment [47]. Mixed Integer Second Order Cone 

Programming (MISOCP) approaches were proposed in [76][77]; in standard IEEE test 

cases, the second-order cone relaxation in [76][77] provides consistent improvements 

with up to 20% cost reduction with 50% reduction of computation time in comparison 

with MILP approaches. Authors of [78] proposed a decentralised OTS problem to reduce 

the operational cost of a multi-area power system; they found that subproblems related 

to each area can be fully decoupled to facilitate parallel computation using an augmented 

Lagrangian relaxation. Recently, an enhanced energy management system proposed in 

[79] combines real-time contingency analysis with corrective OTS as input to a DC 

security-constrained economic dispatch problem; the authors in [79] state that the method 

can reduce at least 80% of congestion cost with computation time below one second. 

Moreover, the method's performance enables online applications to enhance topology 
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flexibility, relieve network congestion, and significantly reduce congestion costs [79]. A 

linear approximation for AC OTS is proposed in [80] in the form of MILP to avoid load 

shedding; in comparison with previous approaches, the proposed method reduces 

computational time by at least 80%. 

From the stability of power systems viewpoint, most of the literature on transmission 

switching is related primarily to asset overloading, voltage violation and reduction of 

operational costs, with only a small fraction focusing on transient stability. Though the 

methods proposed in [47][75] perform transient stability verification for the optimal 

switching solution, only a few addressed transient stability issues as their primary 

objective [81][82]. The authors of [81] proposed a switching scheme for long 

transmission circuits connecting SGs to distant loads through long parallel transmission 

circuits. The stabilizing idea behind the scheme was the isolation of the accelerated units 

during fault conditions; at fault clearing, other SGs are connected, providing 

synchronising power and reducing the acceleration of the critically accelerated machines. 

The drawback of this approach is the network topology; the structure is highly regular, 

representing a long transmission circuit, and all generators are equally and strongly 

connected. Also related to transient stability, the authors of [82] proposed an OTS 

method to reduce generation cost and short circuit currents (SCC); the heuristic proposed 

to solve the MILP was one of the first to use an electrical distance ranking based on graph 

theory. Though the reduction of SCCs can be beneficial for transient stability, the main 

purpose of the method proposed in [82] is to avoid overloading due to high SCC; 

particularly, the authors found that the larger the electrical distance between generators 

and fault location, the smaller the short circuit current is. Moreover, including the SCC 

constraints significantly improves the computational time with at least six times better 

performance than previous formulations. 

1.4.3 Optimal topology control 

Optimal Topology Control (OTC) focuses on changing the status of transmission assets 

as a means of control, which is similar to OTS; however, in OTC literature, topological 

changes include not only transmission assets like transformers and lines [41] but also 

splitting and merging busbars [83][84], and the operation of phase-shifting transformers 

[85]. One of the main drivers for OTC is that long-term transmission planning focus on 

optimising costs over the years, which can significantly diverge, and may collide, from 

real-time operation goals; in practice, lines built to relieve a specific constraint may cause 
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economic inefficiencies under rapidly changing operating scenarios [86]. The classic 

economic dispatch (ED) problem minimizes the generation cost subject to transmission 

constraints where the topology is commonly fixed, but by dispatching an optimal 

topology [38], along with generation, high congestion costs are reduced [86]. Based on 

a realistic large-scale system with RES, the analysis in [87] suggests that the benefits of 

OTC increase under high production from RES and low demand; this indicates that OTC 

becomes especially promising given the ambitious targets of RES integration, which are 

expected to reduce the net load in the following years [3][4]. In the case of networks with 

a high share of wind generation, like the Danish and German networks, authors of [88]–

[90] have shown that OTC is a useful congestion management tool to improve the 

integration of RES.  

Previous work related to the optimisation of network topology focused on avoiding 

component overloading and voltage stability [56], generation cost reduction 

[48][83][84][86][91]–[94], load shed recovery [95][96], reduction unit commitment 

(UC) costs [87][97], and reduction of PTDFs [85]. The seminal work in [56] proposed 

an OTC problem as linear programming where nodal current injections simulated the 

switching actions to reduce the current flowing in a line to zero. Authors of [83][84] 

included busbar splitting and merging in OTC problems formulated as MILP; whilst [83] 

used Fuzzy C-means as a clustering technique based on location marginal process to 

partition large systems, [84] addressed not only the line opening but also line closing as 

available circuit breaker control actions. Paper [91] proposed an OTC method based on 

ACOPF with N-1 reliability constraints formulated as a semi-definite programming 

(SDP); based on IEEE-30, the authors [91] found OTC solutions provide at least 5% cost 

reduction maintaining the N-1 reliability criterion. In [92][94], probabilistic OTC 

methods included the integration of RES generation and risk-based assessment for 

switching transmission lines; OTC solutions have considerable economic benefits with 

low risk in 22 out of the 24-hour period. The work in [93] consists of a robust topology 

control method for integration of RES by enhancing Do-Not-Exceed (DNE) limits; using 

a rank heuristic based on the active power flowing on lines to solve the MILP problem, 

the authors found that DNE limits can be increased by ~24% using OTC actions. For 

emergency conditions, authors of [95][96] proposed an OTC method for load shed 

recovery formulated as a MIP; whilst [95] solves the problem by a combination of MIP 

and a heuristic, testing single line switching at a time, the approach in [96] implements a 

binary switching tree tool. Comparing solutions with and without OTC on IEEE118 test 
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system, results from [95][96] indicate that OTC increases load shed recovery between 

14% and 33%. Paper [87] proposed a OTC co-optimisation of UC and ED in two stages 

tested on a European Network Transmission System Operators for electricity (ENTSO-

E) test system. OTC results in [87] show cost savings between 0.3% to 2% of total cost; 

large proportion of cost reduction is achieved by 1 or 2 switching actions. Authors of 

[97] proposed an stochastic UC with OTC method where the optimal topology control 

can provide benefits to reduce the need of large reserves due to the variability of 

renewable generation. Based on a representation of the Central Western European system 

[98], results show that the flexibility provided by OTC enables economic benefit between 

0.3 and 1.87 million euros; this effect is due to the congestion reduction given by 

transmission switching that enables the commitment of cheaper units [97]. Paper [85] 

proposes an OTC method to avoid parallel flows, formulated as a large scale MIP and 

solved by a genetic algorithm; based on a large-scale representation of the European 

electric system, the power transfers distribution factor across the France–Switzerland 

interconnection can be decreased 95% by implementing topology changes.  

The review of past work in OTC shows significant advantages like congestion reduction 

and facilitating the integration of RES; however, transient stability issues derived from 

the switching actions have not been studied in detail. Only a limited amount of relevant 

literature includes transient stability considerations in OTC [99]–[104]. Early 90’s work 

in [99] proposed control strategies based on topological changes to reduce rotor angle 

deviation using sliding mode control. Similarly, an optimal reconfiguration of 

transmission networks was proposed in [100]; however, [99][100] were tested only in a 

small test system without verifying the proposed approaches in realistic systems. 

Corrective stabilizing switching has also been addressed within OTC. Authors of [101] 

proposed a corrective OTC by stabilizing switching where the objective function 

includes the transient kinetic energy of the centre of inertia and the steady state voltage 

of SGs. The solution of the OTC relies on offline TDS [101]; therefore, the actual 

implementation requires a fast real-time topological state estimation and centralised 

control action, which is not realistic for large systems. The work in [102] provides an 

assessment tool for the impact of corrective OTC on a system with a high share of RES. 

Authors in [102] found that switching actions close to wind plants can produce negative 

damping; similarly, the evidence showed sustained oscillations in hydropower plants due 

to interaction with excitation controls. Though the tool [102] can analyse the effect of a 

single corrective OTC under a given fault condition, the switching solution must be 
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verified for voltage, small signal and transient stability. The latest advance in OTC was 

presented in [103][104] as a method of preventive stabilizing switching. The authors 

introduced a Critical Switching Flow (CSF) index to assess the effect of switching 

actions on transient stability based on a TEF method; the CSF is the maximum real power 

flow allowed on a given transmission line so that the system is stable after switching off 

the particular line. Though the method [103][104] is promising, a drawback is that CFS 

requires the system's state in an unstable equilibrium. The authors also proposed a Monte 

Carlo (MC) Day-ahead probabilistic assessment for CFS calculation, which is 

computationally intensive. Due to the required computational load, the evidence shows 

scalability issues; for instance, the increase in computation time between IEEE118 and 

Texas2000 test systems is of 899% [104]. 

1.4.4 Controlled islanding 

Controlled Islanding (CI) is a special control scheme that uses changes in the network 

topology to avoid catastrophic scenarios caused by slow propagating dynamics, like 

undamped oscillations, overloads, voltage and frequency instability, or fast propagating 

dynamics such as transient instability [105][106]. Frequently, islanding actions are 

triggered by the detection of critical conditions and consider line switching, load 

shedding and generator output adjustments to avoid frequency instability. Islanding 

limits cascading failures by intentionally splitting a transmission system into smaller 

independent subnetworks called islands [105]. Islanding is a highly complex problem 

that requires the preservation of system stability (rotor angle, frequency, and voltage) 

whilst minimizing the load shedding; hence, timing and location are essential for the 

success of the islanding strategy [106]. In this thesis, the focus is on the effect of the 

network's topology; therefore, the review concentrates on the location of islanding 

actions. 

The literature on CI can be classified by the objective of the islanding method, such as 

minimal load shedding, whilst the graphs-based [107]–[111] and optimisation-based 

[106][112][113] methods are used to define groups of generators and corresponding cut 

sets, i.e., set of lines switching actions to split the system into islands. The work in 

[107][108] introduced an ordered binary decision diagram to define the islanding 

solution; the definition of cut sets is based on synchronisation, power balance and rating 

limits criteria. Authors of [109] proposed a multi-objective graph partitioning method for 

emergency control considering the real and reactive power generation. The emergency 
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control method stops the propagation of disturbances; however, it does not consider 

coherency between generators, which may lead to unstable islands. The method in [110] 

includes the definition of a graph where edge weights are the active power flow on branch 

elements; further graph simplification and identification of minimum spanning trees 

provide the islanding solution. Paper [111] proposes a real-time identification of coherent 

generators based on phasor measurement units. The ratio between synchronising power 

coefficient and inertia are used as edge weights for the graph; these are used by a 

community detection method to identify coherent generators [111]. Also reducing the 

amount of load shedding, but based on optimisation, the work in [112] introduced an 

optimisation problem based on a piecewise approximation of AC power flow equations 

(PWLAC); the comparison between MILP based on DC and PWLAC solutions shows 

that PWLAC increases the load shedding, but it is more accurate, which improves the 

voltage feasibility of the islanding solution. Authors of [106][113] proposed an optimal 

splitting strategy to minimise load shedding by solving the MILP using benders 

decomposition. Results based on IEEE118 show a significant increase in generation 

output and load shedding to maintain frequency stability within each island [106]; 

besides, benders decomposition provides a 60% faster solution than traditional MILP 

computations [113]. 

Focused on minimal power flow disruption, hybrid approaches combining graph theory 

and optimisation techniques were recently proposed in [114]–[117]. For instance, authors 

of [114][115] proposed a two-step spectral-based clustering controlled islanding 

algorithm; the method relies on the eigenvector of the Laplacian of a graph built using 

synchronising power coefficients. Later, they introduced eigenvalue and eigenvector 

sensitivities to calculate the impact of the change of inertia of SGs [115]. In [116], the 

authors also proposed a method based on eigenvectors of the Laplacian, but the graph 

representation used the average active power flow injections at end nodes of transmission 

branches; results in [116] based on a reduced GB network show an average of 2% quality 

improvements in comparison to previous methods. Paper [117] introduces a scheme that 

uses a wide area monitoring, protection and control to define a weighted time-varying 

graph structure of the network; graph edges are defined by the affine combination of 

active and reactive power flow on branches per unit of length. Based on a representation 

of the Iranian power network results in [117] show that the method provides stable 

islands avoiding blackouts for a set of fault conditions. 
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Slow coherency theory, introduced in the early 2000s, was one of the earliest and most 

consistently used strategies for CI [107], [108], [119], [120], [109]–[111], [114]–[118]; 

the theory is intrinsically related to transient stability because it identifies groups of SGs 

which rotor angles remain relatively close after a disturbance. In particular, after a severe 

disturbance, rotor angle oscillations of electrically close SGs decay, whilst oscillations 

between different areas continue; generators swinging together are coherent with regard 

to the slow modes, i.e., they are in the same slow coherency group [110]. Slow coherency 

uses linearised dynamics equation of SGs, based on the classical model, to find groups 

of slow electromechanical modes; whilst slow coherency depends heavily on machine 

parameters, it also depends on initial conditions and fault location to a much lesser extent. 

In particular, the work in [118] presents an adaptive islanding approach considering load 

shedding; it includes a two-level load shedding scheme combined with slow coherency 

islanding. Similarly, in [119], the islanding strategy combines the grouping of generators 

and the identification of the weakest links, where slow coherency identifies the most 

fragile connections among generators. Later in [120], the approach's effectiveness was 

demonstrated in a realistic scenario; simulation results showed that for the August 2003 

blackout scenario, slow coherency-based islanding significantly reduced disturbance 

impacts preventing cascading failures.  

1.4.5 Transient stability constrained optimal power flow 

Since early 1998, optimisation techniques focused on generation dispatch with transient 

stability considerations have received considerable attention as a preventive approach 

[121]–[123]. Introduced in 2000 [122], the Transient Stability Constrained Optimal 

Power Flow (TSC-OPF) is an optimisation problem consisting of a standard OPF 

problem, extended by TS constraints using differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) 

representing the generator's dynamics. Over the last few years, several approaches have 

been proposed to define and solve TSC-OPF. Regarding the techniques to include 

transient stability constraints, the TSC-OPF traditional method was proposed in [122], 

which consists of discretising DAEs using the implicit trapezoidal method. Several 

adaptations of the traditional method have been introduced where multi-contingency 

scenarios have been addressed [124], and computational performance has been improved 

by focusing on integration errors [125] and relaxation of DAEs [126]. Derivations from 

previous approaches focus on sensitivity analysis, like rotor angle sensitivity with respect 

to the dispatch change [127], directional derivative [128], and energy sensitivity [129]. 

Another way to define stability constraints is the TSC-OPF direct method, where 
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dynamic constraints are enforced on generator responses based on TDS. Even though the 

approach is computationally efficient, it may result in near-optimal solutions due to the 

use of Single Machine Equivalent (SIME) and the sequential nature of the algorithms 

[130][131]. SIME-based direct methods, including dynamic loads [132], and a 

combination of kinetic energy sensitivity analysis [129], have also been proposed. The 

TSC-OPF problem can be written as a nonlinear programming (NLP) with dynamics 

constraints; successful techniques used to solve the problem range from evolutionary 

algorithms like differential evolution [133], genetic algorithms [134], and search 

heuristics like particle swarm optimisation [135]. The more mathematically tractable 

technique to solve TSC-OPF problems is the interior point method, which has been used 

as a main computation technique in [122][124][125].  

TSC-OPF approaches use different ways to quantify the stability level. In particular, 

TSC-OPF direct methods rely on TDS to evaluate the transient stability level to assess a 

given OPF solution; in this case, the transient stability constraint is based on the 

computation of the stability margin based on the equal area criterion, where the 

generators are represented using the SIME method [129][130][131][132]. Even though 

the inclusion of only one transient stability constraint is efficient, the TDS can increase 

the computational load if a large number of contingencies is considered. Another 

approach is used in the TSC-OPF traditional method. The transient stability constraints 

come in the form of the rotor angle deviation with respect to the Centre of Inertia (COI) 

with a threshold angle of 100-150 degrees [122][124][125][126]; a recently proposed 

method quantifies the stability level by the square of the rotor angle with respect to the 

COI [128]. Transforming DAEs into algebraic equations increases the number of 

constraints [122]; particularly, differential equations are replaced by difference 

equations. 

A further possible extension of the TSC-OPF model is the introduction of discrete 

variables to represent the switching of transmission branches; it should be noted that in 

the revised literature, the network topology modification (i.e., transmission switching) 

has never been modelled as available control mean in the context of TSC-OPF. 

Moreover, the TSC-OPF can also be improved to account not only for the behaviour of 

an aggregated representation of SGs (SIME method). Though the scope of this thesis 

does not consider improving the representation of SGs, more sophisticated transient 

stability metrics such as the coherence index [36], dot-products [36], Integral of Squared 

Rotor Angles (ISGA) [136], Transient Stability Index (TSI) [137], as well as CCT-based 
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stability margin [138] can be used as transient stability constraints to verify the behaviour 

of each SG.  

1.4.6 Network topology assessments based on graph theory 

Network theory can provide tools to evaluate different features of network topologies, 

like size, connectivity, and robustness. For instance, the concept of synchronisation, 

known as coherency of rotor angles in power system literature [36], has related structural 

properties of the network with the ability to reach and maintain coherency 

[139][140][141][142]. In particular, the structure of a network can be characterised by 

topology metrics such as node degree [143], shortest path length [144], efficiency [145], 

betweenness centrality [146], algebraic connectivity [147][148], among others; thus, 

these can be used to quantify the influence of the structure on different processes, like 

electromechanical transients.  

In power systems, the role of the network structure in cascading failures has been 

extensively studied [149][150]; in this context, network robustness is related to the 

structural strength of a system to survive perturbations and failures [150]. Particularly, 

weighted node degree and efficiency metrics have been used in [151][149] to assess 

vulnerabilities of power systems with embedded communication infrastructure. For 

example, authors in [152] used the line betweenness centrality and efficiency to identify 

vulnerabilities in the IEEE39 and IEEE118 test systems against random and targeted 

attacks. From a network robustness perspective, paper [153] demonstrates the effect of 

the network structure in cascading failures using the average shortest path length on the 

IEEE118 test system; the authors also evaluate the topologies using the average effective 

resistance (distance) between generators and load nodes on the Northern European Grid. 

Similarly, the authors of [154] defined robustness based on five network metrics, 

considering the average degree, betweenness, closeness, efficiency, and shortest path 

length between generators; based on the IEEE118 test system, the proposed method in 

[154] defines an optimal topology using simulated annealing that improves the total 

robustness in 65%. In particular, the review of the literature where network theory has 

been used in the context of power systems is scarce; besides, the transient stability 

problem has not been analysed using graph-based methods. 
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1.4.7 Summary of past work 

Several research aspects have been identified in the literature review presented in this 

thesis, which previous researchers have not addressed. These are summarised below: 

i. Industry practices already take advantage of changing the topology of the 

network by ad-hoc procedures based on historical data or expert knowledge to 

improve voltage profiles and transfer capabilities during lightly loaded hours, as 

special protection schemes under contingencies, for seasonal load changes, for 

scheduled maintenance, and to mitigate congestion on transmission lines. 

However, most TSOs do not apply systematic methodologies to harness the 

flexibility benefits of switching transmission components to reduce or eliminate 

overloads. 

ii. The challenges adopting Optimal Transmission Switching (OTS) in industry, like 

long computational time, effective AC performance, and understanding of 

performance on large-scale power systems, have been addressed to a certain 

extent by power system researchers. However, the reviewed literature shows that 

OTS focus mainly on power system security, that is, asset overloading, voltage 

violations, and reduction of operational costs, with only a small fraction focusing 

on transient stability. Furthermore, the OTS literature that indirectly addresses 

transient stability focuses only on a regular topology or includes restrictions on 

short circuit currents rather than generator rotor angles. 

iii. Similar to OTS, the reviewed literature concerning Optimal Topology Control 

(OTC) shows significant advantages in congestion reduction and facilitating the 

integration of RES; however, transient stability within OTC has only been 

addressed by a few authors. Among the works considering transient stability, it 

is possible to find corrective approaches based on transient energy functions; 

nonetheless, a drawback is the complexity and scalability of the proposed 

methodologies. For instance, the controllable unstable equilibrium point method 

would require finding the unstable point for each potential network structure. 

iv. Notably, the use of network theory in the form of graph-based metrics is almost 

absent from the reviewed literature on optimisation techniques used in OTS and 

OTC. In particular, graph theory was used in two papers as part of heuristic 

methods; interestingly, the authors found beneficial effects in short circuit 

reduction by increasing graph-based electrical distance between generators and 
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fault location; this suggests that graph theory can be a useful tool in the context 

of transient stability assessment. 

v. Controlled Islanding (CI) methods based on slow coherency help address long-

term dynamic problems, like voltage and frequency stability; however, their 

application to short-term dynamics, like transient stability, is questionable 

because slow coherency does not fully reflect the impact of fault characteristics, 

like disturbance size, or pre-fault operating conditions. Another drawback of CI 

is that it introduces significant topological changes because it was designed as a 

last resource corrective measure to prevent widespread catastrophic events; 

though effective, less aggressive preventive topology-based measures with or 

without corrective capabilities can be used to tackle transient stability issues 

maintaining the system integrity. 

vi. Transient stability inequality constraints have been added to the TSC-OPF 

models; however, discretised DAEs cannot be avoided leading to potential 

convergence problems, modelling of limited-size networks and non-scalable 

feature of the model. It is reasonable to assume that modelling discrete network 

switching within a TSC-OPF model would amplify scalability and complexity 

issues. The entire TSC-OPF would need to be solved for each network switching 

configuration defined by the binary vector of branch statuses; this indicates that 

a non-simulation-based TS approach can be an alternative way, which would be 

capable of generating not only optimum but ranked suboptimal solutions as well. 

To this end, quantification of the network topology impact, or network robustness 

with respect to transient stability, needs to be developed; recent results from 

network theory can be adapted for this purpose. 

vii. The network structure, also known as topology, has a relevant role in dynamical 

processes; however, the influence of the structure in transient stability 

assessments has not been addressed in detail by power system researchers. 

Though several topology metrics have been developed within network theory, the 

potential application in power system processes has mainly been studied for 

robustness against cascading failures and controlled islanding. In the reviewed 

literature, topology metrics designed to assess the impact of the topology on the 

dynamic behaviour of SG during electromechanical transients are practically 

non-existent; therefore, specific network topology metrics need to be further 

investigated. This also includes properties of the node where an SG is connected 

and some SG characteristics. 
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1.5 Research aims and objectives 

This thesis aims to address several issues identified in the current body of research. The 

main aim of the research project is to investigate the impact of the structure of 

transmission networks on transient stability. The network topology is defined by the 

statuses (i.e., on/off) of switching devices that can change the service condition of the 

transmission lines; the switching actions introduce instantaneous step changes in the 

network configuration and are considered large disturbances. Understanding the effects 

of network structure on the stability of power systems can be considered a prerequisite 

to a potentially valid pathway to improve network flexibility. Therefore, once effects are 

understood, it will be possible to define control methods to maximise the network 

transient stability, using not only “standard controls” (e.g., economic dispatch, AVR 

settings) but also the network as a dispatchable asset as well. In order to achieve the main 

aim, the following research objectives have been defined: 

i. To summarise and critically assess the existing literature reporting contributions 

linking changes in network structure to stability areas of power systems. In 

particular, focus on the previous work related to transient stability to establish 

this research topic's state of the art. 

ii. To investigate the impact of discrete changes on transmission networks, such as 

line-switching actions, on the transient stability response of power systems. In 

particular, verify the mechanisms affected by network parameters that drive the 

transient stability behaviour. 

iii. To develop the general dynamic optimization model that uses generation active 

power dispatch and network switching as available controls. The model will 

consider both transient stability and network security. 

iv. To develop a simplified optimization procedure that will maximise transient 

stability without using the transient stability differential-difference equations. 

v. To propose robustness metrics that capture the essential impact factors on 

transient stability; this includes the influence of the network structure on the 

behaviour of generators during the early stage of the transient period. 

vi. To develop a solution procedure for the simplified optimisation method capable 

of identifying the best network structure to improve the security and transient 

stability response of power systems. 

vii. To draw conclusions by using several test network models. 
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1.6 Main contributions 

The work presented in this thesis contributes to the general area of power system stability 

research by investigating and modelling the effect of network structure, defined by line-

switching actions (line disconnections or connections), on the first swing transient 

stability. The primary outcome of this research work is the definition and comprehensive 

assessment of network metrics and generator features capable of quantifying the 

topological influence of the network structure on the transient stability behaviour of 

power systems. Furthermore, the assessment was used to propose a non-simulation-based 

optimisation framework for using line-switching actions as a preventive control measure 

to improve transient stability.  

The points below summarise the main contributions of this research. 

i. A novel optimization framework was proposed, which integrates transient 

stability and network security aspects with line switching as an available control. 

The transient stability block uses the classical multi-machine model with 

structure-preserving network and line switching, as well as an inequality 

constraint based on TSI. The combination of security and transient stability 

constraints defines the general dynamic optimisation problem called Transient 

Stability and Security Constraint Optimal Power Flow with Switching (TSSC-

OPFwS). 

ii. A two-stage methodology was defined to solve the proposed TSSC-OPFwS 

problem, combining SC-OPF and topology optimisation for transient stability 

based on a general network robustness metric. The proposed solution decouples 

the power flow (security) constraints from the dynamic and binary (transient 

stability) constraints; moreover, using a transient stability robustness metric 

within the topology optimisation reduces the complexity of solving the dynamical 

models in time domain. 

iii. A study of transient stability nodal (generator) impact factors evaluating single 

line-switching scenarios revealed three main findings related to switching 

actions. Firstly, pre-fault variables like generator loading and rotor angles can 

give invaluable insight into the potentially unstable generators. Secondly, line-

switching actions defining different network topologies can positively impact 

transient stability. Finally, a higher inertia level does not always guarantee more 
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stable results and vice versa; a harmful factor is the combination of inertia 

reduction and increased rotor angle separation. 

iv. The definition and study of two impedance-based proximity metrics, in the 

context of small test systems, to evaluate the effect of line-switching actions on 

the structure of a transmission network and how those discrete changes impact 

the transient stability behaviour of power systems. The analysis based on a 

realistic test system suggested that impedance-based distance between generators 

and a fault location (DFG), and between nearby generators (DBG), offer higher 

accuracy in discriminating between network structures with a better or worse 

performance from the transient stability point of view. In particular, the 

confirmation of the effects of DFG and DBG on transient stability based on a 

realistic test system, originally revealed on two small test systems, leads to the 

conclusion that the findings based on network topology metrics are general. 

v. Within the proposed topology optimisation for transient stability, two network 

robustness metrics in the form of fitness functions were designed to be used in a 

GA-based optimisation method. In particular, the proposed robustness metrics 

are called Composite Transient Stability Robustness Metrics (CTSRMs), which 

serve as proxy functions to predict, to a certain extent, the transient stability 

behaviour of a power system for a given set of faults. The introduction of proxy 

functions replaced the solution of the multimachine model and verification of 

transient stability constraints in the time domain, reducing the complexity of 

solving the TSSC-OPFwS problem. 

1.7 Thesis overview 

This thesis consists of six chapters in total. The five chapters that follow this introductory 

chapter are outlined below: 

Chapter 2 – Modelling of Power System Components, Techniques and 

Computational Tools 

This chapter describes the model of power system components and techniques, which 

are already established in the literature and used in research and industry. Firstly, the 

mathematical models of relevant components are described. Secondly, the modelling of 

the network, including discrete changes like line-switching actions and short circuits, is 

defined through simple procedures. Thirdly, fundamental concepts of optimisation 
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techniques are introduced. Finally, the computational environment used to perform the 

studies is also described. 

Chapter 3 - Assessment of the Impact of Line-Switching Actions on Transient 

Stability 

This chapter introduces the assessment of the effect of line-switching actions on the 

structure of transmission networks. In particular, the assessment of switching actions is 

done by two impedance-based proximity metrics using two small test systems. The 

chapter includes two parts. Firstly, an in-depth analysis, using theoretical and simulation 

tools, of the effect of line-switching actions changing the impedance between generators 

and fault locations. Secondly, a detailed analysis of line-switching actions affecting 

circuits connecting SGs using simulation results. 

Chapter 4 – Modelling Framework for Transient Stability Preventive Control via 

Rescheduling and Switching 

This chapter presents an optimisation framework to minimise generation production 

costs whilst meeting stability and security constraints. Within the framework, line-

switching actions are used as binary (discrete) controls to change the topology and 

improve the transient stability response of the system in the presence of large 

disturbances. The chapter includes four parts. Firstly, the description of the classical 

multi-machine model with the reduced network for transient stability analysis. Secondly, 

a detailed explanation of a new model for transient stability analysis called the classical 

multi-machine model with structure-preserving network and network switching. Thirdly, 

a study of transient stability indicators to determine the most suitable to define stability 

limits. Finally, a general dynamic optimisation model is proposed as an optimum power 

flow with transient stability and security constraints. 

Chapter 5 – Transient Stability Preventive Control with Generation Dispatching 

and Network Optimisation 

This chapter introduces a methodology to solve the TSSC-OPFwS problem described in 

the previous chapter. The proposed approach is a two-stage method; the first stage is the 

solution of an SC-OPF for fixed network topology, whilst the second stage is a network 

topology optimisation to find the network structure with the best transient stability 

response considering a set of credible faults. The chapter includes four parts. Firstly, the 

description of the IEEE68 bus test system. Secondly, a detailed description of the two-
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stage solution method highlights the computational processes. Thirdly, a comprehensive 

study of impact factors relating the topological effect, given by a network structure, to 

transient stability. Finally, the network robustness metric is defined in the form of two 

fitness functions; the functions are assessed to verify their accuracy in mapping 

combinations of switching scenarios and fault conditions to TDS-based stability results. 

Chapter 6 – Conclusions and Future Work 

In this chapter, the main conclusions of the undertaken research are summarised. 

Furthermore, suggestions are made for future improvements and expansion of the studies 

and methods presented within this work. 
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2 Modelling of Power System Components, 

Analysis Techniques and Computational 

Tools 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Commercial tools are available for engineers to perform tasks such as power system 

modelling and analysis; those tools implement mature and testing models, which are 

mathematical representations of power system components. Furthermore, the modelling 

of power system components enables their use in dynamic or quasi-dynamic simulation 

engines, which allows the analysis of different effects to support decision-making 

processes in the industry.  

Particularly, this chapter describes the model of power system components and analysis 

techniques, which are already established in the literature and used in research and 

industry. Firstly, the mathematical models of relevant components include synchronous 

generators (SGs), automatic voltage regulators (AVRs), excitation systems, power 

system stabilizers (PSSs), transformers, transmission lines, and loads. Secondly, as the 

network structure is the main focus of the work presented in this thesis, modelling the 

network, including discrete changes like line-switching actions and short circuits, is 

described in detail. Thirdly, fundamental concepts of optimisation techniques are 

introduced. Finally, the computational environment used to perform the studies is also 

described. The computational tools are used in an integrated fashion enabling the 

automation of computational processes, which provided results used throughout this 

thesis. 
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2.1 Modelling of power system components 

This section includes the modelling of essential power system components; these 

components have been integrated into test systems and implemented in computational 

tools to obtain TDS results. In particular, the components of the power system are 

modelled using single-phase representation, assuming that all three phases are balanced 

[21]. 

2.1.1 Synchronous generators 

The synchronous generator (SG) has been the essential plant to transform different forms 

of energy, such as nuclear, chemical (coal, oil, and gas), and hydro, into electrical energy 

in modern electrical power systems [25]. In many parts of the world, generation is 

primarily centralised in power plants where SGs transform mechanical energy into 

electrical energy. Though the adoption of inertialess converter interfaced generation 

(CIG) may seem to be rapidly changing the current scenario [10][11], the simplicity and 

versatility of the SG will ensure that it will remain one of the fundamental components 

of power systems in many years to come. The most straightforward mathematical 

representation of the SG is the second-order model (1.1) [17][20], also known as the 

classical model; in this framework, the SG can be represented as a constant voltage 

source behind a transient reactance. The model (1.1) enables the explanation of 

electromechanical phenomena in the easiest possible way; it has been used by many 

researchers [14][17][18][20] in the development of power system dynamics and control 

theory. 

For more realistic simulations, a more sophisticated mathematical representation of the 

SG can be used, like the sixth-order model [17][20][23], also known as the standard 

model; derivation and description of the algebraic and differential equation of the 

standard model can be found in several textbooks [14][17][20][23]. The first-order 

differential equations of the sixth-order model are given by equations (2.1)-(2.6); the 

notation of equations is consistent with [23][148][149]. In the equations below, electrical 

quantities are in p.u., time in seconds, rotor angle in electrical radians, and rotor speed in 

electrical radians per second. Subscripts 𝑑 and 𝑞 are related to the stator 𝑑 and 𝑞 axes, 

whereas 𝑓𝑑 is related to the rotor field winding. In particular (2.1)-(2.6) are the 

derivatives with respect to time of the stator transient EMFs 𝐸$#  and 𝐸+# , rotor circuit flux 

linkages 𝜓1$ and 𝜓2+, rotor speed deviation ∆𝜔%, and rotor angle 𝛿; in this model 𝐸$# , 
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𝐸+# , 𝜓1$, 𝜓2+, ∆𝜔%, and 𝛿 are state variables. Generator parameters are synchronous 

reactances 𝑋$ and 𝑋+, transient reactances 𝑋$#  and 𝑋+# , sub-transient reactances 𝑋$##	and 

𝑋+##, transient open circuit time constants 𝑇$7#  and 𝑇+7# , sub-transient open circuit time 

constants 𝑇$7##  and 𝑇+7## , stator leakage reactance 𝑋4G,=, inertia constant 𝐻, damping factor 

𝐷 and nominal (synchronous) speed 𝜔7. Variables in the model are the rotor speed 𝜔%, 

and stator voltages 𝐸$ and 𝐸+ with 𝐸. as the resultant voltage, which depend on stator 

currents 𝐼$ and 𝐼+. The mechanical power 𝑃& is a parameter and the electrical power 𝑃' 

is a dependent variable. 

	 𝑑
𝑑𝑡 𝐸%

& =
1
𝑇'(&

'−𝐸%& + *𝑋' − 𝑋'& , -𝐼' −
𝑋'& − 𝑋'&&

*𝑋'& − 𝑋)*,,,
- *𝜓-' + *𝑋'& − 𝑋)*,,,𝐼' + 𝐸%

& ,01	 (2.1) 

	

𝑑
𝑑𝑡 𝐸'

& =
1
𝑇%(&

'−𝐸'& − (𝑋% − 𝑋%& ) -𝐼% −
𝑋%& − 𝑋%&&

*𝑋%& − 𝑋)*,,,
- *𝜓.% + *𝑋%

& − 𝑋)*,,,𝐼% + 𝐸'& ,0

+ 𝐸/%1	

(2.2) 

	
𝑑
𝑑𝑡 𝜓1$ =

1
𝑇$7##

[−𝜓1$ + 𝐸+# − \𝑋$# − 𝑋4G,=]𝐼$^	 (2.3) 

	
𝑑
𝑑𝑡 𝜓2+ =

1
𝑇+7##

[−𝜓2+ − 𝐸$# − \𝑋+# − 𝑋4G,=]𝐼+^	 (2.4) 

	 𝑑
𝑑𝑡 ∆𝜔% =

1
2𝐻

[𝑃& − 𝑃' − 𝐷∆𝜔%]	 (2.5) 

	
𝑑
𝑑𝑡 𝛿 =

(𝜔% − 𝜔7) = ∆𝜔% 	 (2.6) 

Algebraic equations below describe stator voltages (2.7)-(2.9) and electrical power 

(2.10), assuming negligible generator armature resistance. The electrical power 𝑃' is 

obtained by combining (2.7) and (2.8) in (2.10), which is in turn plugged in (2.5). 

	 𝐸$ =
𝑋+## − 𝑋4G,=
𝑋+# − 𝑋4G,=

𝐸$# −
𝑋+# − 𝑋+##

𝑋+# − 𝑋4G,=
𝜓2+ + 𝑋+##𝐼+ (2.7)	

	 𝐸+ =
𝑋$## − 𝑋4G,=
𝑋$# − 𝑋4G,=

𝐸+# +
𝑋$# − 𝑋$##

𝑋$# − 𝑋4G,=
𝜓1$ − 𝑋$##𝐼$ (2.8)	

	 𝐸. = c𝐸$2 + 𝐸+2 (2.9)	

	 𝑃' = 𝐸$𝐼$ + 𝐸+𝐼+ (2.10)	
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2.1.2 Generator excitation systems 

The purpose of an excitation system is to provide direct current to the SG field winding. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the functional relationship between the SG and controllers like AVR 

and PSS. The figure shows that the excitation system controls the field voltage 𝐸*$, and 

also the field current of the stator winding, contributing to power system stability [20]. 

The control action is performed by the AVR, the upper closed loop in Figure 2.1, which 

manipulates 𝐸*$ to reduce the error between the generator terminal voltage 𝐸. and the 

terminal voltage reference set-point 𝐸.
%-*; in practical terms, the AVR’s purpose is to 

maintain 𝐸. close to the reference 𝐸.
%-* providing voltage control and contributing to 

first-swing stability. As described in Section 1.3.7, AVR’s effect can increase the 

oscillatory behaviour of the system, especially for those with large impedance; a PSS 

may be included to ensure the damping of oscillations beyond the first swing. Figure 2.1 

also shows the integration of the PSS voltage signal 𝐸;!! as an extra input to the AVR. 

A comprehensive  review of AVR types can be found in [156]; the AVR implementations 

used in this dissertation are described below. 

 
Figure 2.1: Simplified functional relationship diagram of SG, AVR and PSS [155]. 

2.1.2.1 DC excitation 

DC excitation systems date back to the 1920s, which have been replaced due to the 

introduction of AC exciters in the mid-1960s [20]; however, there still are several SGs 

in service with this type of excitation system [156]. DC excitation systems use DC 

generators as a source of excitation power to provide current to the SG rotor through slip 

rings, and they can be self or separately excited; from the dynamic viewpoint, this type 

of excitation is slow, which is reflected by longer time constants [20]. In particular, 

Figure 2.2 shows a simplified block diagram of the Mag-A IEEE Type 1 [17] exciter 

used in Chapter 3 within time domain simulations (TDS) using the IEEE68 Bus test 

system. The system considers a transducer delay block to represent the measuring of the 

SG terminal voltage 𝐸., an AVR block to amplify the error signal, a feedback 
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compensation with gain 𝐾8 and time constant 𝑇8 to improve the dynamic performance 

of the excitation system, and the exciter block which combines the gain 𝐾'-E, time 

constant 𝑇'-E and an exponential saturation function. Here the regulated voltage 𝐸H is the 

input to the exciter with upper and lower limits 𝐸H69E and 𝐸H65), respectively. 

 
Figure 2.2: Simplified block diagram of the IEEE Type 1 DC exciter [17]. 

For the Anderson and Fouad Test system, a simplified version of the IEEE-type DC1A 

excitation system [155] used in Chapter 5 for TDS can be seen in Figure 2.3. A separately 

excited DC1A exciter has been implemented without considering the stabilizing 

feedback loop. In particular, the output of the AVR is not limited; however, the output 

of the exciter is limited by 𝐸*$69E and 𝐸*$65). 

 
Figure 2.3: Simplified block diagram of the IEEE Type DC1A DC exciter [155]. 

2.1.2.2 Static excitation  

In static (ST) excitation systems, the voltage is transformed to DC form of an appropriate 

level by controlled or uncontrolled rectifiers, which supply the excitation current directly 

to the field winding through slip rings [20]. A difference between ST and DC or AC 

exciters is that the ST type has lower time constants, which means that they can act very 

fast; therefore, the stabilizing feedback loop is not required [156]. Figure 2.4 illustrates 

a simplified version of the IEEE type ST1A excitation system [26] used in Chapter 5 for 
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TDS; it considers a voltage delay transducer block and the exciter gain without time 

constant; moreover, it does not include lead-lag blocks to reduce or increase the transient 

gain. The output of the ST exciter has upper and lower limits, 𝐸*$69E and 𝐸*$65), which 

bound the field voltage 𝐸*$. 

 
Figure 2.4: Simplified block diagram of the IEEE Type ST1A ST exciter [26] 

2.1.3 Power system stabilisers 

Commonly, PSSs are tuned to damp small-disturbance oscillations using linearised 

power systems models; nevertheless, they can improve transient stability if adequately 

tuned [26]. Briefly discussed in Section 1.3.7, the control action provided by the 

combination of AVR and PSS during the first rotor oscillation can be characterised by a 

sharp increase of the excitation voltage to its upper limit 𝐸*$69E where the synchronising 

torque is maximised by the AVR. In parallel, since the rotor speed deviation ∆𝜔 is not 

zero during a fault, the PSS signal 𝐸;!! (see Figure 2.3) is added to the voltage error 

input to the AVR. The resulting net voltage error 𝐸;!! − ∆𝑉 leads the rotor speed 

deviation, and the quadrature component of the transient EMF reinforce the natural 

damping by introducing a positive damping torque in phase with the speed deviation 

[21]. Though the integration of the PSS reduces the voltage error reducing the AVR 

effect on the first swing, this negative effect has a small magnitude and can be neglected; 

however, the positive effect of the PSS becomes more influential beyond the first swing 

reducing the net voltage error and the magnitude of the rotor angle oscillations [21]. 

Since the main focus of this work is on first-swing stability, the effect of PSSs will not 

be assessed in detail. Particularly, the PSS modelling is incorporated because they are 

integrated into generating units which are part of the test system used in Chapter 5 within 

TDS. 

In general, the PSS takes an input signal, and after the filter, phase compensation and 

amplification processes, it passes the resultant voltage signal 𝐸;!! to the AVR modifying 

the net voltage error. One of the most common types of PSS uses the rotor speed ∆𝜔% as 
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input [21] and is the one used in this thesis. In particular, a simplified block diagram of 

a single-input PSS [155] used in Chapter 5, similar to the generic PSS in [21], can be 

seen in Figure 2.5. The figure shows a washout filter with a time constant 𝑇I, which 

eliminates an offset from the input signal to ignore steady state changes; later, a 

combination of lead-lag compensating blocks ensures that the introduced electrical 

damping torque is in phase with the rotor angle speed deviation.	The gain 𝐾;!! amplifies 

the filtered and compensated signal to maximise the damping, which is later passed 

through a limiter; the auxiliary signal limits 𝐸;!!69E and 𝐸;!!65) can be asymmetric to avoid 

harmful effects due to component failure [155]. Though considered in [21], a low pass-

pass filter is not included in Figure 2.5 because the potential interactions between 

torsional mechanical modes and high-frequency output of the PSS are not in the scope 

of this work.  

 
Figure 2.5: Simplified block diagram of a PSS [155]. 

2.1.4 Transmission lines 

Throughout the work presented in this dissertation, the main model representing 

transmission lines is the lumped parameter model with nominal 𝜋 representation [23]. 

The test systems used in Chapters 3 and 5 include lines short enough to be considered 

medium-length transmission lines; therefore, the use of distributed parameters is not 

required [23]. Figure 2.6 shows a circuit representing a medium-length transmission line, 

suitable to model lines between 80 and 240 kms long [23]. The model considers a series 

impedance composed of total resistance and reactance 𝑟 and 𝑥, and the total capacitance 

between conductors 𝑐; particularly, the shunt admittance 𝑦 = 𝑐 2⁄  is placed as the 

sending and receiving ends of the line.  

 
Figure 2.6: Equivalent 𝜋 circuit of a medium length transmission line [23]. 
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2.1.5 Transformers 

The equivalent 𝜋 representation is used to model a two-winding transformer shown in 

Figure 2.7, considering the single-phase representation of power system components. In 

the figure, 𝑌-+ is the reciprocal of the leakage reactance of the transformer 𝑍-+, and 𝑐 =

1 𝑂𝑁𝑅⁄  is the reciprocal of the off-nominal turns ratio (ONR) of the transformer [20]. 

The series resistance, originating from active power losses, is ignored. 

 
Figure 2.7: Equivalent 𝜋 circuit a two-winding transformer [20]. 

2.1.6 Loads 

The modelling of power system loads can significantly impact the accuracy of simulation 

results for stability studies. Since bus voltages usually drop in the presence of a large 

disturbance, the power consumed by the loads will impact the imbalance between 

generation and load; the load change affects the magnitude of rotor angle oscillations and 

the first swing stability of the system [157]. In particular, electromechanical oscillations 

can significantly affect voltage magnitudes and system frequency across the network; 

therefore, frequency and voltage dependant loads require more detailed models to 

guarantee accurate stability results [158]. A comprehensive description of load models 

can be found in [151][153]. 

A study of international load modelling practices reveals that about 70% of utilities and 

system operators use static load models in power system stability studies [160]. In 

particular, two load models are included in this thesis. Firstly, in the constant impedance 

load model (2.11) [17], which is considered suitable for exploratory stability studies [21], 

loads are represented by equivalent shunt admittances using the load-flow solution of the 

pre-fault condition, i.e., steady state. Secondly, the constant power load model represents 

a load at node 𝑚 as constant active power 𝑃6  and reactive power 𝑄6  demands; this 

model has been used in the context of transient stability anslysis with structure-

preserving network modelling [161]. The main difference between models is that the 

constant impedance load can be easily integrated into the network admittance matrix to 

perform first-swing stability studies [17], while the constant power load can be used in 
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stability studies where structural aspects of the network are more relevant [162]. In this 

thesis, the constant impedance model was used in the context of network reduction 

methods in Section 4.1, whilst the constant power demand model was used in modelling 

structure-preserving networks in Section 4.2. 

	 𝑌6 =
𝑃6 − 𝑗𝑄6

𝑉62
	 (2.11) 

2.2 Network representation and impedance-based distance metrics 

This section introduces the representation of a multimachine system for transient stability 

studies focusing on the structure of the transmission system. Particularly, the network 

representation is treated from basic circuit theory and graph theory, providing the 

background for two methods to quantify the proximity between nodes; those methods 

are relevant to describe the effect of topological changes in the network structure. 

Commonly, all physical quantities are related to the positive-sequence network for 

transient stability studies because they consider the worst-case scenario, three-phase 

faults [22]. 

2.2.1 Admittance and impedance matrices 

It is possible to represent a network of 𝑁 buses as a combination of all transmission lines, 

transformers, and loads, depending on the load model used. A mathematical 

representation of the network is the admittance matrix, also known as 𝑌J:=. The 𝑌J:= 

matrix, shown in equation (2.12), can be built using the following rules [23]: 

i. A diagonal element 𝑌55, also known as self-admittances, is equal to the sum of the 

admittances of all branches directly connected to node 𝑖. All shunt admittances 

𝑌57 representing a load at node 𝑖 are also added. 

ii. An off-diagonal element 𝑌5K, also known as mutual admittance between bus 𝑖 and 

𝑗, is equal to the negative of the branch admittance connected between node 𝑖 and 

𝑗. If there is no line connecting the nodes 𝑌5K = 0. 

𝑌J:=

=

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎡𝑌1,2 +⋯+ 𝑌1,, + 𝑌1,7 −𝑌1,2 ⋯ −𝑌1,,

−𝑌2,1
⋮

⋱
⋱

−𝑌2,,
⋮

−𝑌,,1 −𝑌,,2 ⋯ 𝑌,,1 + 𝑌,,2 +⋯+ 𝑌,,,>1 + 𝑌,,7⎦
⎥
⎥
⎤
	

(2.12)	
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The 𝑌J:= matrix can be used to construct the algebraic equation of the network, also 

known as the nodal network equation (2.13), which is based on the first and second 

Kirchhoff’s law. For stability studies, the Kron method [23] can be used to reduce the 

dimension of (2.13), eliminating all buses with zero current injection [17]; this lowers 

the computational burden of power system analyses. 

	

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
	
𝐼1
⋮
𝐼5
⋮
𝐼,	 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

=

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

	
𝑌11 … 𝑌15
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑌51 … 𝑌55

					
… 𝑌1,
⋱ ⋮
… 𝑌5,

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑌,1 … 𝑌,5

					⋱ ⋮
… 𝑌,,	 ⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡
	
𝑉1
⋮
𝑉5
⋮
𝑉,	 ⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤

		or 	𝑰 = 𝒀𝑽	 (2.13)	

The inverse of the 𝑌J:= is the bus impedance matrix, or 𝑍J:=, which is also a well-known 

network representation [163]. Although both network matrices are symmetrical, a key 

difference is that the 𝑍J:= is not a sparse matrix, i.e., it is not likely to have elements 

equal to zero. Particularly, an element of the main diagonal 𝑍55, called self (or driving 

point) impedance of node 𝑖, is equal to the ratio between the voltage at the node and the 

injected current 𝑉5 𝐼5⁄ , not having other active current injections, i.e., all other node 

current sources are open-circuited. Moreover, an off-diagonal element 𝑍5K, called mutual 

(or transfer) impedance between node 𝑖 and 𝑗, is the ratio between the voltage at node 𝑖 

and the current injected at node 𝑗 without current injections at any other node. Another 

difference between network matrices is their actual use; the 𝑌J:= is mainly employed for 

load flow related computations whereas the 𝑍J:= provides key information for fault 

analysis [23]. Within this thesis, elements of the 𝑍J:= are used in impedance-based 

proximity metrics. 

2.2.2 Weighted graphs 

From network theory, an electrical circuit can also be represented by a simple graph 

𝐺(Ω), Ω4). The simple graph of a network is defined by a set of vertices Ω) with 𝑛 =

1,2, … , 𝑁, and a set of edges Ω4 connecting vertices with 𝑙 = 1,2, … , 𝐿. In network 

literature [164], nodes and vertices are considered interchangeable terms; moreover, 

links and edges are considered identical concepts. Similarly, in power systems literature 

[23], vertices and edges can be understood as buses and branch elements. The adjacency 

matrix 𝐴 is the mathematical representation of a graph; for simple graphs, the elements 

of 𝐴 are binary values (𝑂𝑛/𝑂𝑓𝑓) which contains the information related to the 

connection between nodes. For instance, if nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 are connected with a 

branch, then 𝐴5K = 1; otherwise 𝐴5K = 0 [164]. 
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A weighted graph is a generalization of the simple graph where the components of the 

adjacency matrix represent the weight 𝑤, also called “strength”, of the connection 

between nodes. Hence, for weighted graphs, if nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 (𝑖 ≠ 𝑗) are connected with 

a branch, then 𝐴5K = 𝑤5K, with 𝑤5K > 0, otherwise 𝐴5K = 0 [164]. An example of the 

relationship between graphs and electrical circuits is shown for the circuit in Figure 

2.8(a); the figure illustrates a purely resistive circuit with identical resistances 𝑅 and 

nodes representing the junctions between them. Currents flow in the circuit obeying 

Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL), and there is a voltage source between nodes 1 and 7; 

KCL can be expressed for each node in terms of the components of the adjacency matrix 

𝐴5K according to (2.14), where 𝐼𝑖 represents the external current injection at node 𝑖. 

 
 

(a) (b) 
Figure 2.8: Resistive circuit (a) and graph representation (b) (adapted from [164]) 

 

	 �
𝐴5K\𝑉K − 𝑉5]

𝑅

,

K
+ 𝐼5 = 0		, 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑁	 (2.14)	

The adjacency matrix of the example defines the connectivity between nodes and 

provides the basis for the weighted graph representation of the circuit, illustrated in 

Figure 2.8(b). The benefit of graph representation is the use of network theory tools to 

analyse the network. The focus of network theory is to analyse the topological features 

of complex networks, such as the relative importance of a vertex, also known as degree 

centrality [164]. For instance, a node's connectivity measure is node strength, which is 

the sum of the weights of edges connected to a node [144][143]. In the above example, 

nodes 1, 3, 4, and 7 have a strength of 3𝑅, whereas nodes 2, 5 and 6 are less important 

because they have a strength of 2𝑅. In practical terms, a failure in a node with high 

strength can cause large current and voltage changes within the network; those changes 

may cause a violation of operational limits of other assets leading to cascading failures 

[165].  
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2.2.3 Impedance-based distance metrics 

The concept of transient stability in multimachine systems, introduced in Section 1.3.8, 

described a qualitative severity analysis under specific scenarios [21]. In particular, the 

analysis highlighted the effect of the relative “proximity” between SGs and fault 

locations on the transient stability behaviour. The following sections describe two 

methods to provide proximity metrics in the form of impedance-based distance; circuit 

theory defines the context for the first metric, whilst graph theory provides the basis for 

the second. The main difference between metrics is the number of paths considered in 

the calculation; the first metric includes all paths between two buses, whilst the second 

includes only the path with the smallest opposition to the current flow. 

2.2.3.1 Thevenin impedance and electrical distance 

A measure of proximity based on the impedance between two network nodes is the 

Thevenin equivalent impedance between them or Electrical Distance (ED). The bus 

impedance matrix 𝑍J:= is an open-circuit network description where each column 

contains the impedances corresponding to a given node current injection, i.e., all other 

node current sources are open-circuited [163]. Using Thevenin’s theorem, all the 

complexity of the structure of a network can be reduced to an open circuit voltage and 

an impedance connected in series, as shown in Figure 2.9(a) [23]. In particular, having 

the open circuit voltage at a given bus 𝑘 and a change in current injection ∆𝐼G, the voltage 

at the bus is 𝑉G = 𝑉G7 + 𝑍GG∆𝐼G, where the driving point impedance 𝑍GG is also the 

Thevenin equivalent impedance of the network seen from node 𝑘. In fact, the diagonal 

elements of the 𝑍J:= contain the network equivalent representations seen from each bus, 

which is useful for different studies like the analysis of short circuit currents at each bus. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.9: Thevenin equivalent impedance seen from node 𝑘 (a) and between node 𝑘 and 𝑗 (b) (adapted 
from [23]) 

Using the concept of Thevenin equivalent impedance is also possible to find the 

equivalent impedance between any pair of buses, also known as the electrical distance. 
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In this case, the equivalent system seen from an external connection to nodes 𝑘 and 𝑗 is 

illustrated in Figure 2.9(b) [23]. The Thevenin equivalent impedance is given by (2.15) 

	 𝐸𝐷GK = �𝑍GG + 𝑍KK − 2𝑍GK�	 (2.15)	

Here, the electrical distance EDGK is the magnitude of the complex impedance opposing 

the flow of the short circuit current between nodes and includes the driving point (𝑍GG 

and 𝑍KK) and mutual impedances (𝑍GK) of the corresponding nodes. In particular, EDGK 

includes the impedances of all available parallel circuits between nodes 𝑘 and 𝑗, which 

makes it highly sensitive to topological changes. 

2.2.3.2 Shortest path length or geodesic distance 

Another measure of proximity based on impedance can be derived using a graph 

representation of a network called shortest path length (SPL), also known as geodesic 

distance. Frequently, graph-based representation of transmission systems [166]–[168] 

assumes that transmission lines can be represented by total series impedances, i.e., short-

length transmission lines [23]. For instance, the graph representation of the network 

illustrated in Figure 2.10 uses the magnitude of the impedance of the lines |𝑧| as weights 

of the edges.  

From network theory, a path is a sequence of vertices from a starting node 𝑘 to an ending 

node 𝑗, such that every consecutive pair of nodes 𝑎 and 𝑏 in the path are connected by 

an edge [164]. For weighted graphs, if a path connects two nodes, the distance between 

the starting and ending nodes is the sum of the weights of the edges in the path. In 

particular, the geodesic path, also called the shortest path (SP), is the path with the lowest 

edge weights sum among all possible paths between two selected starting and ending 

nodes. The actual summation of the edge weights of the geodesic path is the SPL (2.16).   

	 𝑆𝑃𝐿G,K = 𝑚𝑖𝑛
F9.M=	G,K

�� 𝑤9J
9J	∈	F9.M	G,K

�	 (2.16)	

Here the 𝑘 and 𝑗 are the starting and ending nodes, respectively; 𝑤9J is the weight of the 

branch connecting nodes 𝑎 and 𝑏, with both nodes in the SP. In this thesis, the weight of 

the edge 𝑤9J is the modulus of the series impedance connecting nodes 𝑎 and 𝑏. Figure 

2.10(b) illustrates an example of 𝑆𝑃𝐿 between nodes 𝑘 = 1 and 𝑗 = 7. The figure shows 

that there are multiple paths connecting nodes 1 and 7; however, the path with the lowest 

edge weight sum is the one connecting nodes 1, 4 and 7, with 𝑆𝑃𝐿1,P = 2|𝑧|. In practice, 

computation of the SP is performed using a computational algorithm such as Dijkstra’s 
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algorithm, which belongs to the class of labelling algorithms [164][169] and has been 

widely used in the study of large networks. In particular, for a given vertex, Dijkstra’s 

algorithm finds the SPLs to every other vertex considering the edge weights. In simple 

terms, the algorithm starts with an array of distances assuming each 𝑆𝑃𝐿 = ∞; then, finds 

the distance to each vertex, in an iterative way, updating the distances whenever it finds 

an SPL smaller than a previously found [164]. 

  

(a) (b) 
Figure 2.10: Impedance-based circuit (a) and geodesic path between nodes 1 and 7 (b) (adapted from 

[164]) 

The computation of SPL between two nodes in a graph where the weights are the 

magnitude of the line series impedances allows the identification of the circuit with the 

smallest series impedance. Assuming that a network has multiple strictly parallel paths 

between a given pair of buses, the computation of the SPL between those buses finds the 

circuit that carries the most significant proportion of current. Commonly, there is only 

one SP between any pair of nodes in weighted graphs; this fact makes the resulting 

impedance-based proximity metric in the form of SPL less susceptible to topological 

changes. 

2.3 Short circuit and line-switching modelling techniques 

2.3.1 Short circuit modelling using admittance matrices 

The admittance matrix is a common mathematical representation of networks in power 

systems, introduced in Section 2.2.1; particularly, the 𝑌J:= matrix reflects the topology 

and parameters of the network. In this thesis the 𝑌J:= matrix is used to quantify the impact 

of the large disturbances in the topology of the system. Assuming the worst-case 

scenario, a three-phase fault, the 𝑌J:= can be modified to account for the fault condition; 

at the same time, other topological changes like line-switching can be introduced, 

enabling the study of different network structures and adding flexibility to the analysis. 

In particular, the following modification procedures have been defined to model the fault 
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condition when the fault location is on a busbar or on a single/parallel connection 

between two busbars. 

Starting with a fault in a busbar, Figure 2.11 illustrates a simplified topology, including 

a fault on a single node. Considering a fault on busbar 𝑘, first procedure starts with the 

admittance matrix of the pre-fault condition 𝑌F* and introduces the following changes: 

i. 𝑌GG
* = 𝛼𝑌GG

F* 

ii. All other shunt or series elements connected to node 𝑘 remain unchanged. 

Here the coefficient 𝛼 is a very large number, e.g., 10Q	𝑝. 𝑢., and amplifies the self-

admittance 𝑌GG
F*, which implies that the node 𝑘 has been merged with the reference node. 

The resulting admittance matrix has a large admittance 𝑌GG
*  between the faulted node and 

the reference. Other modification procedures [14][19] eliminate the row and column of 

the faulted node, which disable further computations considering the specific busbar.  

 
Figure 2.11: Simplified topology with a fault on a busbar of a transmission network 

The second procedure starts with the admittance matrix of the pre-fault condition 𝑌F* to 

model a fault on single transmission circuits. For a three-phase fault in the middle of the 

line between busbars 𝑖 and 𝑗, with series admittance 𝑦5K=-%5-=, the procedure modifies the 

admittance matrix of the pre-fault condition 𝑌F* as follows (the post-fault admittances 

are denoted as 𝑌*): 

i. 𝑌5K
* = 𝑌K5

* = 0 

ii. 𝑌55
* = 𝑌55

F* − 𝑦5K=-%5-= + 2𝑦5K=-%5-= = 𝑌55
F* + 𝑦5K=-%5-= 

iii. 𝑌KK
* = 𝑌KK

F* − 𝑦5K=-%5-= + 2𝑦5K=-%5-= = 𝑌KK
F* + 𝑦5K=-%5-= 

iv. All other shunt or series elements connected to nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 remain unchanged. 

Figure 2.13(a) shows the simplified topology considering a fault on a link with a single 

transmission line. Due to the fault, half-line impedances 𝑧5K=-%5-= 2⁄  are added as shunt 

admittances 2𝑦5K=-%5-= to both nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗, i.e., increasing pre-fault shunt admittances 

𝑌55
F*7 and 𝑌KK

F*7; as half-line impedances are relatively small, shunt admittances can be 
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large, which implies that both nodes are electrically closer to the reference node. 

Moreover, mutual admittances 𝑌5K
* and 𝑌K5

* are eliminated to account for the disconnection 

between both nodes. 

  
 (a) (b) 

Figure 2.12: Simplified topology for single circuit (a) and double circuit (b) with faults in the middle 
(50% of line length) of transmission lines 

The third procedure also starts with the admittance matrix of the pre-fault condition 𝑌F* 

to model a fault on a transmission link with double (identical) circuits. For a three-phase 

fault in the middle of one line between busbars 𝑖 and 𝑗, with series admittance 𝑦5K=-%5-=, 

the procedure modifies the admittance matrix of the pre-fault condition 𝑌F* as follows: 

i. 𝑌5K
* = 𝑌K5

* = −𝑦5K=-%5-= = 𝑌5K
F*/2 

ii. 𝑌55
* = 𝑌55

F* − 𝑦5K=-%5-= + 2𝑦5K=-%5-= = 𝑌55
F* + 𝑦5K=-%5-= 

iii. 𝑌KK
* = 𝑌KK

F* − 𝑦5K=-%5-= + 2𝑦5K=-%5-= = 𝑌KK
F* + 𝑦5K=-%5-= 

iv. All other shunt or series elements connected to nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 remain unchanged. 

Due to a fault only in one of the two lines, half-line impedances 𝑧5K
F*/2 are added to both 

nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 as shunt admittances 2𝑦5K=-%5-=, increasing pre-fault shunt admittances 𝑌55
F*7 

and 𝑌KK
F*7; besides, absolute values of mutual admittances 𝑌5K

* and 𝑌K5
* decrease by half, in 

comparison with the pre-fault condition, to account for the disconnection of one line. 

2.3.2 Short circuit modelling in simulation environments 

A deterministic approach was used throughout this thesis to assess the effect of line-

switching actions on transmission networks with further consequences on the transient 
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stability of power systems. Within the deterministic framework, the study of transient 

stability effects related to different network topologies involves the analysis of severe 

disturbances. For instance, Chapter 5 includes a study based on test cases, possibly due 

to the discrete and finite number of combinations between line-switching actions 

defining network topologies and fault locations. 

For TDS studies, the modelling of faults in computational tools is typically restricted to 

three parameters: type, duration, and location [170]. Firstly, self-clearing bolted three-

phase fault is the fault type used within this work, which is the worst-case scenario that 

provides conservative results in terms of security. Secondly, fault duration can be defined 

within a set of realistic clearing times; for instance, 100, 110, and 120 ms of fault duration 

used in chapters 4 and 5 are longer than the 100 ms for 275 kV on the GB network [24]. 

Finally, the fault location is defined by the selection of busbars or transmission lines; 

particularly, studies in Chapter 3 use faults on busbars, whereas those in Chapter 5 

include faults in the middle of transmission lines, i.e., 50% of line length. In case 

transmission lines are available for fault cases, considering the number of transmission 

lines and single line-switching actions defining a network topology, the number of 

available fault locations on transmission lines for any given topology is one less than the 

number of transmission lines. 

2.3.3 Line-switching modelling using admittance matrices 

The combination of the transmission line model and the network model based on 

admittances enables the representation of line-switching actions by introducing changes 

to the 𝑌J:= matrix. In mathematical terms, a line-switching action is a binary operation 

that changes the status of a transmission line, i.e., 𝑜𝑛 or 𝑜𝑓𝑓; in practice, switching off a 

line removes the asset temporarily from service, whilst switching-on a line changes its 

status from out-of-service to in-service. These actions have significant implications not 

only on the impedance of the network but also on the network topology and the system's 

stability, as analysed in chapters 3 and 5 through empirical test cases.  

Line-switching actions like fault clearing can be applied as corrective control actions. 

However, in this thesis, the focus is on preventive control actions where the 

disconnection (switching-off) of a line can be considered a form of preventive control 

against a high probability event (fault) on another asset of the network that may cause 

more harm to the system from the transient stability perspective. In this context, 

assuming a high probability of a fault event on a transmission line 𝑓, the modification of 
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the 𝑌J:= matrix due to a switching action on a transmission line 𝑠, different from line 𝑓, 

is introduced. In particular, the line-switching action will affect the pre-fault admittance 

matrix 𝑌F*, which can improve or reduce the transient stability of a system. 

A simple procedure starts with the admittance matrix of the pre-switching condition 𝑌F= 

to model a switching action on a transmission circuit. For a switching action on a 

transmission line between busbars 𝑝 and 𝑞, with series admittance 𝑦F+=-%5-= and shunt 

admittance 𝑦F+=M:)., the procedure generates an after-switching matrix 𝑌= following the 

steps below: 

i. 𝑌F+= = 𝑌+F= = 𝑌F+
F= + 𝑦F+=-%5-= = 0	(𝑓𝑜𝑟	𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒	𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑠) 

ii. 𝑌FF= = 𝑌FF
F= − 𝑦F+=-%5-= − 𝑦F+=M:). 2⁄  

iii. 𝑌++= = 𝑌++
F= − 𝑦F+=-%5-= − 𝑦F+=M:). 2⁄  

iv. All other shunt or series elements connected to nodes 𝑝 and 𝑞 remain unchanged. 

Figure 2.13 illustrates a simplified topology considering changes due to a switching-off 

action on a single transmission line. Due to the switching-off action, the line series 

admittance 𝑦F+=-%5-= is added to both pre-switching mutual admittances 𝑌F+
F= and 𝑌+F

F=; 

moreover, half-line shunt admittance 𝑦F+=M:). 2⁄  and series admittance 𝑌F+=-%5-= are 

subtracted from pre-switching shunt admittances 𝑌FF
F=7 and 𝑌++

F=7, removing the 

transmission line from the network representation. Particularly, a switching-on action 

can be modelled simply by changing the addition operation for subtractions, and vice 

versa, to incorporate a transmission line on the 𝑌J:= matrix. For TDS, the modelling of 

line-switching actions in computational tools is done by simply changing the service 

status of a line [170]. 

 
Figure 2.13: Simplified topology representing a switching-off action of a transmission line. 

2.4 Power system optimisation techniques 

This section briefly introduces three types of optimisation techniques used in this thesis, 

that is, optimal power flow, dynamic optimisation, and genetic algorithms. The purpose 
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is to describe the tools in terms of general concepts that will be later used in chapters 4 

and 5. 

2.4.1 Optimal power flow 

First introduced in 1962, the purpose of optimal power flow (OPF) is to find the best 

settings of a given power system to optimise a single or several objective functions such 

as total generation cost, system losses, voltage deviations, number of control actions, or 

load shedding. Furthermore, those objectives must be fulfilled so that requirements 

regarding power flow, system security and equipment operational limits are met [171]. 

Moreover, OPF problems can be formulated by defining control variables like the 

generator’s real power outputs and voltages, transformers tap changing settings, switched 

capacitors and reactors to find the optimal network setting. In particular, the alternating 

current optimal power flow (ACOPF) has been used throughout this thesis; the terms 

ACOPF and OPF have been used interchangeably. The ACOPF provides information 

related to active and reactive power flows over all network branches connecting any pair 

of nodes; similarly, it gives the magnitude and phase angle of the voltage at each network 

bus [172]. 

Equality constraints (2.17) and (2.18) model the active and reactive power balance at 

node 𝑖 [171].  

	 𝑃R5 − 𝑃"5 −�𝑃5K(∙)
5K

= 0	 (2.17) 

	 𝑄R5 − 𝑄"5 −�𝑄5K
5K

(∙) = 0	 (2.18) 

Additionally, inequality constraints (2.19) and (2.20) represent limits on the active and 

reactive power production, whilst inequality (2.21) and (2.22) are node and line security 

constraints in terms of node voltage and line active power limits (related to boiler 

operation and generator thermal limits), respectively [171].  

	 𝑃R565) ≤ 𝑃R5 ≤ 𝑃R569E 	 (2.19) 

	 𝑄R565) ≤ 𝑄R5 ≤ 𝑄R569E 	 (2.20) 

	 𝑉565) ≤ 𝑉5 ≤ 𝑉569E 	 (2.21) 

	 𝑃5K65) ≤ 𝑃5K(∙) ≤ 𝑃5K69E 	 (2.22) 
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Here, 𝑃𝐺𝑖 and 𝑄𝐺𝑖 are the real and reactive power output of a generator connected to bus 

𝑖;	𝑃𝐷𝑖 and 𝑄𝐷𝑖 are the real and reactive power load connected to bus 𝑖 and 𝑃5K is the power 

flow at a branch connecting nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗. The subscripts “min” and “max” in the above 

equations represent the lower and upper limits of constraints, respectively. Furthermore, 

expressing the voltage at node 𝑖 in polar coordinates 𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉𝑖(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃" + 𝑗 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃"), the active 

and reactive power flowing at a branch connecting nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 can be given as 

equations (2.23) and (2.24) [171]. 

	 𝑃5K(∙) = 𝑉52𝑔5K − 𝑉5𝑉K[𝑔5K 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜃5 − 𝜃K] + 𝑏5K 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝜃5 − 𝜃K]^	 (2.23) 

	 𝑄5K(∙) = −𝑉52𝑏5K − 𝑉5𝑉K[𝑔5K 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝜃5 − 𝜃K] − 𝑏5K 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜃5 − 𝜃K]^	 (2.24) 

Here, 𝑉𝑖, 𝑉𝑗, 𝜃", and 𝜃𝑗 are magnitudes and phase angles of voltages at bus 𝑖 and 𝑗, 

respectively. Besides, 𝑔𝑖𝑗 and 𝑏𝑖𝑗 are branch conductance and susceptance associated with 

transmission network assets.  

For a multi-machine system with 𝑁𝐺 generators, an ACOPF problem can minimize the 

total generation cost 𝑓(𝑃RG), typically known as economic dispatch, given by (2.25) 

[171].  

	
𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐹 =� 𝑓(𝑃RG)

,R

G
	

Subject	to	(2.17)-(2.22)	
(2.25) 

The first-order optimality conditions for the static non-linear problem defined above are 

given by well-known Karush-Kuhn-Tucker relations [171]. However, they are not 

discussed here because solution algorithms used in this thesis do not solve these relations. 

2.4.2 Dynamic optimisation and optimal control 

Though the underlying principles of static and dynamic optimisation are similar, the main 

difference is the nature of the optimal solution. On the one hand, static optimisation 

provides an optimal solution in the form of a point, which gives the minimum (or 

maximum) value of a cost function; on the other hand, in dynamic optimisation the 

solution is a function, which is the optimal solution of an integral cost function, known 

as cost functional [173][174]. A particular case of dynamic optimisation is optimal 

control, which studies optimisation problems integrating two components. Firstly, a cost 

functional in the form of a Lagrange problem (2.26) defined by the integral over time 

[𝑡7, 𝑡*] of a cost function 𝐿; and secondly, a dynamic system (2.27) in the form of state-
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space equations, where 𝒙 and 𝒖 are vectors of state variables and control actions, 

respectively. It is assumed that the state of the system is known at 𝑡0. 

	 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝒙,𝒖

�𝐽 = 	B 𝐿(𝑡, 𝒙(𝑡), 𝒖(𝑡))𝑑𝑡
𝒕𝒇

𝒕𝟎
�	 (2.26) 

	
Subject	to: �̇� = 𝑓(𝑡, 𝒙, 𝒖);	

	𝒙(𝑡7) = 𝒙𝟎	
(2.27) 

In this case, the optimal control actions 𝒖∗(𝑡) minimise the cost given by (2.26), where 

the dynamic system (2.27) is a point-wise-time non-integral constraint [173].  

In the general case of the constrained dynamical optimisation problems, the 

mathematical model with a single variable, control and one constraint can be set as 

follows [173][174]. 

	

𝑚𝑖𝑛
E,:

�𝐽(𝑥) = 	B 𝐹(𝑡, 𝑥(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡))𝑑𝑡
.2

.#
�	

Subject	to:	𝐺\𝑡, 𝑥(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)] = 	0;	

𝑥(𝑡7) = 𝑥7; 	𝑥\𝑡*] = 𝑥*	

(2.28) 

The combination of the argument of the functional 𝐹(𝑡, 𝑥(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)) with the equality 

constraint 𝐺\𝑡, 𝑥(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)] in (2.29) is called Lagrangian [173]. In particular, 𝜆 is a 

Lagrange multiplier. 

	 𝐿\𝑡, 𝑥(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)] = 𝐹\𝑡, 𝑥(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)] + 𝜆 ∙ 𝐺\𝑡, 𝑥(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)] = 0	 (2.29) 

The first-order optimality conditions, presented in (2.30), are called the Euler-Lagrange 

equations, and they are the first-order necessary condition to have 𝑥∗(𝑡) as optimal curve; 

moreover, 𝐽(𝑥∗(𝑡)) is a stationary value of the integral, i.e., it makes the first variation 

equal to zero [174]. Additionally, 𝑥∗(𝑡) has to fulfil the constraint 𝐺(∙) = 0, and initial 

and final conditions. 

	

𝜕𝐿(∙)
𝜕𝑥 −

𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝜕𝐿(∙)
𝜕�̇� = 0;	

𝜕𝐿(∙)
𝜕𝜆 = 𝐺\𝑡, 𝑥(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)] = 0;	

𝑥(𝑡7) = 𝑥7; 	𝑥\𝑡*] = 𝑥*	

(2.30) 

Note that for the problem (2.28), the initial and final conditions 𝑥7 and 𝑥* are given in 

(2.30). 
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In case of unknown final condition 𝑥(𝑡*), constrained dynamical optimisation problem, 

with 𝑛 state variables and 𝑚 differential equations as constraints, can be given as follows: 

	

𝑚𝑖𝑛
E,:

�𝐽(𝑥)

= 	B 𝐹\𝑡, 𝑥1(𝑡), 𝑥2(𝑡), … , 𝑥)(𝑡), �̇�1(𝑡), �̇�2(𝑡), … , �̇�)(𝑡)]𝑑𝑡
.2

.#
� ;	

Subject	to:	𝐺K\𝑡, 𝑥(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)] = 0; 	𝑗 = 1,2, … ,𝑚	

	𝑥1(𝑡7) = 	𝛼1, 𝑥2(𝑡7) = 𝛼2, … , 𝑥)(𝑡7) = 𝛼)		

(2.31) 

	
𝐿(∙) = 𝐹(𝑡, 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥), �̇�1, �̇�2, … , �̇�))

+� 𝜆K(𝑡) ∙ 𝐺K(𝑡, 𝑥1, 𝑥2, … , 𝑥), �̇�1, �̇�2, … , �̇�))
6

KC1
= 0	

(2.32) 

Here 𝒙 and �̇� are vectors of state variables and first-order derivatives with respect to 

time, respectively, and 𝜶 is a vector of initial conditions; besides, 𝑮 and 𝝀 are vectors of 

equality constraints and Lagrange multipliers, respectively. In this case, Lagrange 

multipliers in (2.32) are functions of time. Moreover, the optimal solution 𝒙∗(𝑡) has to 

satisfy not only the Euler-Lagrange equation (2.33) and differential constraints (2.34) but 

also each partial derivative of the Lagrangian with respect �̇�5 to must be zero at 𝑡 = 𝑡* 

(2.35) [173]. 

	
𝜕𝐿(∙)
𝜕𝑥5

−
𝑑
𝑑𝑡
𝜕𝐿(∙)
𝜕�̇�5

= 0; 	𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛	 (2.33) 

	 𝜕𝐿(∙)
𝜕𝜆K

= 𝐺K\𝑡, 𝒙(𝑡), �̇�(𝑡)] = 0; 	𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑚	
(2.34) 

	 𝜕𝐿(∙)
𝜕�̇�5

«
.C.2

= 0; 	𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛	
(2.35) 

Inequality constraints in the form 𝑥(𝑡) ≤ 𝜑(𝑡)		 are modelled in the form of equality 

𝑥(𝑡) + 𝑧2(𝑡) = 𝜑(𝑡) where 𝑧(𝑡) is a new unrestricted variable. In this way, inequality 

constraints are modelled as equalities in (2.31) and (2.34). 

A simple inspection of the constraints in sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 can give insight into 

the number of equality constraints of an optimisation problem combining both 

approaches. On top of OPF constraints and constraints in the form of SGs differential 

equations, an optimisation approach using the topology of the transmission system needs 

to include discrete variables to model line-switching actions, which makes the problem 
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even harder to solve. An iterative solution for a preventive optimal control problem will 

be described in Chapter 5. 

2.4.3 Genetic algorithms 

Genetic algorithms are heuristic search methods based on the mechanics of nature and 

natural genetics [175]. In simple terms, it is a search technique to find an approximate 

solution to optimisation problems using a fitness function instead of an objective 

function, as in classic optimisation methods. Notably, a GA uses the fitness function to 

direct the search; thus, there is no need for derivatives which is more convenient to solve 

highly non-linear problems. A GA provides a solution to a problem by evaluating a 

population of individuals, also called generation; each individual is represented by a 

collection of numbers, known as a chromosome, characterising a potential solution [171]. 

GA operations such as evaluation, selection, reproduction and replacement define new 

potential individuals in the search space. 

 
Figure 2.14: Simplified flow chart of a GA (Adapted from [176]). 

A flow chart of a GA is shown in Figure 2.14 [176]; the figure illustrates an iterative 

algorithm combining a series of steps to reach the optimal solution. In particular, the 

creation of the next generation of individuals, known as children, is produced mainly by 

three operators. Firstly, applied with a pre-defined probability, the crossover is the 

primary search operator; it creates a new child based on the information of two parent 

chromosomes. Secondly, the mutation is a secondary search operator, also applied with 
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a pre-defined probability, randomly changing a child's chromosome component to 

provide a characteristic different from the parents. Finally, an elitist strategy can be 

applied to preserve the fittest individuals within each generation. In summary, the 

operators allow the production of an offspring with new characteristics but preserve the 

information of the best individual from previous iterations [171].  

2.5 Overview of computational tools 

Results presented in this thesis have been produced by integrating several computational 

tools to automate different processes by selecting the most suitable software for a given 

purpose within the research. A comprehensive view of the computational tools is 

illustrated in Figure 2.15; the figure shows the interaction of different software 

components to automate preparation, optimisation, and validation processes. In 

particular, three software components have been used as main tools in this thesis; 

PowerFactory DIgSILENT as power system simulation and computational engine, 

MATLAB as the main component for technical computing, and Python as an integration 

tool to provide the communication layer between software components.  

Firstly, the computation of electrical power flow and transient stability simulation are 

performed using PowerFactory DIgSILENT 2020 version SP3 [170]; the scripting 

capabilities within the software, provided by the DIgSILENT Programming Language 

(DPL) and PowerFactory Python module, enable the automation of computation of initial 

conditions for dynamical models and the execution of TDS. All the models described in 

Chapter 2, including test systems used in chapters 3 and 5, are available or have been 

implemented using PowerFactory Simulation Language (DSL). Secondly, the data 

processing considering mathematical operations, including the optimisation based on GA 

[177], has been done using MATLAB version 9.10.0 R2021a [178]; particularly, the 

economic dispatch solution to determine the active power output and terminal voltages 

of SGs has been solved using MATPOWER version 7.0 [179]. Finally, Python version 

3.7.11 [180] has been used to enable the integration of the software components utilizing 

the Application Programme Interfaces (APIs) of MATLAB and PowerFactory. 

The complete process automation is shown in Figure 2.15. The figure shows that data 

processing is done in MATLAB by running OPF, obtaining the best topology using GA, 

and validating the best solution by transient stability assessment; besides, PowerFactory 

is used to compute steady state variables by computing initial conditions and to obtain 
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generator responses by running RMS simulation. It can also be seen that Python is mainly 

used as a communication layer to transport data structures between MATLAB and 

PowerFactory. 

 
Figure 2.15: Simplified flow chart of data for the proposed topology optimisation. 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter has presented the essential modelling, procedures and techniques used 

throughout this dissertation. The chapter introduces the details of the mathematical 

models of components typically found in power systems; these include synchronous 

generators with standard controllers influencing their behaviour during 

electromechanical transients, i.e., AVR and PSS. Moreover, the matrix representation of 

the power system network was introduced considering branch elements such as power 

transformers, transmission lines and loads. 

As the focus of the work presented in this thesis is the study of the effect of network 

topology on transient stability, procedures modifying the admittance matrix of 

transmission networks were described in detail. The inclusion of line-switching actions 

on transmission lines and the integration of fault conditions on busbars or transmission 

lines were defined mainly by the removal (or addition) of the admittances related to the 

corresponding component. The procedures are simple enough to produce a fast 

computation process modifying the network representation. The theoretical framework 
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of optimisation techniques used in power systems was described with special attention 

to static and dynamic problems, like OPF and optimal control, respectively.  

Finally, the chapter describes the computational environment used to produce the results 

included in this thesis. Notably, the integration of two software components, 

PowerFactory and MATLAB, was possible due to the flexibility provided by Python. 

Particularly, the corresponding Python API of both software packages allowed seamless 

integration to run different processes. 
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3 Assessment of the Impact of Line-

Switching Actions on Transient Stability 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

This chapter introduces the assessment of the effect of line-switching actions on 

changing the structure and properties of transmission networks. Switching off a 

transmission line directly impacts the impedance seen from SGs, with consequences on 

the stability of power systems. In particular, the assessment of switching actions is done 

by two impedance-based proximity metrics using two small test systems; the purpose is 

to provide a clear evaluation of the impact of switching actions avoiding the complexity 

of large systems. 

The chapter includes two parts. Firstly, a definition of a Single Machine Infinite Bus 

(SMIB) system is used to introduce an in-depth analysis, using theoretical and simulation 

tools, of the effect of line-switching actions changing the impedance between generators 

and fault locations. Secondly, an adaptation of the Anderson and Fouad 9 bus (AF9B) 

system was made to provide a detailed analysis of line-switching actions using a 

simulation tool. Theoretical and simulation results are used in both parts to verify 

topology-related findings. 

3.1 Effect of line-switching actions between generators and fault 

location on transient stability 

3.1.1 SMIB test system 

The concept of the SMIB network introduced in Section 1.3.2 provides the building 

blocks to define the test system shown in Figure 3.1. The SMIB test system is used to 

analyse the impact of line-switching actions on the network structure and the effects on 
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the impedance between the SG and the fault location. In particular, the generation plant 

includes a single generator 𝐺 and a step-up transformer 𝑇. The SG has a direct-axis 

transient reactance 𝑥′$ = 0.462	p. u. and inertia constant 𝐻 = 3.7143	𝑠; it is represented 

by a sixth-order model equipped with a generic governor and a slow DC exciter (IEEE-

DC1A). The generator 𝐺 operates at 90% of nominal capacity with a constant operating 

power factor of 0.915 lagging. The step-up transformer has a series reactance of 𝑥/ =

0.15	p. u. Besides, the connection between the single SG and the infinite bus is through 

6 double-circuit transmission lines with a reactance of 0.5Ω 𝑘𝑚⁄ , which is a typical value 

for 220 kV networks. The transmission network includes only inductive series 

components to represent transmission branches. Other relevant network parameters are 

shown in Figure 3.1 and can be found in Appendix A.1. 

A distinctive feature of the test system is the 150	𝑘𝑚 of physical distance between 

busbars 2 and 4. Furthermore, the main difference between the SMIB test system defined 

in this chapter and a typical SMIB network (see Section 1.3.2) is the topology of the 

transmission network. The SMIB test system has more transmission circuits and an 

intermediate busbar (bus 3), as seen in Figure 3.1, so that the effect of line switching can 

be analysed by gradual disconnection of the circuits, i.e., varying the network impedance, 

resembling what happens on actual networks. Additionally, the test system enables the 

analysis of disturbances with and without power transfer during fault., if the status of the 

double-circuit Line1 is 𝑜𝑛, the network allows the power transfer during a three-phase 

bolted fault on busbar 3; on the contrary, switching-off Line1, the electrical power output 

of the generator is zero. 

 
Figure 3.1: SMIB test system (100KM-SMIB) with double circuit transmission lines 
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A variant of the SMIB test system can be defined by reducing the distance between 

busbars 2 and 3 to 50	𝑘𝑚 (see Figure 3.2); the change reduces the reactances of the 

transmission links between busbars 2 and 3 whilst increasing the reactance of the double-

circuit Line2 from 12.5	Ω to 25	Ω. Based on the connection between busbar 2 and 3, the 

SMIB variant in Figure 3.2 is identified as 50KM-SMIB, whilst the network shown in 

Figure 3.1 is identified as 100KM-SMIB. 

 
Figure 3.2: SMIB test system variant (50KM-SMIB) with double circuit transmission lines 

3.1.2 Considerations for the analysis based on the SMIB test system with the 

classical model of SG 

A preliminary approach considers the analysis of the transient stability level of the 

100KM-SMIB test system by the computation of Critical Clearing Time (CCT) based on 

the Equal Area Criterion (EAC), both described in Section 1.3. The critical clearing angle 

𝛿0% obtained by the EAC can be used in equation (1.4) to obtain the expression for CCT, 

repeated here for clarity. 

	 𝐶𝐶𝑇 = D
4𝐻(𝛿0% − 𝛿7)
𝜔%(𝑃& − 𝑃')

	 (3.1)	

The ratio of parameters 4𝐻 𝜔%⁄  in equation (3.1) gives an insight into the effect of the 

size of an SG; the constant inertia value 𝐻 reflects the designed SG nominal capacity; 

hence with a larger 𝐻 the more likely the SG will remain stable, which is reflected by 

longer CCTs. Similarly, a longer CCT will require a large angle difference 𝛿0% − 𝛿7 and 

a small accelerating power 𝑃@ = 𝑃& − 𝑃'. The angle difference 𝛿0% − 𝛿7 is influenced by 

the characteristics of the fault, pre-fault operating conditions, and the post-fault network 

structure, which determines the size of the decelerating area. Though the angle difference 
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is affected by the generator's active and reactive power production, the structure of the 

network significantly impacts its magnitude. For the accelerating power 𝑃@, the 

mechanical power can be considered constant and equal to the pre-fault dispatch, 

whereas the electrical power will be greatly influenced by the post-fault network and by 

the structure of the transmission system during the fault condition.  

An estimation of the average accelerating power 𝑃𝐴
𝑎𝑣𝑔 can be obtained by the average of 

discrete successive evaluations (sampling) of 𝑃& − 𝑃',69E
*9:4. 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿. Similarly, as the 

accelerating area and clearing angle can be calculated by applying the EAC, 𝑃𝐴
𝑎𝑣𝑔 (3.2) 

can be expressed as a function of the accelerating area and the angle difference 𝛿0% − 𝛿7, 

when 𝑃' is not constant during fault condition. Results based on the test system described 

in the previous section indicate that the calculation of 𝑃𝐴
𝑎𝑣𝑔 based on (3.2) or using 

successive evaluations have highly similar results. 

	 𝑃@
9`a =

1
𝛿0% − 𝛿7

[𝑃&(𝛿0% − 𝛿7) + 𝑃',69E
*9:4.(𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛿0% − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛿7)^	 (3.2)	

In the EAC context, the transient power-angle characteristic, described in Section 1.3.3, 

is valid for the representation of SG using the classical second-order model; the equation 

is reproduced below to illustrate the network effect. 

	 𝑃'
*9:4. =

𝐸′ × 𝑉()*
𝑥'+
*9:4. 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿′7	 	

Here, the equivalent impedance 𝑥𝐸𝑞
𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 considers the impedance of the transmission 

system, step-up transformer, and the internal transient reactance of an SG during the 

fault. Particularly, the ratio 𝐸# 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿′7 𝑥'+
*9:4.¯  governs the magnitude of the power output 

of the SG; since 𝐸# is constant in the model, the numerator 𝐸# 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛿′7 is also constant. In 

the SMIB context, 𝑥𝐸𝑞
𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 is the only parameter effectively influencing 𝑃'

*9:4., hence, a 

larger 𝑥𝐸𝑞
𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡will reduce the magnitude of active power transfer. In the case of a radial 

connection, for faults that completely interrupt the flow of power during the fault, e.g., 

at busbar 3 of the SMIB test system when Line1 is switch-off, the equivalent impedance 

𝑥𝐸𝑞
𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 can be considered infinite (or extremely large for analysis purposes), making 

𝑃'
*9:4. = 0. Nevertheless, a radial connection is not typical for transmission systems; 

they are usually the resulting condition after several line outages. 
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3.1.3 Preliminary analysis using the EAC and CCT based on the SMIB system 

To focus on the effect of line-switching actions, parameters like line status change to 

emphasise their influence on transient stability, whilst parameters unrelated to the 

transmission network are kept constant. In addition, changes in line impedances are 

included according to changes in physical distances, as seen in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2. 

An initial approach considers the analysis of the transient stability level of the 100KM-

SMIB test system by the computation of CCT based on the EAC. The transient stability 

is studied using the classical second-order model of the SG (1.3), and disturbances are 

simulated in the form of three-phase self-clearing bolted faults in busbar 3. Moreover, 

changes in the network are introduced as line-switching actions, reducing the number of 

available transmission links between busbars 2 and 3 from 4 to 1 pair, i.e., having 8, 6, 4 

or 2 circuits in service. An essential change is incorporated by the outage of Line1, which 

creates the condition where the SG is connected radially to the infinite bus; particularly, 

test cases with Line1 in service are identified as type “A”, whereas Line1 status is 𝑜𝑓𝑓, 

i.e., a radial connection with Line1 out of service, for test cases belonging to type “B”. 

The two types represent two extreme cases; type A is a meshed topology, which is 

commonly found in transmission systems, whereas type B is a radial connection less 

frequent in transmission systems. 

Based on the 100KM-SMIB test system, the described topological changes enable the 

definition of preliminary test cases included in Table 3.1; for instance, the test case A-

8Lines considers Line1 in service and four double circuits (8 lines) in the link between 

busbars 2 and 3, whereas case B-2Lines has Line1 under outage and only one double 

circuit (2 lines) between busbars 2 and 3. The naming convention for test cases is used 

consistently throughout this chapter. 
Table 3.1 Transfer impedances of the 100KM-SMIB Cases A-B with 8 and 2 parallel lines  

Test	Case	 𝑥3'
4567/89):	
(p.u.)	

𝑥3'
/89):	
(p.u.)	

𝑥3'58:;< 
(p.u.) 

𝐶𝐶𝑇	(s.)	
Eq	(3.1)	

A-8Lines	 0.109	 0.659	 6.045	 0.285	
A-2Lines	 0.122	 0.285	 2.336	 0.493	
B-8Lines	 0.122	 Inf	 Inf	 0.206	
B-2Lines	 0.161	 Inf	 Inf	 0.150	

The 100KM-SMIB test system is used to introduce changes in the network structure; 

impedance diagrams of the preliminary test cases in Table 3.1 are shown in Figure 3.3. 

In every test case, the SG dispatch is 90% of its nominal active power (595 MW) with a 

constant operating power factor of 0.915 to avoid changing the active and reactive power 
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injections. The generator’s parameters, such as inertia constant and d-axis transient 

reactance are 3.714	𝑠 and 0.462	𝑝. 𝑢, respectively. Figure 3.3 illustrates the impedance 

diagram with 8 and 2 parallel lines, between busbars 2 and 3, for test cases type A and 

B, respectively; the impedances are in p.u. in a typical 100 MVA base. In Figure 3.3, 

𝑄4<9$ changes due to the change in the losses associated to the number of transmission 

lines in service. The figure reveals changes in impedance when 8 or 2 lines are in service 

between busbars 2 and 3, i.e., the comparison between having all lines in service (8 lines) 

or switching off three double circuits (2 lines) between busbar 2 and 3, resulting in a 

300% increase of the impedance.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.3: Impedance diagram of cases type A (a) and B (b) of the 100KM-SMIB test system with 8 and 
2 parallel lines.  

A summary of the transfer impedances, 𝑋'+ in the power angle characteristic equation, 

shown in Table 3.1, shows the effect of line-switching actions on transfer impedance 

associated with each test case. In general, test cases type A have a smaller pre-fault 

impedance 𝑥𝐸𝑞
𝑝𝑟𝑒−𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 due to the higher number of available (parallel) lines, whilst cases 

type B have a larger impedance due to the 𝑜𝑓𝑓 status of Line1. Additionally, a substantial 

difference can be seen in the ratio of during-fault over pre-fault transfer impedances, 
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identified as the transfer impedance ratio 	𝑥'+%9.5< = 𝑥'+
*9:4./𝑥'+

F%->*9:4., which account for 

the relative impedance size between under fault and pre-fault conditions. A comparison 

between 8 and 2 parallel lines for cases type A reveals that 	𝑥'+%9.5< is smaller when only 

2 lines are in service; Table 3.1 shows that a lower number of parallel lines in service has 

a lower during-fault transfer impedance 𝑥𝐸𝑞
𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡, which enables a larger power transfer 

during fault condition. The lower 	𝑥'+%9.5< of the case A-2Lines produces a longer CCT, 

which reflects a better transient stability level in comparison with the case A-8Lines. For 

cases type B, an infinite impedance is used because there is no power transfer due to the 

radial connection, i.e., the fault on busbar 3 is located on the only available path between 

the SG and the infinite busbar. 

Based on the power-angle characteristic (1.2), the computation of the critical clearing 

angle 𝛿0 enables the analysis of the transient stability level of switching-line actions of 

each test case. Figure 3.4 compares the two types of test cases where all parameters are 

based on a typical 100 MVA base and plotted at scale. Pairs of power-angle curves (pre-

fault and during fault) of each test case are shown in blue and green colours, with 8 and 

2 available parallel lines between busbars 2 and 3, respectively. The figure reveals that 

test cases type B (radial connection) are more critical than type A because angle 

differences 𝛿0% − 𝛿7 are significantly smaller, resulting in shorter CCTs; this fact is 

intrinsically related to the power transfer capability during the fault condition. Notably, 

the pre-fault equivalent impedance 𝑥𝐸𝑞
𝑝𝑟𝑒−𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 influences the smaller amplitude of the 

power-angle characteristic of cases type B in comparison with cases type A; smaller 

transfer capabilities after the fault of cases type B are defined by pre-fault transfer 

impedances of higher magnitude (see Table 3.1), which causes shorter CCTs. 

Figure 3.4 shows a different tendency when comparing the clearing angle among 

different types of test cases. For example, Figure 3.4(a) suggests that the clearing angle 

of the test case with two parallel lines is larger than the case with eight parallel lines for 

cases type A. Conversely, for the radial connection in Figure 3.4(b), the clearing angle 

of the case with eight parallel lines is the largest for test cases type B. In particular, the 

test case A-2Lines with larger pre-fault impedance, in comparison with A-8Lines, has a 

larger angle difference and longer CCT (see Figure 3.4(a)); this indicates that the system 

can be more stable even with fewer lines in the network, for configurations and faults 

similar to case type A in Figure 3.4(a), which may sound contradictory at first. Therefore, 

line-switching can be advantageous and used to improve transient stability. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.4: Power angle characteristics of cases type A (a) and B (b) of the 100KM-SMIB test system 
with 8 and 2 parallel lines. 

Insight can be obtained by complementing the evidence shown in Figure 3.4 with the 

data of factors influencing the CCT shown in Table 3.2. In the table, the accelerating 

area	𝐴900 in 𝑝. 𝑢. 𝑟𝑎𝑑 is the area between mechanical power of the SG and its electrical 

power output characteristics during the fault in the interval between 𝛿7 and 𝛿0% (equal to 

the corresponding decelerating area, see Figure 3.4), the average accelerating power 𝑃𝐴
𝑎𝑣𝑔 

in 𝑝. 𝑢.	is an approximation by the mean of successive evaluations of 𝑃& − 𝑃'
*9:4., and 

the CCT in seconds is based on (3.1). Notably, for a constant ratio of 4𝐻 𝜔l⁄  in equation 

(3.1), the CCT is directly proportional with the angle difference 𝛿0% − 𝛿7; moreover, the 

CCT has an inversely proportional relationship with the accelerating power 𝑃& − 𝑃', 

which is estimated by	𝑃𝐴
𝑎𝑣𝑔 for the purpose of this analysis. 

Table 3.2 CCT factors of the 100KM-SMIB Cases A-B with 8 and 2 parallel lines  

Test	Case	 𝐴8==	
(p.u.	rad)	

𝑃>
8?@	
(p.u.)	

𝛿=5 − 𝛿(	
(deg.) 

𝐶𝐶𝑇	
(s.)	

A-8Lines	 4.240	 3.790	 64.10	 0.285	
A-2Lines	 1.985	 1.502	 75.71	 0.493	
B-8Lines	 4.430	 5.355	 47.39	 0.206	
B-2Lines	 2.348	 5.355	 25.12	 0.150	

The data in Table 3.2 indicate that for cases type B (radial connection), the reduction 

from 8 to 2 available parallel lines between buses 2 and 3 decreases the accelerating area 

that the system can develop before losing synchronism. This effect is due to having a 

smaller decelerating area because of the higher post-fault (pre-fault) impedance; as the 

accelerating power is constant and equal for both test cases, the angle difference of the 

case B-2Lines is smaller, which produces a shorter CCT. Though the reduction of parallel 

lines also decreases the accelerating area, a conversely effect can be seen for cases type 
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A. The reduction of parallel lines increases the impedance between busbars 2 and 3; 

however, it produces a 56.7% reduction of the transfer impedance between pre-fault and 

during fault conditions (see Table 3.1). As a result, for cases type A the case with two 

lines has a larger angle difference providing a longer CCT. 

A similar analysis is done using the 50KM-SMIB test system based on analogous test 

cases (see Figure 3.5) as a sensitivity analysis. The difference is the reduction (50KM) 

on the transmission link between busbars 2 and 3 and the corresponding increase in 

length of Line2. Compared with the 100KM-SMIB system, the topological change 

introduced in the 50KM-SMIB system increases or maintains the corresponding pre-fault 

and fault transfer impedances (see Table 3.1 and Table 3.3).  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.5: Impedance diagram of cases type A (a) and B (b) of the 50KM-SMIB test system with 8 and 
2 parallel lines. 

A comparison of test cases type A of both test systems indicates that test cases of the 

50KM-SMIB system have higher 	𝑥'+%9.5<; overall, this fact reveals that even though the 

reduction of distance (from 100 to 50 km) reduces the impedance between busbar 2 and 

3, the change is not beneficial from the transient stability perspective because it increases 
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	𝑥'+%9.5<, which indicates an increase in the equivalent impedance during the fault reducing 

the active power output. Though there is a slight increase of 	𝑥'+
F%->*9:4., the main reason 

behind the increase of 	𝑥'+%9.5< is an increase of more than 40% of 𝑥'+
*9:4. for the 50KM-

SMIB system in comparison to the 100KM-SMIB. In simple terms, the fault location is 

closer to the SG for the 50KM-SMIB system, which makes the disturbance on busbar 3 

more severe from the transient stability viewpoint; the opposite can be said if the distance 

between busbars 2 and 3 increases like for the 100KM-SMIB system. Overall, the CCTs 

for the 100KM-SMIB are higher or equal compared to the 50KM-SMIB system, which 

indicates that smaller impedances are not always beneficial from the transient stability 

viewpoint. 
Table 3.3 Transfer impedances of the 50KM-SMIB Cases A-B with 8 and 2 parallel lines  

Test	Case	 	𝑥3'
4567/89):		
(p.u.)	

𝑥3'
/89):		
(p.u.)	

	𝑥3'58:;< 
	(p.u.) 

CCT	
(s.) 

A-8Lines	 0.116	 1.158	 9.983	 0.244	
A-2Lines	 0.122	 0.410	 3.361	 0.333	
B-8Lines	 0.141	 Inf	 Inf	 0.180	
B-2Lines	 0.161	 Inf	 Inf	 0.150	

 
Table 3.4 CCT factors of the 50KM-SMIB Cases A-B with 8 and 2 parallel lines  

Test	Case	 𝐴8==	
(p.u.	rad)	

𝑃>
8?@	
(p.u.)	

𝛿=5 − 𝛿(	
(deg.) 

𝐶𝐶𝑇	
(s.)	

A-8Lines	 4.318	 4.472	 55.32	 0.244	
A-2Lines	 3.034	 2.744	 63.36	 0.333	
B-8Lines	 3.359	 5.355	 35.94	 0.180	
B-2Lines	 2.348	 5.355	 25.12	 0.150	

Figure 3.6 compares power angle characteristics for 100KM-SMIB and 50KM-SMIB 

test systems; in combination with the data in Table 3.2 and Table 3.4, the comparison 

shows that the impedance reduction, due to the decrease in physical distance, increases 

the severity of the disturbance on busbar 3. For cases 50KM-SMIB type A (top row of 

Figure 3.6), though 	𝑥'+
F%->*9:4. are similar, the increase of 𝑥'+

*9:4. are significant, which 

reduces the during-fault power transfer capability increasing the accelerating area 

especially on test cases with lower impedance, i.e., cases with eight parallel lines between 

busbars 2 and 3. As a consequence, cases 50KM-SMIB type A have larger 𝑃@
9`a and 

	𝐴900 in comparison to those of the 100KM-SMIB; the increase of 𝑃@
9`a compared to the 

reduction 𝛿0% − 𝛿7 decreases the corresponding CCT. In practical terms, the combination 

of larger accelerating area and power produces worse stability results for cases 50KM-

SMIB type A. A different reason is behind the increase in CCT for the radial connection 
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in cases type B (bottom row of Figure 3.6) with a constant 𝑃@
9`a, the smaller post-fault 

power transfer capability of 50KM-SMIB cases reduces the decelerating area, also 

reducing 	𝐴900. The reduction of 	𝐴900 on cases type B lowers the angle difference 𝛿0 −

𝛿7, which produces smaller CCT; under this type, the lower decelerating area is the cause 

for worse stability results. Overall, the shorter fault distance of the 50KM-SMIB system 

produces smaller CCTs, i.e., it is detrimental to the stability of the system. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.6: Power angle characteristics (in scale) of cases type A and B of the 100KM (a) and 50KM (b) 
SMIB test systems with 8 and 2 parallel lines. 

The findings described above suggest that there are structural differences introduced by 

line-switching actions, which can have a positive impact on transient stability. 

Particularly, the impedance change between the SG and the fault location on busbar 3 

produces a substantial difference, as shown for test cases with power transfer during the 

fault condition (non-radial connection Type A). Conversely, the reduction of impedance 

due to a shorter physical distance between busbars 2 and 3 (faults closer to the SG) 

negatively impacts transient stability for cases Type A and B. The following sections 
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comprehensively analyse the impedance between a generator and fault location and its 

influence on transient stability. 

3.1.4 Impedance between a generator and fault location  

A broader analysis must consider more test cases than those provided in the preliminary 

analysis of the previous section. For that purpose, eight more test cases are added to the 

100KM-SMIB system and 50KM-SMIB system, which consider 4 and 6 parallel lines (2 

and 3 double circuits) on the link between busbars 2 and 3 for case type A and B; the 

purpose is to demonstrate that discrete changes affecting the impedance can have a 

different effect on the transient stability response of the system. Table 3.5 includes all 

test cases used within this section. Prefixes 100KM and 50KM associate the test cases 

with their corresponding test system; letters A or B indicate the status of Line1 (type B 

is a radial connection with an outage on Line1), and the suffixes with the number of lines 

are related to the number of lines available in the transmission link between busbars 2 

and 3. 
Table 3.5 Test cases Type A and B of SMIB-Based test systems  

Test	Case	 𝑥3'
4567/89):		
(p.u.) 

𝑥3'
/89):		
(p.u.) 

	𝑥3'58:;< 
(p.u.) 

𝑍𝐹𝐺 
(p.u.) 

𝐶𝐶𝑇	
(s.) 

100KM-A-2Lines	 0.122	 0.285	 2.336	 0.118	 0.493	
100KM-A-4Lines	 0.114	 0.410	 3.596	 0.104	 0.344	
100KM-A-6Lines	 0.111	 0.535	 4.820	 0.098	 0.304	
100KM-A-8Lines	 0.109	 0.659	 6.046	 0.095	 0.285	
100KM-B-2Lines	 0.161	 Inf	 Inf	 0.135	 0.150	
100KM-B-4Lines	 0.135	 Inf	 Inf	 0.109	 0.189	
100KM-B-6Lines	 0.126	 Inf	 Inf	 0.100	 0.201	
100KM-B-8Lines	 0.122	 Inf	 Inf	 0.096	 0.206	
50KM-A-2Lines	 0.122	 0.410	 3.361	 0.105	 0.333	
50KM-A-4Lines	 0.118	 0.659	 5.585	 0.095	 0.272	
50KM-A-6Lines	 0.117	 0.909	 7.769	 0.091	 0.253	
50KM-A-8Lines	 0.116	 1.158	 9.983	 0.089	 0.244	
50KM-B-2Lines	 0.161	 Inf	 Inf	 0.109	 0.150	
50KM-B-4Lines	 0.148	 Inf	 Inf	 0.096	 0.170	
50KM-B-6Lines	 0.143	 Inf	 Inf	 0.092	 0.177	
50KM-B-8Lines	 0.141	 Inf	 Inf	 0.090	 0.180	

As seen in the previous section, the transfer impedance ratio 	𝑥'+%9.5< can provide insight 

into the changes affecting pre-fault and during-fault transfer impedances with 

consequences on the power transfer capability; in practical terms, 𝑥'+%9.5< provides 

information on the relative importance of the fault impedance with respect to the pre-

fault impedance. Figure 3.7 shows the relationship between 	𝑥'+%9.5< and the CCT; it can 

be observed that cases type A have an exponentially-like decreasing relationship where 
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line-switching actions removing lines from service in the test system have a positive 

effect on transient stability, i.e., increasing the CCT; it can also be seen that the reduction 

of impedance due to a shorter physical distance between busbar 2 and 3 (100 to 50 km) 

increases 	𝑥'+%9.5<, which produces a reduction of CCT. Though it is not possible to assess 

the influence of line-switching action based on 	𝑥'+%9.5< for cases type B (radial 

connection), an increase in pre-fault impedance 𝑥'+
F%->*9:4. shortens the CCT, which is 

negative from the transient stability perspective, with even worse results for test cases of 

the 50KM-SMIB test system. 

 
Figure 3.7: Transfer impedance ratio of cases type A of the 100KM-SMIB and 50KM-SMIB test 

systems. 

In the context of the analysed line-switching actions, the characteristics of the fault and 

the network configuration of the system can make the fault to be “electrically” closer to 

the generator, which will make the system less stable; particularly, line-switching actions 

in a direct path (between the SG and fault location) have significant positive (or negative) 

effects depending on the structure of the transmission network. Based on the concept of 

electrical distance introduced in Section 2.2.3.1, the impedance between an SG and a 

fault location 𝑍𝐹𝐺𝑘𝑗 (3.3) is an impedance-based metric that quantifies the magnitude of 

the Thevenin impedance between a generator node 𝑘 and a fault location in node 𝑗; in 

practical terms, it represents the magnitude of the electrical distance between a generator 

and a fault location considering all available parallel paths. 

	 	𝑍𝐹𝐺GK = �𝑍GG + 𝑍KK − 2𝑍GK�	 (3.3)	

The effect of line-switching action on 𝑍𝐹𝐺 for each test case in Table 3.5, illustrated in 

Figure 3.8, shows a similar effect as the one seen for 	𝑥'+%9.5< and 𝑥'+
F%->*9:4.; there are 

radically different CCT responses for cases type A and B. In general, test cases type A 
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have better stability results with CCT values concentrated above 240 milliseconds, 

whereas for cases type B, CCT is below 210 milliseconds; therefore, it can be seen that 

radially connected cases type B are more critical from the stability viewpoint. In contrast 

to the tendency of 	𝑥'+%9.5<(see Figure 3.7), the 𝑍𝐹𝐺 of cases type A in Figure 3.8(a) 

exhibits a growing tendency, which implies that line-switching actions increasing 𝑍𝐹𝐺 

have longer CCT. Similarly, in Figure 3.8(b) the 𝑍𝐹𝐺 of cases type B reveals a 

decreasing tendency implying that switching off lines reduces the CCT.  

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.8: 𝑍𝐹𝐺 of cases type A (a) and B (b) of the 100KM-SMIB and 50KM-SMIB test systems. 

From Figure 3.7, 𝑥'+%9.5< may seem more useful to work as a predictor of CCT because 

the larger 	𝑥'+%9.5< it can be considered worse for transient stability. However, the main 

drawback of 	𝑥'+%9.5<with respect to 𝑍𝐹𝐺 is the fact that it is not possible to compare test 

cases type B with 𝑥'+%9.5< because of infinite values, which conceals the effect of the 

impedance between the SG and fault location during the fault condition. A disadvantage 

of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 is the fact that for different type of cases it can have similar magnitudes with 

different CCTs; however, this inconvenience can be overcome by determining the type 

of the topology (meshed or radial) before the assessment with 𝑍𝐹𝐺. Figure 3.8 indicates 

that an increase of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 can positively influence the stability for meshed networks (type 

A). Consequently, the selected impedance metric is 𝑍𝐹𝐺; therefore, subsequent analyses 

in this chapter use 𝑍𝐹𝐺 as the impedance-based proximity metric between the SG and 

the fault location. 

3.1.5 Analysis of the effect of ZFG with the aid of EAC 

The EAC and CCT introduced in Section 1.3 serve as a theoretical basis for analysing 

the effect of line-switching actions on transient stability. In this section, examining the 

effect of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 on the stability results, combined with the factors affecting the CCT, 
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provides the tools to review the preliminary findings of the previous section. 

Furthermore, the additional test cases considering 4 and 6 parallel lines extend the 

preliminary analysis shown in Section 3.1.3. 

The focus of the analysis is to illustrate the effect of discrete topological changes, given 

by line-switching action, increasing the number of lines in service in the transmission 

link between busbars 2 and 3. The effect can be observed by four factors (see Figure 3.9) 

with different magnitudes and units. Firstly, the average accelerating power 𝑃@
9`a 

provides an estimation of the difference between the mechanical power and electrical 

power output of the SG during the fault condition. Secondly, the difference between the 

critical and pre-fault angles 𝛿0% − 𝛿7 gives an insight in the increase or reduction of the 

stability level. Thirdly, the CCT is used to assess the transient stability level of each test 

case; and finally, the 𝑍𝐹𝐺 can highlight the effect of the switching action on the electrical 

distance between the SG and the fault location. Particularly, the combination of the 

average accelerating power 𝑃@
9`aand angle difference 𝛿0% − 𝛿7 gives insight into the 

growth of the accelerating area; the combination of these factors and the CCT equation 

(3.1) provide the building blocks of the assessment. For instance, a sharp growth of 𝑃@
9`a 

combined with a virtually constant 𝛿0% − 𝛿7 account for a larger accelerating area; this 

will produce a smaller CCT due to the faster increase of the denominator with respect to 

the numerator in equation (3.1). 

In particular, Figure 3.9(a)(c) shows test cases type A of 100KM-SMIB and 50KM-

SMIB test systems. The figure reveals an overall decreasing tendency of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 when the 

number of lines in service increases, which is aligned with the reduction of the impedance 

of the transmission link between busbars 2 and 3. Conversely, the average accelerating 

power has an increasing trend, also increasing the accelerating area; however, the rapid 

increase of 𝑃@
9`a with a slowly decreasing 𝛿0% − 𝛿7 reduces the CCT. For both test 

systems, 𝑍𝐹𝐺 and CCT have the same decreasing tendency, which suggests that for cases 

type A the larger electrical distance between the SG and the fault location provides longer 

CCT. Notably, for test cases with power transfer capability during fault conditions, a 

longer electrical distance 𝑍𝐹𝐺 helps to reduce the accelerating power 𝑃@
9`a, which means 

that for meshed networks switching-off transmission lines can improve the stability of 

the system. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.9: CCT factors and ZFG of cases type A (a)(c) and B (b)(d) of SMIB-based test systems with 2, 
4, 6 and 8 parallel lines. 

A different effect can be seen for test cases with the radial connection (type B in Figure 

3.9(b)(d)); the fact that there is no other path for the current to flow produces a reduction 

of the electrical power output to zero, making the accelerating power 𝑃@
9`a maximum 

and equal to the turbine mechanical power of the SG. For cases type B, the increasing 

number of available lines reduces the impedance, which in time makes the decelerating 

area larger, increasing the CCT; in this case, a growing angle difference 𝛿0% − 𝛿7 

combined with a constant accelerating power 𝑃@
9`a produces longer CCT. In Figure 

3.9(b)(d), 𝑍𝐹𝐺 exhibits a different trend in comparison to the CCT; the increase of 

available lines decreases the electrical distance from the generator to the fault location, 

whilst the CCT increases. In this case, an increase of 𝑍𝐹𝐺, by reducing the number of 

lines in service, reduces the post-fault transfer capability and decelerating area; thus, the 

CCT diminishes, reflecting a reduction in the stability level. The result was expected for 

a radial connection between the SG and the infinite bus. This type of connection is not 

common in transmission networks; they are more likely found on distribution networks. 

As this thesis focuses on the topology of transmission networks, the analysis focuses on 

cases type A to provide relevant insight into the topological effect of the network 

structure on transient stability. 
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Notably, the comparison of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 and CCT between 100KM-SMIB (top row Figure 3.9) 

and 50KM-SMIB (bottom row Figure 3.9) test systems indicates that for all test cases 

the reduction of the impedance to the fault, due to a shorter physical link between busbars 

2 and 3 (from 100 to 50 km), reduces the electrical distance 𝑍𝐹𝐺 and also reduces the 

CCT. Though the reduction of a physical link may not be considered a line-switching 

action, the evidence shows that the reduction of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 decreases the corresponding CCT; 

this fact confirms the idea that a shorter electrical distance between SG and fault location, 

due to shorter physical distance, can be considered adverse from the transient stability 

perspective. Notably, the effect of line-switching actions removing lines, typically 

considered harmful for transient stability, can improve stability under certain conditions 

(non-radial connections) by increasing the electrical distance between an SG and a fault 

location. 

3.1.6 Verification of the effect of ZFG with the aid of TDS 

The analysis based on the theoretical approach applying the EAC and CCT provides 

valuable insight into the effect of line-switching actions and structural changes of the 

transmission network on the impedance of the system and the subsequent impact on the 

stability level of the system. Analysing the effect under study by TDS offers a more 

detailed view of the implications of line-switching actions. Integrating mathematical 

models of power system components described in Section 2.1, like the sixth-order model 

of SG and AVR, provides a more realistic perspective of the impact of discrete structural 

changes on the system. 

The effect of line-switching was analysed using three mathematical representations of 

the SG, implemented in the computational tools described in Section 2.5. In addition to 

the assessments of the stability level of test cases by the EAC-based CCT (see Figure 

3.9), three additional evaluations of the CCT were computed using TDS results by 

increasing the complexity of the SGs modelling. Firstly, the second-order model was 

used in simulation to test the accuracy of the EAC-based CCT; secondly, the sixth-order 

model of SG, also called the standard model, was used to increase the level of detail of 

the modelling of SG; finally, the standard model was used in combination with AVR and 

governor to obtain a more realistic response, increasing the accuracy of the assessment 

of stability level by CCT. 

CCT results with multiple SG models are shown in Figure 3.10. The figure illustrates the 

changes of ZFG by line-switching action in blue bars for test cases type A and B of both 
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SMIB test systems. Similarly, the figure shows the evaluations of CCT using EAC, 

classical model, standard model, and standard model with controllers in colours grey, 

orange, yellow and blue, respectively. In general, the comparison between CCT results 

based on EAC and TDS reveal a similar tendency, which implies that the rate of change 

of impedance due to switching is similar. The differences between CCT results for cases 

type B are almost identical, with at most 2 ms of difference, which is the reason for the 

overlap between orange and grey lines in Figure 3.10(b) and Figure 3.10(d).   

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.10: CCT-based stability level of cases type A (a)(c) and B (b)(d) of SMIB-based test systems 
with 2, 4, 6 and 8 parallel lines. 

Overall, Figure 3.10 provides evidence that the tendency of CCT results related to line-

switching actions found in the previous section using EAC-based CCT is highly similar 

to the assessments using TDS, based on the 100KM-SMIB system. In particular, 

simulation results confirm that for cases type A, increasing 𝑍𝐹𝐺 by line-switching 

produces longer CCTs, which improves the stability level. A different tendency was 

found for the radial connection of cases type B; however, those results are based on a 

radial connection which is less common in transmission networks. 

Simulation results provide the dynamic response of the generator’s variables, such as 

rotor angle and active power output. In particular, the results below were obtained using 

the sixth-order model representation of the SG, integrating AVR and governor control to 
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provide an accurate and realistic assessment. In addition, to study the stability during the 

first swing of each test case, the corresponding CCT was used as the simulation clearing 

time. Beginning with the study of rotor angle responses, Figure 3.11 illustrates the 

behaviour of the rotor angle considering step changes in the number of parallel lines in 

service (2 to 8) for cases type A and B of SMIB-based test systems.  

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.11: Generator rotor angles of cases type A (a)(c) and B (b)(d) of SMIB-based test systems with 
2, 4, 6 and 8 parallel lines. 

Along with the previously highlighted trend difference of CCT, there are three key 

differences between cases type A and B. Firstly, Figure 3.11 shows that cases type B 

have higher corresponding pre-fault rotor angles 𝛿7 in comparison with cases type A 

(e.g., test case A-2//Lines and B-2//Lines), which suggests that the network topology for 

case type A is better from the stability perspective even prior to the fault. Secondly, there 

is less damping in the rotor angle responses in cases type B, compared to cases type A, 

because the SG has been exposed to a larger accelerating power in cases type B. Finally, 

even though it can be seen as an overall trend that increasing 𝑍𝐹𝐺 causes and increase 

of 𝛿7, simulation results indicates that within cases type A larger 𝛿7 have longer CCT. 

In particular, simulation results based on the SMIB test system suggest that larger 𝛿7 can 

produce longer CCTs which is counterintuitive. The key finding on the studied test cases 

is that initial conditions 𝛿7 are less influential than the transient conditions 𝑃@
9`a and 

𝛿0% − 𝛿7 for cases with power transfer during the fault condition, this aspect opens a 
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range of possibilities for using network switching as a preventive measure to improve 

transient stability. These key effects can be seen in test cases of the 100KM-SMIB system 

and the 50KM-SMIB system; though valid for the SMIB system under study, those 

effects must be studied for the particular network under analysis. 

The final part of the study of generator variables considers the analysis of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 and the 

active power output of the SG. Figure 3.12 illustrates the effect of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 on the active 

power output immediately after the fault 𝑃7n in MW; the figure confirms the fundamental 

difference between cases type A and B in terms of active power transfer during the fault 

condition.  

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.12: Generator active power output of cases type A (a)(c) and B (b)(d) of SMIB-based test 
systems with 2, 4, 6 and 8 parallel lines. 

Considering both SMIB-based test systems, for cases type A, an increase of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 is 

negatively correlated with the during-fault transfer impedance 𝑥𝐸𝑞
𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 (see Table 3.5); the 

reduction of 𝑥𝐸𝑞
𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 related to the line-switching actions removing lines from service 

between busbars 2 and 3 causes the growth of 𝑃7n, which helps reducing the accelerating 

power. On the contrary, in cases type B, the increase of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 does not cause any effect 

on 𝑃7n, which is equal to zero making the accelerating power maximum and equal to the 

mechanical power input. Notably, the largest 𝑍𝐹𝐺 is correlated with the smallest 𝑥𝐸𝑞
𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡 

providing the longest CCT, which reflect its positive impact on transient stability. 
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3.2 Effect of line-switching between generators on transient stability 

3.2.1 AF9B modified test system and test cases 

The multi-machine test system introduced in Chapter 2 of [17] was modified to study the 

impact of line-switching actions on impedance between SGs. Structural modifications of 

the Anderson and Fouad 9 bus test system (AF9B) are twofold; firstly, all physical 

distances (impedances) between busbars have been doubled; and secondly, all 

transmission links were changed to double circuits, except for transmission links between 

busbars 5 and 7 and between busbars 8 and 9, which have been modified to have triple 

circuits. In terms of generation, the test system includes three generating plants where 

𝐺1 is the reference machine.   

 
Figure 3.13: Modified AF9B test system 

Notably, the introduced changes did not alter the impedance of the transmission links, 

which remain similar to the original test system; moreover, the definition of double 

circuits for each transmission link increases the redundancy, which is a traditional 

approach used in real networks. The network structure and other relevant details of the 

proposed variation of the Anderson and Fouad test system can be seen in Figure 3.13 and 

found in Appendix A.2. 

Based on the AF9B test system, the study of the effect of line-switching action on the 

impedance between generators and its consequences on the stability of the system is 

presented. The approach considers the analysis of the transient stability level of the AF9B 
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test system by computing the CCT through time-domain simulations; for that purpose, 

generating plants include SGs represented using the sixth order model and equipped with 

the Mag-A IEEE Type 1 DC Exciter [17], described in Section 2.1.2.1. In particular, the 

dispatch of 𝐺2 is 163	𝑀𝑊 with a constant power factor of 0.999 lagging, whilst for 𝐺3 

is 108	𝑀𝑊 with a constant power factor of 0.979 leading. Furthermore, the influence of 

increasing impedance between busbars 7 and 9 is analysed by simulating large 

disturbances in the form of three-phase self-cleared bolted faults in busbar 5. 

In realistic meshed networks, line-switching actions can have a significant impact not 

only on the impedance between a generator and the fault location but also on the 

impedance between generators. Particularly, the test cases presented in this section 

provide the basis for analysing the effect of line-switching actions on transient stability. 

Though the focus is on the effect on the impedance between generators, test cases also 

address the effect between generators and fault location in a multi-machine environment.  

Test cases in Table 3.6 reflect changes in the AF9B network, changing the number of 

available lines on transmission links between busbars 5 to 7 and busbars 7 to 9. Test case 

types A, B, and C are defined by the type of circuit in the link between busbars 5 and 7, 

which can be a triple, double, or single circuit, respectively. Moreover, test cases 

belonging to a case type are defined by switching actions reducing the number of lines 

between busbars 7 and 9, which can be done by reducing from 5 to 3 lines opening the 

circuit breakers up to 2 lines on the link between busbars 8 and 9. For instance, the test 

case AF9B-B-4Lines differs from the original AF9B network by line-switching actions 

removing from service one line on the link between busbars 5 and 7; and removing one 

line on the link between busbars 8 and 9. 
Table 3.6 Test cases type A, B, and C of the AF9B test system  

Test	Case	
Lines	
BB5	to	
BB7	

Series	Impedance	between	
busbars	5	and	7	

Lines	
BB7	
to	
BB9	

Series	Impedance	between	
busbars	7	and	9	

𝑅	(Ohm)	 𝑋	(Ohm)	 𝑍	(p.u.)	 𝑅	(Ohm)	 𝑋	(Ohm)	 𝑍	(p.u.)	

A-5Lines	 3	 11.2853	 56.7793	 0.1094	 5	 8.6932	 73.6368	 0.1402	
A-4Lines	 3	 11.2853	 56.7793	 0.1094	 4	 10.7916	 91.4112	 0.1740	
A-3Lines	 3	 11.2853	 56.7793	 0.1094	 3	 17.0867	 144.7344	 0.2755	
B-5Lines	 2	 16.9280	 85.1690	 0.1641	 5	 8.6932	 73.6368	 0.1402	
B-4Lines	 2	 16.9280	 85.1690	 0.1641	 4	 10.7916	 91.4112	 0.1740	
B-3Lines	 2	 16.9280	 85.1690	 0.1641	 3	 17.0867	 144.7344	 0.2755	
C-5Lines	 1	 33.8560	 170.3380	 0.3283	 5	 8.6932	 73.6368	 0.1402	
C-4Lines	 1	 33.8560	 170.3380	 0.3283	 4	 10.7916	 91.4112	 0.1740	
C-3Lines	 1	 33.8560	 170.3380	 0.3283	 3	 17.0867	 144.7344	 0.2755	
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Using a common 100 MVA base, Figure 3.14 illustrates the impedance diagram of test 

case types (A/B/C-5Lines) having a constant number of lines between busbars 7 and 9 

(5 lines), whilst the number of lines in service between busbars 7 and 5 is reduced from 

3 to 1. The lines belonging to a transmission link are identical; therefore, the equivalent 

impedance is calculated by dividing the line impedance by the number of lines in service. 

In this setting, the impedance between generators 𝐺2 and 𝐺3 is constant, but the 

impedance between 𝐺2 and the fault location increases. The figure shows a growth of 

200% of impedance on the link connecting busbars 5 and 7, reducing the circuit from a 

triple to a single line. 

 
Figure 3.14: Impedance diagram of types A, B and C of the AF9B test system with 5 lines. 

Test cases A-5Lines/4Lines/3Lines can be seen in Figure 3.15; in this figure, the 

impedance between generator and fault location is constant (type A with three lines in 

service between busbars 5 and 7), whilst the impedance between generators increases 

due to line-switching actions on the link between busbars 8 and 9; the series impedance 

between busbars 7 and 9 grows 96.5% when the number of lines on the transmission link 

decreases from 5 to 3. As described above, test cases are defined by the combination of 

line-switching actions; the detail of changes in impedance of each test case can be found 

in Table 3.6. 
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Figure 3.15: Impedance diagram of cases type A of the AF9B test system with 5, 4 and 3 lines. 

3.2.2 Impedance between generators 

The previous section describes the effect of discrete changes, such as line-switching 

actions, on impedances in the test system; in fact, combinations of those changes were 

used to define 9 test types/cases. With the main focus on the proximity between 

generators, this section applies two measures to quantify the effect of line-switching 

actions. First, based on the concept of electrical distance (𝐸𝐷) introduced in Section 

2.2.3.1, the impedance between generators 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝐸𝐷) (3.4) is an impedance-based metric 

that quantifies the magnitude of the Thevenin impedance between a generator internal 

node 𝑘 and another generator internal node 𝑗; in practical terms, it represents the 

magnitude of the electrical distance between a generators considering all available 

parallel paths. 

	 	𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝐸𝐷)G,K = �𝑍GG + 𝑍KK − 2𝑍GK�	 (3.4)	

Similarly, using the series impedance-based graph representation and the concept of 

shortest path length (𝑆𝑃𝐿) introduced in Section 2.2.3, the 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿)𝑘𝑗 (3.5) is the 

impedance of the path with the minimum sum of series impedances between one 

generator internal node 𝑘 and another internal node 𝑗. Notably, in large and meshed 

networks the 𝑆𝑃 between two generators is typically unique and considers a limited 
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number of branch elements of the network; therefore, 𝑆𝑃𝐿 focuses only on the path with 

the lowest impedance. This fact makes the 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿)𝑘𝑗 less susceptible to non-relevant 

topological changes (changes in other parts of the network) in comparison to 

𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝐸𝐷)GK. 

	 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿)G,K = 𝑚𝑖𝑛
F9.M=	G,K

�� �𝑧F+�
F+	∈	F9.M	G,K

�	 (3.5)	

Another relevant aspect is the relationship between 𝑆𝑃𝐿 and the transient synchronising 

power coefficient 𝐾! (1.6), repeated below for clarity. As the computation of 𝑆𝑃𝐿 

identifies the path with lowest impedance between two nodes of a network, the identified 

path (shortest path) is the circuit with the largest influence on the magnitude of 𝐾!. In 

cases where two paths have similar and low impedance, the computation of 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿)𝑘𝑗 

can identify the impedance of the most significant path in terms of synchronising power 

between generators; particularly, any change in the path with the lowest impedance will 

produce significant changes in 𝐾!, and consequently in the ability of the system to 

maintain synchronism.  

	 𝐾! =
𝜕𝑃'$
𝜕𝛿# MA$CA#$

=
𝐸# × 𝑉()*
𝑥'+

𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛿#7	 		

Depending on the location, the impact of line-switching actions on multi-machine 

systems like the AF9B can change the topology affecting SGs in different ways. 

Particularly, switching actions can impact not only the relative distance between 

generators 𝑍𝐵𝐺𝑠, but also the distance between each generator and the fault location 

𝑍𝐹𝐺𝑠. Here, using simple network metrics, the impact of line-switching can be 

quantified by impedance-based proximity metrics between generators 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝐸𝐷) (3.4) 

and 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃) (3.5), and the metric between generators and the fault location 𝑍𝐹𝐺 (3.3). 

For instance, the effect of line-switching actions of a few test cases shown in Figure 3.16. 

The figure illustrates the effect of increasing the impedance between busbars 7 and 9 

using 𝑍𝐵𝐺 based on 𝐸𝐷 (3.4) and 𝑆𝑃𝐿 (3.5) in orange and green colour, respectively; 

additionally, Figure 3.17 shows the effect of increasing the impedance between busbars 

5 and 7 using 𝑍𝐹𝐺𝑠 between 𝐺2 and 𝐺3 to busbar 5 in yellow and grey colour, 

respectively. In particular, Figure 3.16 illustrates how the proximity measures based on 

𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝐸𝐷) (3.4) and 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿) (3.5) increase due to switching-off lines between busbars 

7 and 9, which reflect a longer distance between generators; furthermore, the evidence 

indicates that the magnitude of the total series impedance is larger than the Thevenin 
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impedance between 𝐺2 and 𝐺3, especially for case with large impedance such as the one 

with only 3 lines in service between busbars 7 and 9. 

 
Figure 3.16: Impedance-based proximity metrics between generators: ZBG(SPL), ZBG(ED), and 

impedance between busbars 7 and 9 of the AF9B test system. 

 
Figure 3.17: Impedance-based proximity metrics between generators and fault location: ZFG from G2, 

ZFG from G3, and impedance between busbars 5 and 7 of the AF9B test system. 

Furthermore, Figure 3.17 shows a growing 𝑍𝐹𝐺 between 𝐺2 (and 𝐺3) and the fault 

location on busbar 5 by switching-off lines between busbars 5 and 7, which defined test 

case types (A-B-C); the figure indicates that removing lines increases the distance 

between SGs and fault location. Finally, the comparison between ZBG and ZFG metrics 

(see Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17) reveals that for the AF9B network, the magnitude of 

the impedance between generators is larger than the impedances between generators and 

the fault location, which can result in different stability results when combining line-

switching actions in the system; the details of the effect of different magnitudes is 

described in the following sections. 

In the context of the small system under analysis, a preliminary analysis of the effect of 

𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝐸𝐷) and 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿) reveals that line-switching actions increasing the impedance 
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between generators can be considered harmful from the stability perspective. Comparing 

CCT of test cases with 3 and 5 Lines in service, between busbars 7 and 9, shown in Figure 

3.18, results in a reduction of at least 50 ms when two lines are removed, which increases 

the impedance between generators and deteriorates the stability of the system.  

 
 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.18: 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝐸𝐷) and 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿) for cases with 3 Lines (a) and 5 Lines (b) between busbars 7 and 
9 of the AF9B test system. 

Figure 3.18 also reveals that 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿) varies only due to changes on the path with the 

lowest total impedance between 𝐺2 and 𝐺3, whilst 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝐸𝐷) varies due to switching 

actions on different parts of the network. 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿) remains constant because it is 

affected only by changes on lines between busbar 7 and 9, whereas 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝐸𝐷) varies due 

to changes in the transmission link between busbars 5 and 7 defining types of test cases 

(A-B-C). This fact shows an advantage of the 𝑆𝑃𝐿 method over the 𝐸𝐷 because 

𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿) is able to can avoid potential errors induced by changes in network locations 

that are irrelevant for the analysis of the impedance between generators. Even though 

this observation is based on a small test system (AF9B), a more comprehensive analysis 

in Section 5.4.5.2 based on a realistic test system confirms the benefits of the 𝑆𝑃𝐿 

method. As 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿) can be considered a more reliable computation method, and it 

will be used in the remainder of the chapter denoted as 𝑍𝐵𝐺. 

3.2.3 Analysis of ZBG based on AF9B with the aid of TDS 

Though defined in the context of SMIB systems and based on the classical model of SGs, 

the transient synchronising power coefficient can be used as a conceptual approach to 

analyse the effect of line-switching actions on the stability of the AF9B test system. The 

transient synchronising power coefficient 𝐾! (1.6) affects the provision of synchronising 

torque immediately after the fault, which helps to avoid aperiodic drifts. According to 

the definition of 𝐾! in [21], the influence of the network is accounted by the equivalent 
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impedance 𝑥'+, which consider series impedance of branch elements including the SG 

d-axis transient reactance. As shown in Figure 3.19, repeated below for clarity, an 

increase of 𝑥'+ reduces the maximum 𝐾! diminishing the synchronising component of 

the electrical torque; in practical terms, generators electrically closer to the infinite bus 

in a SMIB system will have larger synchronising torque improving first-swing stability. 

Moreover, changes in the network may also increase the pre-fault rotor angles, which 

can also reduce the provision of synchronising torque, shown as the difference between 

𝐾!(01) and 𝐾!(02) in Figure 3.19. 

 
Figure 3.19: Transient synchronising power coefficient and power-angle characteristic  (adapted from 

[21]) 

In multi-machine systems, the transient stability is measured in terms of the relative rotor 

angle separation, known as coherence [36]; a higher coherence implies a larger 

synchronising power enabling rotor angles to remain close to each other during a large 

disturbance. Even though the transient synchronising power coefficient 𝐾! in (1.6) is 

strictly valid for SMIB systems and the classical model, the concept can be used to 

explain the change in the level of synchronising torque provided to a given SG by a 

neighbouring generator(s) in multi-machine systems due to a change in the equivalent 

impedance between them; an increase of 𝑍𝐵𝐺 between a pair of SGs will reduce the 

synchronising toque between them lowering the coherence level, which diminishes the 

stability level of the entire system.  

The effect of increasing 𝑍𝐵𝐺 is confirmed by simulation results representing the SGs 

with the standard model (sixth-order). Figure 3.20(a) illustrates CCTs based on TDS 

results for test cases with 5, 4 and 3 lines between busbars 7 and 9 in grey, green, and 

orange, respectively. Moreover, Figure 3.20(b) shows the effect of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 for a fault 
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condition in busbar 5. The evidence, shown in Figure 3.20(a), confirms that the increase 

of 𝑍𝐵𝐺 reduces the stability level. The figure indicates that test cases with three lines 

between busbars 7 and 9 have the highest 𝑍𝐵𝐺 and shortest CCTs; on the contrary, cases 

with 5 lines have at least 50 ms longer CCT with 19.4% smaller 𝑍𝐵𝐺. Results associated 

with each test case can be found in Table 3.7. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.20: 𝑍𝐵𝐺(𝑆𝑃𝐿) (a) and 𝑍𝐹𝐺 (b) of test cases of the AF9B test system. 

Notably, combined line-switching actions on busbars 5-7 and 8-9 have a different impact 

on CCTs. On the one hand, for the lowest value of 𝑍𝐵𝐺 (test cases 5Lines A5, B5, C5), 

the effect of the impedance between fault and generators 𝑍𝐹𝐺 has a similar impact on 

CCTs as the one seen in Section 3.1.5, where larger 𝑍𝐹𝐺 was found beneficial for 

transient stability. On the other hand, for higher 𝑍𝐵𝐺 (test cases A4, B4, C4 and A3, B3, 

C3), the effect of increasing 𝑍𝐹𝐺 is detrimental from the stability viewpoint. Though 

observations suggest a consistent effect of 𝑍𝐵𝐺, a combination of transient stability 

factors, analysed later in Section 5.4, is required to improve the accuracy of the 

assessment. The comparison between the magnitudes of 𝑍𝐹𝐺 and 𝑍𝐵𝐺 in Figure 3.20 

reveals that 𝑍𝐵𝐺 is always larger than 𝑍𝐹𝐺; however it is also possible to observe that 

small changes in 𝑍𝐹𝐺 have a large influence on CCT (slopes). In particular, for the AF9B 

test cases, the 𝑍𝐵𝐺 overcomes the effect of 𝑍𝐹𝐺, changing how 𝑍𝐹𝐺 influences the 

stability behaviour. The analysis of combined effects of 𝑍𝐵𝐺 and 𝑍𝐹𝐺 suggest that an 

adequate balance is needed to harness the best possible line-switching action to enhance 

the stability of the system. 

The details associated with each test case can be found in Table 3.7. The table contains 

topological information of test cases concerning the 𝑍𝐵𝐺 between G2 and G3, 𝑍𝐹𝐺 

between SGs and a fault location on busbar 5. Moreover, the table includes the CCTs in 
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seconds based on TDS for SGs represented with and without AVR, as CCT TDS and 

CCT TDS wAVR, respectively. 
Table 3.7 ZBG and ZFG of test cases type A, B, and C of the AF9B test system 

Test	Case	 ID	
Lines	
BB5	to	
BB7	

Lines	
BB7	to	
BB9	

𝑍𝐵𝐺 
G2-G3	
(p.u.) 

𝑍𝐹𝐺  
G2	
(p.u.) 

𝑍𝐹𝐺  
G3	
(p.u.) 

𝐶𝐶𝑇	 
TDS	
(s.) 

𝐶𝐶𝑇	 
TDS 
𝑤𝐴𝑉𝑅	
(s.) 

A-5Lines	 A5	 3	 5	 0.562	 0.272	 0.389	 0.341	 0.356	
B-5Lines	 B5	 2	 5	 0.562	 0.305	 0.405	 0.344	 0.363	
C-5Lines	 C5	 1	 5	 0.562	 0.376	 0.438	 0.350	 0.377	
A-4Lines	 A4	 3	 4	 0.596	 0.272	 0.398	 0.314	 0.327	
B-4Lines	 B4	 2	 4	 0.596	 0.306	 0.412	 0.309	 0.326	
C-4Lines	 C4	 1	 4	 0.596	 0.375	 0.439	 0.289	 0.313	
A-3Lines	 A3	 3	 3	 0.698	 0.274	 0.425	 0.284	 0.295	
B-3Lines	 B3	 2	 3	 0.698	 0.308	 0.435	 0.271	 0.285	
C-3Lines	 C3	 1	 3	 0.698	 0.378	 0.451	 0.208	 0.231	

In particular, the combination of switching-off lines between busbars 5 and 7, whilst 

maintaining the original number of lines between busbars 7 and 9, i.e., Case C-5Lines in 

Table 3.7 (C5 in Figure 3.20), has the best stability performance; the effect can be 

understood as an improvement of stability level by increasing the impedance between 

generators and fault location, whilst maintaining the impedance between generators. 

From a more general perspective, Chapter 5 includes a broader analysis of the combined 

effect of both network metrics based on a more realistic system, such as the IEEE-68Bus 

test system. 

3.2.4 Verification of the effect of ZBG with the aid of TDS 

The effect of line-switching actions on the impedance between generators was studied 

using the standard mathematical representations of the SG (sixth-order model) 

implemented in the computational tools described in Section 2.5. Though the analysis is 

focused on the effect of 𝑍𝐵𝐺, for completeness it also considers the effect of 𝑍𝐹𝐺. 

Similar to the study of the effect of 𝑍𝐹𝐺, TDS results considering a fault in busbar 5 

were used to analyse the effect of ZBG between 𝐺2 and 𝐺3; to analyse the first swing 

stability behaviour, the corresponding CCT was used as clearing time for each test case.  

The assessment of the stability level of test cases included two types of evaluations of 

the CCT using TDS results. The first group of results was obtained using the standard 

model to focus on the response based only on generator parameters, and the second group 

of results considered the effect of voltage control action by including the Mag-A IEEE 

Type 1 DC Exciter [17] described in Section 2.1.2.1. The two groups of simulation-based 

CCT results, presented in Figure 3.21, illustrate the effect of 𝑍𝐵𝐺. The blue bars 
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represent the magnitude of 𝑍𝐵𝐺 for a given number of lines in service between busbars 

7 and 9; similarly, data points in yellow colour represent the CCT results using the 

standard TDS model, whilst the data points in orange colour correspond to results 

integrating voltage control action to the standard TDS model.  

Regardless of the test case type, i.e., level of 𝑍𝐹𝐺, there is a consistent effect of 𝑍𝐵𝐺 on 

stability, as seen in Figure 3.21. The figure reveals that the effect of line-switching 

actions involving an increase of the impedance between SGs is detrimental to transient 

stability; the effect can be corroborated with and without the influence of AVRs. The 

evidence suggests that the improvement given the AVR effect is almost constant among 

different test cases with 5, 4 or 3 lines within each test type (A, B, C); however, there are 

more significant improvements in CCT due to control action for cases of test type C. For 

test cases type C, there is a combination of smaller voltage drop but longer 𝑍𝐹𝐺; the 

voltage drop is rapidly corrected by the AVR, which is beneficial for the first swing 

stability, but it increases the oscillatory behaviour of later swings, as explained in Section 

1.3.7 and seen in Figure 3.22(a)(b). 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3.21: Simulation-based CCTs of test cases type A(a), B(b), and C(c) of the AF9B test system. 

A broader study of the effect of discrete topological changes on 𝑍𝐵𝐺 considers the 

analysis of dynamic responses of SGs reflected in two key variables: rotor angle and 

active power output. Beginning with the study of rotor angle responses, Figure 3.22 

illustrates the responses of test cases type A in Figure 3.22(a)(b) and type C in Figure 

3.22(c)(d), with a different number of lines in service between busbars 7 and 9; 

particularly, test cases with 5, 4, and 3 lines are coloured in grey, orange and blue, 

respectively. Moreover, Figure 3.22(a)(c) shows rotor angle responses for 𝐺2 and 𝐺3 
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with continuous and dashed lines, respectively; whilst Figure 3.22(b)(d) illustrates the 

deviation between rotor angles using the difference 𝛿R2(𝑡) − 𝛿R3(𝑡).  

The evidence shows a consistent effect of line-switching action increasing 𝑍𝐵𝐺 reduces 

the coherence level of the system, which means that larger 𝑍𝐵𝐺 reduces the ability to 

maintain rotor angle responses closer together; more specifically, the comparison 

between cases with 5 and 3 lines shows an increase of rotor angle deviation of 84.79% 

and 92.12% for cases type A and C, respectively. Additionally, from 𝑍𝐹𝐺 perspective, it 

can be seen that cases type C have a higher oscillatory behaviour compared to cases type 

A; this is related to the combination of the AVR effect and higher impedance for cases 

type C. The effect of the combination of 𝑍𝐵𝐺 and 𝑍𝐹𝐺 on rotor angles indicates that 

smaller 𝑍𝐵𝐺 and larger 𝑍𝐹𝐺 provides the smallest rotor angle difference between 𝐺2 

and 𝐺3, which gives the best stability result with longer CCT. 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.22: Generator rotor angles of cases type A (a)(b) and C (c)(d) of the AF9B-based test systems 
with 3, 4, and 5 lines. 
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Following the investigation of generator variables, the effect of 𝑍𝐵𝐺 and 𝑍𝐹𝐺 on the 

active power output of 𝐺2 and 𝐺3 is depicted in Figure 3.23 in the form of power-angle 

curves. Based on simulation results related to 𝐺2, Figure 3.23(a)(c) illustrates active 

power output as a function of the rotor angle for test cases with different 𝑍𝐵𝐺, grouped 

by cases type A in Figure 3.23(a) and type C in Figure 3.23(c); particularly, test cases 

with 5, 4, and 3 lines in service between busbars 7 and 9 are coloured in grey, orange and 

blue, respectively. The same applies to simulation results of 𝐺3 in Figure 3.23(b)(d). 

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 3.23: P-delta curves of G2 and G3 for test cases type A (a)(b) and C (c)(d) of AF9B-based test 
systems with 3, 4, and 5 lines between busbars 7 and 9. 

The evidence consistently suggests that line-switching actions increasing 𝑍𝐵𝐺 reduce 

the active power injection from SGs during the fault; this fact is particularly true for 𝐺2, 

with larger drops of 𝑃7n in comparison to 𝐺3 for both test types (see Figure 3.23(a)(c)). 

The lower active power injection during faults reinforces the influence of 𝑍𝐵𝐺 on the 

provision of synchronising power, which is smaller due to the increase of impedance 

between generators; in fact, the smaller active power injection during faults increases the 
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accelerating power, which is detrimental from the stability perspective. Moreover, the 

combination of higher 𝛿7 with bigger 𝑍𝐵𝐺 reducing the synchronising effect reduces the 

CCT, which is the consequence of a smaller capacity of the system to absorb the kinetic 

energy stored in the generator during the fault; the reduction of potential energy is 

reflected in the corresponding reduction of the accelerating area 	𝐴900 in Figure 

3.23(a)(c). A similar effect can be seen for 𝐺3 (see Figure 3.23(b)(d)), but in smaller 

magnitude because it is electrically further away from the fault location in busbar 5, i.e., 

𝐺3 has larger 𝑍𝐹𝐺 in comparison to 𝐺2 (see Figure 3.20(b)). 

From the 𝑍𝐹𝐺 viewpoint, line-switching actions increasing the impedance between SGs 

and the fault location (cases type C have larger 𝑍𝐹𝐺 in comparison with type A) reduces 

the active power drop during the fault condition, which is consistent with the findings 

described in Section 3.1.6. Aligned with the findings above, the combined effect of 𝑍𝐵𝐺 

and 𝑍𝐹𝐺 on the active power output suggests that the line-switching action reducing 𝑍𝐵𝐺 

and increasing 𝑍𝐹𝐺 have larger 𝑃7n and better active power transfer during the fault 

condition, which produces a longer CCT. 

3.3 Summary 

This chapter studied the effect of line-switching actions on the impedance of the 

transmission network by using two impedance-based proximity metrics: the first is the 

impedance between generators and the fault location, whilst the second is between 

generators. The impedance-based metrics provide insight into the effect of discrete 

topological changes on the transient stability level. Furthermore, the study involved the 

specification of two test systems and test cases to describe and demonstrate the switching 

action effect on the impedance of specific transmission links and how it affects transient 

stability. 

The first study included in this chapter analysed the effect of line-switching actions on 

the stability of a SMIB test system; particularly, the use of EAC and CCT allowed the 

assessment of the transient stability impact for changes in the impedance between a 

generator and a fault location. In the context of the analysed SMIB system, the study of 

a network structure that allowed active power transfer during the fault revealed that 

switching actions, removing circuits from service, between the generator and fault 

location increased the CCT. Though it sounded contradictory at first, the increase in 

impedance, removing parallel circuits between the SG and fault location, produced a 
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56.7% reduction of the transfer impedance during the fault condition, resulting in a 

longer CCT. Moreover, the initial study using the classic model of SG showed that 

structural changes could positively impact transient stability, especially if those changes 

diminish the average accelerating power, decreasing the accelerating area. Furthermore, 

it was found that the impedance increase between a generator and a fault location can be 

accurately measured by an impedance-based proximity measure called ZFG. Even 

though the positive effect of increasing ZFG by line switching actions cannot be 

guaranteed based only on observations using small test systems (SMIB and AF9B), it 

was found a consistent effect of ZFG on both test systems, which suggests that the effect 

can apply in different network structures. A study based on a realistic test system is 

presented in Chapter 5, confirming the positive effect of increasing the impedance 

between generators and fault location.  

The finding relating to the increase of ZFG and better transient stability results were 

confirmed by TDS using different SG models, including AVR and governor control. 

Simulation results showed that increasing the electrical distance between an SG and a 

fault due to physical change or line-switching action improved the stability of the system 

with longer CCTs for all SG models. Furthermore, simulation results of test cases with 

active power transfer during the fault condition showed that even though the increase of 

ZFG produces larger pre-fault rotor angles, the increase of electrical distance to the fault 

reduced the accelerating area, overcoming the effect of the pre-fault condition. The effect 

of ZFG was also analysed from the active power perspective; simulation results also 

showed that increasing ZFG reduces the active power drop immediately after the fault, 

which confirms the reduction of accelerating area increasing the CCT. 

The second part of the chapter included the study of the impact of line-switching actions 

on the transient stability of a modified version of the Anderson and Fouad 9 bus system 

(AF9B), which contains three generators; particularly, the purpose was to analyse the 

impact of switching actions on impedance between generators. A comparison between 

the two computation procedures to calculate the impedance between SGs revealed that 

the impedance-graph-based shortest path length provided better accuracy because it 

focuses only on the lowest impedance path; hence, it was selected as the proximity-based 

impedance metric to calculate the impedance between SGs (ZBG). 

The initial study of the effect of ZBG on the transient stability of the AF9B showed that 

line-switching actions increasing the impedance between generators has a detrimental 
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effect. On the contrary, increasing the impedance between SGs and fault location whilst 

reducing the impedance between SGs provided the largest CCT. The initial finding was 

confirmed by TDS using the SG sixth-order model, with and without AVR. Simulation 

results revealed a consistent detrimental effect of line-switching actions increasing ZBG; 

in fact, the results showed the largest CCT for the combination of the largest ZFG and 

smallest ZBG, which is the network structure with the best transient stability 

performance for the analysed fault condition. Furthermore, further evidence of the 

negative effect of the largest ZBG was shown with the level of coherence; the maximum 

difference between rotor angles increased by at least 84%, which reveals a significant 

detriment of transient stability. Moreover, the effect was also corroborated with plots 

showing active power as a function of rotor angle; the analysis revealed that as ZBG 

increases, the active power drops immediately after the fault grow, with a corresponding 

reduction of CCT. 

In summary, the relevant studies performed with the SMIB and AF9B verified that line-

switching actions increasing ZFG are beneficial from the transient stability viewpoint; 

similarly, the studies confirmed that the increase in ZBG has a detrimental stability 

effect. Furthermore, theoretical and TDS results corroborate both effects based on 

switching actions. 

Particularly, the contributions of the present chapter are:  

• Identification and definition of impedance-based proximity metrics to evaluate 

the effect of line-switching actions on the impedance of a transmission network. 

In particular, ZFG and ZBG have not been used before to evaluate the 

topological effect of the network structure on the transient stability behaviour of 

power systems. 

• Quantitative analysis of the effect of line-switching actions on the impedance 

between generators and fault locations, as well as between generators, with 

further implications on transient stability based on small test systems; this was 

done by confirming the quantitative effects of ZFG and ZBG on transient stability 

using TDS in the context of small-size test systems. 
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The previous chapter demonstrated the positive effect of line-switching actions on 

transient stability in the context of small test systems. The findings provided insight to 

formulate an optimisation problem that uses the concept of line switching as a measure 

that can improve transient stability, although that stability benefits can be 

counterintuitive at first. In particular, this chapter presents an optimisation framework to 

minimise generation production costs whilst meeting stability and security constraints. 

The framework introduces a cost functional subject to base-case and N-1 algebraic 

security constraints, along with transient stability constraints in the form of dynamic 

equations and stability limits for all credible fault locations, which can be applied to the 

base-case network and N-1 networks. Within the framework, line-switching actions are 

used as binary (discrete) controls to change the topology and improve the transient 

stability response of the system in the presence of large disturbances. 

This chapter includes four parts. Firstly, the proposed framework's starting point is the 

description of the classical multi-machine model with the reduced network for transient 

stability analysis. Secondly, a detailed explanation of a new model for transient stability 

assessment called the classical multi-machine model with structure-preserving network 

and network switching; the new model enables to study of the impact of different 

topologies on the transient stability performance of a power system. Thirdly, a study of 

transient stability indicators to determine the most suitable to define stability limits. 

Finally, a general dynamic optimisation model is proposed as an optimum power flow 
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with transient stability and security constraints; the objective functional is the minimum 

operation or bid costs appended with the potential cost of unsupplied demand. The 

objective is subjected to system security and transient stability constraints based on 

binary variables. 

4.1 Classical multi-machine model for transient stability analysis 

For transient stability studies focusing on the first swing, an overview of a multi-machine 

system is depicted in Figure 4.1 [17][22]. The model includes internal generator nodes 

indexed 𝑖 or 𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝐺, where 𝑁𝐺 is the number of generators; the model considers 

the classical representation of SGs, introduced in Section 1.3.1. The network has 

different types of nodes, such as transition nodes and loads; particularly, load nodes are 

indexed 𝑚 = 1,2, … , 𝑁𝐿, where 𝑁𝐿 is the number of loads. The transmission system box 

in Figure 4.1 represents passive branch elements connecting various nodes in the 

network, whilst only internal generator nodes and load nodes are extracted. In transient 

stability studies, all physical quantities are often related to the positive-sequence network 

because only three-phase faults, the worst-case scenario, are considered [22]. 

 
Figure 4.1: Multi-machine system with network reduction (adapted from [17]) 
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4.1.1 Network modelling and reduction 

In transient stability studies, the loads can be represented as passive impedances allowing 

them to be integrated as shunt admittances, which are constant through the transient 

period [17]. With the classical model, internal transient reactances and loads can be easily 

included in the admittance matrix; besides, after node elimination, the network is reduced 

only to the internal generator nodes resulting in the so-called reduced network [17][23]. 

A method of network formation and reduction considers the following steps [17][181]: 

i. All network data are converted to p.u. values using base voltage levels and a single 

MVA base. 

ii. The loads are converted to equivalent shunt admittances using the load-flow 

solution of the pre-disturbance condition. Assuming the complex voltage 𝑉6 at 

node 𝑚 is known from a load-flow solution, with active power 𝑃6 and reactive 

power 𝑄6 as input load data, the load admittance 𝑌6 = 𝐺6 + 𝑗𝐵6 can be derived. 

The shunt admittance 𝑌6 representing the constant impedance can be obtained 

using (4.1) [17] 

	 𝑌6 =
𝑃6 − 𝑗𝑄6

𝑉62
	 (4.1)	

iii. The internal EMF of generators can also be calculated using the load-flow results 

in the pre-disturbance state. The transient rotor angle 𝛿#5 of the generator connected 

to node 𝑖 (i.e. angle of the internal voltage) can be computed with respect to the 

terminal voltage 𝑉5∠α5. Using the expression for the complex current 𝐼 =

(𝑃 − 𝑗𝑄)/𝑉∗, it is possible to compute the phasor 𝐸′5∠δ#5 (4.2) for each generator 

in the system. 

	 𝐸5∠𝛿#5 = \𝑉5 + 𝑄5𝑥$,5# /𝑉5
∗] + 𝑗\𝑃5𝑥$,5# /𝑉5

∗]	 (4.2)	

Here, 𝑥$,5#  is the direct axis transient reactance of generator 𝑖. 

iv. The system admittance matrix must be calculated for each network condition 

defined by loads, transmission line statuses and generator’s availability. 

Particularly, the direct axis transient reactance is used to connect generators to the 

network through the series impedance of the form 𝑥$,5# + 𝑥/, where 𝑥/5 is the 

impedance of the step-up transformer of generator 𝑖 [23]. 

v. Finally, the procedure to obtain the reduced network is described as follows, 

assuming that the network has only generation and load nodes [181]: 
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a) All branch and load impedances are converted into admittances. 

b) The self-admittances 𝑌55 of the 𝑌J:=, are the summation of all series and shunt 

admittances connected to  node 𝑖; and non-diagonal (mutual) admittances 𝑌5K 

are the negative values of the series admittances connecting nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗. The 

matrix 𝑌J:= ∈ ℂ(,Rn,p)×(,Rn,p) includes all network load nodes and 

generation internal nodes. 

c) In the last step, the entire network is partitioned into two clusters: 

• The first contains all internal generation nodes; there are 𝑁𝐺 such nodes, 

• The second contains all the rest of the original nodes; there are 𝑁𝐿 such 

nodes accounting for load and transition nodes. 

The complex admittance matrix (2.12) can be written in the compact form: 

	 ¸𝐼,RE10,pE1
¹ = ¸𝑌,RE,R 𝑌,RE,p

𝑌,pE,R 𝑌,pE,p
¹ ¸𝑉,RE1𝑉,pE1

¹	 (4.3)	

Where 𝐼,RE1 correspond to the current injections at internal generator nodes 

and 0,pE1 is related to original nodes without external current injection, 

including load nodes, which are converted into shunt admittances. By 

expanding (4.3), it is possible to eliminate 𝑉,pE1, which gives voltage-current 

relationship between 𝑁𝐺 internal generator nodes. 

	 𝐼,RE1 = (𝑌,RE,R − 𝑌,RE,p𝑌,pE,p>1 𝑌,pE,R)𝑉,RE1	 (4.4)	

Here, the matrix 𝑌J:=% = (Y,RE,R − Y,RE,pY,pE,p>1 Y,pE,R) is the reduced 

admittance matrix 𝑌J:=% ∈ ℂ,R×,R , which contains only internal generator 

nodes. 

After the reduction, the power network can be represented by a network structure having 

only 𝑁𝐺 generator internal nodes; these nodes are highlighted in red in Figure 4.1. 

4.1.2 Classical multi-machine model with network reduction  

According to [22], the classical power system representation for a multi-machine system 

is restricted to the period immediately after the fault. The model enables the 

representation of 𝑁𝐺 generators in a set of generators Ωa; the dynamics of the generators 

indexed by 𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑁𝐺 are given as follows: 

	
2𝐻5	
𝜔%

𝑑𝜔5	
𝑑𝑡 + 𝐷5𝜔5 = 𝑃&5 − 𝑃'5(∙)	 (4.5)	
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𝑑𝛿5
𝑑𝑡 = 𝜔5 − 𝜔% 

The assumptions and parameters of the model have been explained in detail in Section 

1.3.1. 

When the entire transmission network has been reduced, using the method described in 

Section 4.1.1, the electrical power output of generator 𝑖 in an NG-machine system, is 

given by the following expression [17] 

	 𝑃'5(∙) = 𝐸52𝐺55% +�𝐸5𝐸K𝑌5K% 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜃5K% − 𝛿5K]
,R

KC1
Ks5	

; ∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a	

(4.6)	

	 𝑃'5(∙) = 𝐸52𝐺55% +�𝐸5𝐸K[𝐵5K% 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿5K)+	𝐺5K% 	𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿5K)^
,R

KC1
Ks5	

; ∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a 

Here, 𝛿5K is the rotor angles difference δ5 − δK; 𝑌5K% = 𝐺55% + 𝑗𝐵55% = 𝑌55%∠𝜃55% 	and 𝑌5K% =

	𝐺5K% + 𝑗𝐵5K% = 𝑌5K%∠𝜃5K% , are driving point admittance and negative transfer admittance of 

the complex matrix of the reduced network 𝑌J:=% , respectively. 

Notably, prior to the disturbance (𝑡 = 0>), the steady state condition of (4.5) is given by 

(4.7) for each generator; the subscript “0” denotes the pre-fault condition, which applies 

to network parameters 𝑌5K7% , i.e., pre-fault network topology, and generator rotor angles 

𝐸57∠𝛿57 [17][35]. The inclusion of network changes on admittance matrices are 

explained in detail in Section 2.3. 

	 𝑃&57 = 𝐸572 𝐺557% +�𝐸57𝐸K7𝑌5K7% 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜃5K7% − 𝛿5K7]
,R

KC1
Ks5	

; ∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a	 (4.7)	

4.2 Classical multi-machine model for transient stability with 

structure-preserving network and switching  

The multi-machine system introduced in Section 4.1 relies on the representation of 

constant impedance loads, which are included in the admittance matrix and later reduced 

to build the reduced network 𝑌J:=% . Though convenient to diminish the complexity, the 

network reduction suppresses the network's topology; therefore, the reduction hides the 

role of structural aspects in stability assessment [162][161]. Structure-preserving 
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network models date from the 1980s and have been scarcely used for stability analysis, 

mainly because they were used in transient energy function methods [162][161], which 

are known to have high complexity because they require information about unstable 

equilibrium points. In particular, the novelty in the proposed framework is the integration 

of line-switching actions in the context of transient stability assessment using a structure-

preserving network model. 

4.2.1 Structure-preserving network model 

Similar to the network definition in Section 4.1.1, the power network can be represented 

by 𝑁𝐺 + 𝑁𝐿 + 1 nodes or buses connected by lossless transmission lines, as shown in 

Figure 4.2. The transmission system can be modelled by the node admittance matrix 𝑌J:=. 

The first 𝑁𝐺 nodes are generator terminal nodes with busbar 𝑁𝐺 + 1 as the reference; 

these nodes are indexed with 𝑔𝑖 or 𝑔𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑁𝐺 + 1. The remaining 𝑁𝐿 nodes are load 

buses, which are indexed by 𝑑𝑚 or 𝑑𝑛 = 𝑁𝐺 + 2,… ,𝑁𝐺 + 𝑁𝐿 + 1. Figure 4.2 

illustrates the generator internal EMFs where 𝐸′a5∠𝛿′a5 is the voltage phasor of the i-th 

generator; similarly, 𝑉$6∠𝜑$6 is the voltage phasor at the dm-th load bus. All angles 

are measured relative to the reference node 𝑁𝐺 + 1, which has an angle 𝜗,Rn1 = 0t, 

and voltage magnitude 𝑉,Rn1 = 1	𝑝. 𝑢. 

In terms of branch elements, the network contains several branches connecting pairs of 

buses; therefore, considering only transmission lines, it is possible to define a set of 

branches Ω4, where branches are indexed (𝑑𝑚, 𝑑𝑛) = 1,… , 𝐿, with 𝐿 transmission lines. 

This definition implies that there is a map that uniquely relates a line index with the pair 

of load buses connected by the given line. As seen in Figure 4.2, each generator is 

connected to the system through a fictitious lossless transmission line indexed 

(𝑔𝑖, 𝑑𝑚) = 1,… ,𝑁𝐺 in the set generator lines Ωa4, with reactance 𝑥$a5# + 𝑥/a5 

combining the transient reactance of the generator 𝑔𝑖 and the reactance of the 

corresponding step-up transformer. An overview of the component of the model can be 

seen in Figure 4.2. In particular, busbars connected to the HV side of the transformers 

are the corresponding point of connection of each generator; these buses are considered 

“load” nodes, as shown later in Figure 4.3. 

One of the fundamental differences between the reduced network and the model 

presented in this section is the load model. For instance, the work presented in [162] uses 

a linear model to represent the loads as frequency-dependent power loads assuming 
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constant bus voltages. Within the proposed framework, loads are modelled as constant 

active power demand 𝑃"$6(𝑉$67 ), where the superscript “0” denotes the pre-fault (steady 

state) voltage, as shown in Figure 4.2. The loads are not incorporated into the 

transmission system admittance matrix; consequently, the original network topology is 

preserved so that the model has structural integrity [162]. 

 
Figure 4.2: Multi-machine system with structure-preserving network (adapted from [17]) 

4.2.2 Security, fault and switching modelling 

Within the proposed framework, security and fault cases involving transmission lines are 

optimisation parameters required as inputs, whereas the switching scenarios are output 

variables related to topological changes, based on line-switching actions, that can 

increase the robustness of a power system from the transient stability perspective 

[183][184]. In particular, the security of the system can be defined by single outages 

changing the topological structure of a transmission network, which is the typical 

approach considering the N-1 security condition [69][73][91]; it is possible to define a 

set of single-branch-outages ΩG with outages indexed with 𝑘 = 1,… , 𝐿. Moreover, each 

single outage has a probability of occurrence 𝜋G, which can be obtained from a given 

probability density function. A security case 𝑘 represents a single outage on a 

transmission line 𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 of the network, hence, it is possible to uniquely define a binary 

parameter vector for security case 𝑥G ∈ 𝐵p×1 representing the outage status (𝐵 =

{𝑜𝑛 = 1, 𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 0}) of each transmission line. For instance, a security case with a single 

outage on Line1 connecting busbars 1 and 2, will have the component 𝑥1,2GC1 = 0, whilst 
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𝑥$6$)GC1 = 1 for all other components. To simplify the notation, case 𝑘 = 0 denotes the 

base-case with the intact network, i.e., no outage, where all 𝑥$6$)GC7 = 1.  

A power system can be subjected to several faults, which can be evaluated individually 

using assessments based on transient stability indicators [36][37][185] or risk-based 

methods [186]. The assessment provides a list of events ranked by severity, e.g., shorter 

CCT, as in [186], which has a probability of occurrence associated with each event. 

Within the proposed framework, the robustness of a power system is analysed for a set 

of single-branch-faults Ω*, where each fault indexed 𝑓 = 1,… , 𝐿 has a probability of 

occurrence 𝜋*. The work presented in this thesis studies the effect of self-cleared three-

phase bolted faults with procedures described in detail in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. 

Particularly, the single-branch-faults Ω* and the probability of occurrence 𝜋* are also 

input parameters in the optimisation framework. 

In the reviewed literature [47][96][72], a small number of switching actions usually 

provide the most significant improvements in comparison with actions involving 

multiple switching at the same time. Therefore, the proposed framework uses line-

switching actions as a control to improve transient stability. In particular, a switching 

case, also called a switching scenario, can be defined by a set of switching actions on 

available transmission lines, i.e., lines which are not in the set of single-branch-faults Ω*. 

A switching scenario indexed by 𝑠 = 1,… , 𝐿, in the set of switching scenarios Ω=, can 

be modelled as a binary vector 𝑜𝑐G,* ∈ 𝐵p×1 representing the switching status (𝑜𝑛 = 1, 

𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 0) of all transmission lines. A component of the switching case vector is a binary 

switching variable 𝑜𝑐$6$)
G,*  related to the transmission line 𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛, in security case 𝑘 and 

fault 𝑓, such that (4.8) holds. The constraint (4.8) indicates that a line 𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 can be 

switched-off if it is not considered on an outage or fault case. 

	 𝑥$6$)
G,* ≥ 𝑜𝑐$6$)

G,* 	 (4.8)	

4.2.3 Classical multi-machine model with structure-preserving network and line 

switching 

Within the proposed optimisation framework, the representation of a multi-machine 

system uses the classical model, restricted to the “first swing”, as typically described in 

the literature [22][17]. The novelty of the model is the introduction of parameters 

associated with security and fault cases, as well as (unknown) variables related to 

switching scenarios. The notation used here is consistent with [22]. The first part of the 
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model represents generator dynamics up to the point of connection (POC); a POC is a 

demand node belonging to the transmission network model. The set of generators is 

denoted as Ωa with SGs indexed as 𝑔𝑖 or 𝑔𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑁𝐺. The dynamic model is given 

via relations (4.9)–(4.11), where (4.9) gives mechanical motion, (4.10) denotes electrical 

MW power delivered from an internal generator node to a POC (“load” node), and (4.11) 

shows relation between the generator angle and speed. 

The assumptions of the model (4.9)–(4.13) are described below, which are similar to 

those in [33], except for the load representation. 

i. Mechanical power inputs are constant. 

ii. Damping or asynchronous power is neglected. 

iii. Based on the constant flux linkage model, a generator is represented by a constant 

EMF behind the direct axis transient (unsaturated) reactance. 

iv. The mechanical rotor angle of a synchronous generator can be represented by the 

angle of the voltage behind direct transient reactance. 

v. Loads are represented by constant power demands. 

For an internal generator node g𝑖 ∈ Ωa connected to a “load” node 𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$ through an 

internal generator branch (or fictitious transmission line) 𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺a4, its dynamical 

behaviour is defined as follows: 

	
2𝐻a5
𝜔%

𝑑𝜔a5
G,*

𝑑𝑡 = 𝑃&,a5G − 𝑃',a5$6
G,* (∙);	

	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	
(4.9)	

	

𝑃',a5$6
G,* (∙) = (𝐸a5

G,*)2𝐺a5$6 − 𝐸a5
G,*𝑉$6

G,*

∙ [𝐺a5$6 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝛿a5
G,* − 𝜑$6

G,*] + 𝐵a5$6 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝛿a5
G,* − 𝜑$6

G,*]^;	

∀𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺a4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺* 

(4.10)	

	 𝑑𝛿a5
G,*

𝑑𝑡 = 𝜔a5
G,* − 𝜔%; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	 (4.11)	

Here, 𝐻a5 	is the inertia constant of generator 𝑔𝑖 in its MVA base 𝑆a5; 𝛿a5
G,* and 𝜔a5

G,* are 

the angle and angular velocity of the machine rotor in security case 𝑘 and fault case 𝑓, 

respectively; 𝐷a5 is a damping constant and 𝜔% is the reference speed. 𝑃&,a5 and 𝑃',a5$6 

are the mechanical power input and electrical power output of the synchronous generator 

𝑔𝑖. Moreover, 𝛿a5
G,* − 𝜑$6

G,*  is the angle difference between generator and “load” node 
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voltages; 𝐺a5$6
G,* + 𝑗𝐵a5$6

G,*  is the positive non-diagonal admittance (i.e., the admittance of 

the lossless fictitious branch	𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑚) of the complex admittance matrix of the structure-

preserving network. In particular, 𝑃',a5$6
G,* (∙) is the active power flowing in the fictitious 

generator branch. 

For all transmission network nodes, called load nodes 𝑑𝑚, 𝑑𝑛	 ∈ 𝛺$, which are 

connected via transmission lines 𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4, the nodal balance is given below 

	 𝑃"$6 = 𝑃',a5$6
G,* (∙) − � 𝑜𝑐$6$)

G,* ∙ 𝑥$6$)
G,* ∙ 𝑃$6$)

G,* (∙)
$6$)∈uA

;		

∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; ∀𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	
(4.12)	

	 𝑃$6$)
G,* (∙) = \𝑉$6

G,*]
2
𝐺$6$)
G,* − 𝑉$6

G,*𝑉$)
G,*

∙ [𝐺$6$)
G,* 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜑$6

G,* − 𝜑$)
G,*] + 𝐵$6$)

G,* 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝜑$6
G,* − 𝜑$)

G,*]^;	

	∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; ∀𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	 

(4.13)	

Here, 𝑃"$6 is the constant active power demand at node 𝑑𝑚 (if any); besides, 𝜑$6
G,* −

𝜑$)
G,* is the angle difference between “load” node voltages at nodes 𝑑𝑚 and 𝑑𝑛; 𝑃$6$)

G,* (∙) 

is the active power flowing on a transmission line 𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 connecting demand nodes 𝑑𝑚 

and 𝑑𝑛 with security-fault parameter 𝑥$6$)
G,*  and switching variable 𝑜𝑐$6$)

G,* . Moreover, 

𝐺$6$)
G,* + 𝑗𝐵$6$)

G,*  is the positive admittance of transmission line 𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛. 

A partial representation of a power system using the proposed classical model with 

structure-preserving network and switching is shown in Figure 4.3. The figure highlights 

the connection of generator nodes 𝑔𝑖 and 𝑔𝑗 to the system through fictitious transmission 

lines and the connection between load nodes 𝑑𝑚 and 𝑑𝑛 through a transmission line; 

actual transmission lines can be subjected to a switching-action. In a normal regime, 

transmission line 𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 is in service; however, if the parameter 𝑥$6$)
G,*  or variable 

𝑜𝑐$6$)
G,*  is equal to zero, then the power flowing on the line 𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 is equal to zero, like 

having a line with infinite impedance. The remainder of the network, considering other 

generators, load nodes and transmission lines, is represented by the transmission system 

box. 
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Figure 4.3: Partial representation of a power system with structure-preserving network 

4.3 Study of time-domain transient stability indicators for constraint 

modelling 

As described in Section 1.4.5, transient stability thresholds have been introduced in 

optimisation methods; in TSC-OPF, a transient stability constraint can be set via a limit 

on rotor angle deviation with respect to the COI, with the threshold angle of 100-180 

degrees [121][123]–[125][181]. An accurate stability threshold value of relative rotor 

angle differences, i.e., the difference between pair SGs, was found to be 240 degrees 

[188]. In the work presented in this thesis, TDS were used for the verification of the 

developed transient stability constraint; particularly, transient stability indicators are 

calculated based on simulation results using the time interval 𝑇=56 = [0, 𝑡04 + 𝛥𝑡], where 

𝑡04 is the clearing time and 𝛥𝑡 is a short period after the clearing. Transient stability 

indicators shown in Table 4.1 are investigated to understand their quality and 

consistence; a brief description of the studied indicators is given below. 

i. Coherence (COH): Formulated on the COI reference, COH measures how close 

generator rotor angles remain after the fault clearing. COH is defined by the 

difference between the maximum and minimum of each generator rotor angle [36]. 

ii. Dot products (DOT1, DOT2, DOT3): Based on the kinetic and potential energy, 

they are defined using the maximum and minimum of three functions. Firstly, 𝑑𝑜𝑡1 

characterises the maximum potential energy of the post-fault network; it is defined 

by the dot product between the vector of power mismatches 𝑓 and the vector of 

rotor speeds determined by the fault condition [22][36]. Secondly, 𝑑𝑜𝑡2 focuses 

on the transient potential energy, which varies with the rotor angles; it is defined 

by the dot product between the vector of power mismatches 𝑓 and the vector of 
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rotor angles [36]. Finally, 𝑑𝑜𝑡3 combines effect of changes in rotor angles and 

speeds by the dot product between the vector of rotor speeds 𝝎Ã  and the vector of 

rotor angle differences 𝜽(𝑡) − 𝜽(𝑡04) [36]  

iii. Integral of squared generator rotor angles (ISGA): Also formulated on the COI 

reference, ISGA measures the lack of coherence between rotor angles during 

steady state and transient conditions [136][189][190]. Though ISGA is not an 

energy function, it is intrinsically related to the potential energy [37], which 

influences the oscillatory level of rotor angle responses. 

iv. Transient stability index (TSI): By measuring the maximum relative (pairwise) 

difference between generator rotor angles [191], TSI provides an accurate 

estimation not only of the stability level but also of the characteristic of the rotor 

angle response, i.e., stable or unstable [137]. Among the studied indicators, TSI is 

the only indicator that incorporates a stability threshold of 360<, which reflects 

that there is a cycle difference between rotor angles of two SGs [137][192][193]. 
Table 4.1 Time-domain transient stability indicators 

Indicator	 Calculation	

COH	 𝑀𝑎𝑥{𝑀𝑎𝑥{𝜃@;(𝑡)} − 𝑀𝑖𝑛{𝜃@;(𝑡)}};	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ Ω@ 

DOT1	

𝑑𝑜𝑡1 = 	� 𝑓@; ∙ 𝜔�@;(𝑡)
@;	∈ E!

; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ Ω@

𝑓@; = 𝑃F,@; − 𝑃3,@; −
𝑀@;

𝑀G
� 𝑃F,@; − 𝑃3,@;

@;	∈ E!

𝑀𝑎𝑥{𝑑𝑜𝑡1(𝑡)} − 𝑀𝑖𝑛{𝑑𝑜𝑡1(𝑡)}		 

 

DOT2	 𝑑𝑜𝑡2 =� 𝑓@; ∙ 𝜃@;(𝑡)
@;	∈ E!

; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ Ω@

𝑀𝑎𝑥{𝑑𝑜𝑡2(𝑡)} − 𝑀𝑖𝑛{𝑑𝑜𝑡2(𝑡)}
 

DOT3	 𝑑𝑜𝑡3 =� 𝜔�@;(𝑡) ∙ �𝜃@;(𝑡) − 𝜃@;(𝑡=))� ;	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ Ω@
@;	∈ E!

𝑀𝑎𝑥{𝑑𝑜𝑡3(𝑡)} − 𝑀𝑖𝑛{𝑑𝑜𝑡3(𝑡)}
 

ISGA	 �
1

𝑀G(𝑡=) + 𝛥𝑡)
� 𝑀@; ∙ �𝜃@;(𝑡)�

-
𝑑𝑡

@;	∈E!

:"#HI:

(
; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ Ω@	

TSI	 360 − �𝑀𝑎𝑥�𝛥𝛿@;,@J(𝑡)��
360 + �𝑀𝑎𝑥�𝛥𝛿@;,@J(𝑡)��

× 100;	∀𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗 ∈ Ω@ 

Here, 𝑀#" = 2𝐻#" 𝜔$⁄  and 𝑀G are the inertia constant of the i-th generator and the total 

inertia of the system, respectively. Most of the indicators are based on the definition of 
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the rotor angle and speed (𝜃#" , 𝜔E#") with respect to the Centre of Inertia (COI), whilst TSI 

uses the relative pairwise difference between rotor angles 𝛥𝛿#",#& = 𝛿#" − 𝛿#& . 

The quality of time-domain TS indicators was investigated under different fault 

locations, switching scenarios, and clearing times (15,339 valid cases were analysed 

based on the combination of 72 line-switching actions, 72 fault locations, and three 

clearing times). The simulation interval was 10 s, with a step size of 0.01 s. Whilst TSI 

was calculated over the entire simulation period, the computation of dot products, 

coherence and ISGA indicators was done between fault initiation and clearing, less than 

0.12 s. Initially, correlation analysis was used to identify the relationship and tendency 

between transient stability indicators. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests showed that TS 

indicator results are not normally distributed; therefore, the Spearman correlation is more 

suitable for analysing the monotonic strength of relations [194]. The findings revealed 

by Spearman rank coefficients in Table 4.2 are threefold: firstly, TSI has a strong 

negative correlation with dot products and moderate with ISGA. Secondly, as expected, 

there is a very strong positive correlation among dot products. Finally, there is also a 

moderate positive correlation between dot products and ISGA. The correlation analysis 

of TSI shows a negative correlation with dot products, which suggests that for simulation 

results with a higher TSI, simulations showed that the system can have higher post-fault 

potential energy or absorb less kinetic energy during the fault condition. Similarly, the 

negative correlation coefficient between TSI and ISGA suggests that rotor angle 

oscillations are smaller in magnitude for cases with higher TSI. Though the analysis 

based on Spearman correlation coefficients may not be an exact measure of the 

relationship between indicators, it provides meaningful insight into the monotonicity of 

the relationship trends. 
Table 4.2 Spearman correlation coefficient of transient stability indicators 

TDS	TS	
Indicator	 COH	 DOT1	 DOT2	 DOT3	 ISGA	

TSI	 -0.08	 -0.81	 -0.74	 -0.83	 -0.52	
COH	 1.00	 -0.02	 0.09	 0.00	 0.05	
DOT1	 	 1.00	 0.88	 0.96	 0.52	
DOT2	 	 	 1.00	 0.85	 0.48	
DOT3	 	 	 	 1.00	 0.53	
ISGA	 	 	 	 	 1.00	

Previous work investigating the effect of different levels of RES penetration 

[137][192][193] and the study presented in this thesis have confirmed that TSI can be 

selected as the reference transient stability indicator. In particular, Monte-Carlo 
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simulations in [188] indicate that a stability threshold of 240t has a 99% accuracy in 

identifying unstable results. Though results based on TSI with the original angle 

threshold of 360t [137] can be considered more relaxed, they take between 0.13 −

0.21	𝑠 longer simulation time in comparison with a threshold of 240t [188]. 

Furthermore, TSI is less computationally expensive than other indicators in Table 4.1 

because it does not require the representation of rotor angles and speeds in the COI 

reference frame. In summary, previous and current studies support the selection of TSI 

as main stability indicator. 

Within the work presented in this thesis, TSI was selected as the reference transient 

stability indicator to assess the stability performance in the proposed framework. 

Consequently, with the reformulated TSI in (4.14), considering rotor angles in security 

case 𝑘 and fault case 𝑓 and the maximum pairwise rotor angle deviation 𝑚𝑎𝑥Å𝛿a5aK
G,* Æ, it 

is possible to define the transient stability constraint (4.15) in terms of a parameter 𝜀. 

Through 𝜀 it is possible to change the stability threshold of (4.15) increasing the 

flexibility of (4.14); moreover, a larger 𝜀 reduces threshold. For instance, with 𝜀 = 0 the 

stability threshold is 360t, whereas with	𝜀 = 0.2 the threshold is 240t as suggested in 

[188]. 

	
𝑇𝑆𝐼G,* =

360 −𝑚𝑎𝑥Å�𝛿a5
G,*(𝑡) − 𝛿aK

G,*(𝑡)�Æ

360 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥 ÈÉ𝛿a5
G,*(𝑡) − 𝛿aK

G,*(𝑡)ÉÊ
=
360 −𝑚𝑎𝑥Å𝛿a5aK

G,* Æ

360 + 𝑚𝑎𝑥 È𝛿a5aK
G,* Ê

;	

∀𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a 

(4.14)	

	 𝑇𝑆𝐼G,* ≥ 𝜀	𝑜𝑟	𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝛿a5aK
G,* } ≤

360 ∙ (1 − 𝜀)
(1 + 𝜀)  (4.15)	

4.4 General transient stability and security constrained optimal power 

flow with switching actions 

In a broader sense, the purpose of the optimisation framework is to provide the tools to 

find the best combination of network topology and active power dispatch such that the 

production cost is minimal and the power system is able to remain stable and secure 

while subjected to a selection of probable fault conditions. In particular, the framework 

includes not only fault conditions and security constraints (N-1 reliability criterion) but 

also uses the available line-switching capabilities, described in Section 4.2.2., to increase 

the robustness of a power system from the transient stability point of view. Figure 4.4 

shows the components of the optimisation framework; the figure illustrates the 
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integration of the classical muti-machine model, the structure-preserving network with 

switching capabilities, and the TSI-based constraint into the different constraints of a 

dynamic optimisation problem. The definition of the dynamic optimisation components 

is discussed in Section 4.4.1; moreover, a detailed formulation is described in Section 

4.4.2. 

 
Figure 4.4: Components of the optimisation framework 

From a mathematical perspective, the optimisation problem is a minimisation of 

generation production costs (or bids) and unreliability costs, i.e., the cost of non-

delivered energy, in the considered post-fault interval subject to the base-case network 

topology considering N-1 security constraints (pre-specified transmission branch 

outages), as well as transient stability constraints for all probable fault locations; hence, 

faults can be applied to the base-case network and all N-1 networks. Within the so-

defined framework, the optimisation problem is called transient stability and security 

constraint optimal power flow with switching (TSSC-OPFwS). The priority of the 

approach is on stability/security over economics, which means that once stability and 

security are satisfied, the focus is on economics; this is done by maximising the stability 

by changing the topology and generation dispatch with an incremental cost increase. In 

the case of an unfeasible solution, the problem considers load curtailment as the last 

recourse.  

The TSSC-OPFwS model encompasses two significant aspects, power system security 

and transient stability in a preventive control mode. The idea of power system security, 

in a preventive mode, is to satisfy all operational constraints for the original network 

(security case 𝑘 = 0) and all assumed N-1 outages (𝑘 > 0). Modelling security in the 

preventive mode can generally be done in two ways. First, if it is assumed that controls 
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can be changed following an assumed single outage, they are dependent on outage k; for 

example, if generation can be changed after the outage of one line, there is a capability 

of corrective (re)dispatch in the preventive mode. Secondly, if there is no possibility to 

change the controls following an assumed branch outage, the same controls, e.g., 

generation dispatch, need to be used for intact and N-1 networks; then, the controls are 

not dependent on security case k. 

Though the mathematical definition of the TSSC-OPFwS problem is given in this 

chapter, the solution is presented separately in Chapter 5. A traditional solution approach 

would include the discretisation of dynamic equations [122][124]–[126] in combination 

with a set of probable faults applied to the base-case and N-1 networks. Hence, the TSSC-

OPFwS problem is a large-scale mixed-integer non-linear multi-stage (i.e., discretised 

temporal relations) optimisation, which commercial tools cannot solve. Consequently, 

the solution strategy will be iterative, and it will be fully described in Chapter 5. 

4.4.1 Condensed formulation of the general problem 

In a general form, the optimisation model is presented via vector functions, states, 

controls, and parameters. The standard SC-OPF model [122] has been modified so that 

the line switching can be modelled. For instance, a binary control variable 𝑢𝑏$6$) 

multiplies branch 𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 admittance to model branch switching, as described in Section 

4.2. The equality constraints of the model are in the form: 

	 𝒉𝒂\𝒙𝒌, 𝒖𝒄𝒌, 𝒖𝒃𝒌, 𝒑𝒌] = 𝟎	;	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G 	 (4.16)	

Where subscript a denotes “algebraic”; 𝒉𝒂(∙) are nodal power flow equations; 𝒙𝒌 is a 

vector of states, typically nodal voltage magnitudes and angles, tap-changer ratios, in 

security case 𝑘 (𝑘 = 0 for base-case and 𝑘 > 0 for single outages); 𝒖𝒄𝒌 is a vector of 

continuous control variables in case 𝑘, typically active and reactive power generations, 

load curtailments, AVR and tap-changer settings, reactive power compensation; 𝒖𝒃𝒌 is 

a vector of binary control variables in case 𝑘 (𝑜𝑛/𝑜𝑓𝑓 statuses of network branches, 

shunt capacitance/inductance in discrete steps); and 𝒑𝒌 is a vector of parameters in case 

𝑘 , e.g., admittance matrices. Branch switching is modelled as in [183][184], whilst 

control vectors 𝒖𝒄𝒌 and 𝒖𝒃𝒌 are defined by envisaged security cases k indicating that 

corrective security control capabilities are available. For the preventive control, on the 

other hand, vectors 𝒖𝒄 and 𝒖𝒃 for all security cases 𝑘 ∈ 	Ω𝑘 need to be defined. They, 
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however, could lead to infeasible problems [195], hence the use of control vectors 𝒖𝒄𝒌 

and 𝒖𝒃𝒌 in the model. 

Inequality constraints of the SC-OPF model are in the form: 

	 𝒈𝒂\𝒙𝒌, 𝒖𝒄𝒌, 𝒖𝒃𝒌, 𝒑𝒌] ≤ 𝟎	;	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G 	 (4.17)	

Where subscript a refers to “algebraic”; 𝒈𝒂(∙) denotes power flow inequality constraints, 

and the same vectors as in (4.16) are used. Inequalities (4.17) describe active and reactive 

generation limits, load curtailment limits, branch thermal limits, tap-changer, shunt 

compensation ranges, and limits on nodal voltages. They need to be extended with the 

logical constraints on binary variables 𝒖𝒃𝒌 . For instance, network connectivity, or 

switching in MVAr compensation, or switching a branch out:  

	 𝒈𝒂,𝑫\	𝒖𝒃𝒌] ≤ 𝟎	;	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G 	 (4.18)	

Where subscript D denotes discrete form and 𝒈𝒂,𝑫(∙) stands for logical (in)equality 

relations. 

The classical multi-machine model with structure-preserving network, introduced in 

Section 4.2, is used to investigate network switching. The network model consists of all 

original network nodes, as load nodes and internal generator nodes. The first part of the 

model is given by differential equations (4.19). 

	 �̇�𝒌,𝒇(𝒕) = 𝒅𝒅\𝒚𝒌,𝒇(𝑡), 𝒛𝒌,𝒇(𝑡), 𝒖𝒄𝒌, 𝒖𝒃𝒌, 𝒑𝒌,𝒇]	; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	 (4.19)	

Where subscript d denotes differential (dynamic) model; 𝒅𝒅(∙) stands for state-space 

equations; 𝒚𝒌,𝒇(𝑡) is a vector of dynamic state variables, typically rotor angles and speeds 

[17], in the security case 𝑘 ∈ 	Ω' and credible fault 𝑓 ∈ Ω(; 𝒛𝒌,𝒇(𝑡) is a vector of “non-

dynamic” state variables whose first derivative is negligible (typically, nodal voltage 

angles at nodes where generators are not connected) and 𝒑𝒌,𝒇 is a vector of parameters. 

Vector 𝒑𝒌,𝒇 also contains some components of the vector 𝒙𝒌 (e.g. nodal voltage 

magnitudes), which are assumed constant in the classical model [17]. Control vectors 

𝒖𝒄𝒌 and 	𝒖𝒃𝒌 are not dependent on the considered faults 𝑓 ∈ Ω", that is, a single network 

topology and other controls apply for all fault locations. 

Equations (4.19) are set for all internal generator nodes, whilst equations in the form: 

	 𝟎 = 𝒉𝒅\𝒚𝒌,𝒇(𝒕), 𝒛𝒌,𝒇(𝒕), 𝒖𝒄𝒌, 𝒖𝒃𝒌, 𝒑𝒌,𝒇]	; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	 (4.20)	
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Need to be set for all load nodes. Initialization of vectors 𝒚𝒌,𝒇(𝑡) and 𝒛𝒌,𝒇(𝑡) is based on 

the steady state just before a fault at 𝑡 = 0>. Limitations on rotor angle differences or TS 

indices in the time domain need to be included to complete the constraints of the dynamic 

optimisation model. 

	 𝒈𝒅\𝒚𝒌,𝒇(𝒕), 𝒛𝒌,𝒇(𝒕), 𝒖𝒄𝒌, 𝒖𝒃𝒌, 𝒑𝒌,𝒇] ≤ 𝟎	;	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	 (4.21)	

The objective functional reflects minimum operation or bid costs whilst meeting the 

system security and transient stability constraints; however, these limitations can lead to 

infeasible problems. It is for this reason that the objective function also contains the cost 

of load curtailments [195]: 

	
𝒛 = B � 𝜋G� 𝑐a5(𝑃&,a5G (𝑡)) ∙ 𝑑𝑡

𝒈𝒊𝒌

𝑻𝒔𝒊𝒎

𝟎

+B � 𝜋G� 𝑐$6(𝑃𝐿𝐶$6G (𝑡)) ∙ 𝑑𝑡
𝒅𝒎𝒌

𝑻𝒔𝒊𝒎

𝟎
	

(4.22)	

Here, the time period 𝑇=56 = [0, 𝑡04 + 𝛥𝑡] is typically one second; 𝜋G is security case 𝑘 

probability; 𝑐a5(∙) is generator 𝑔𝑖 cost/bid function; 𝑃&,a5G (𝑡) ∈ 𝒖𝒄𝒌 is mechanical power 

of unit 𝑔𝑖 in case 𝑘, and it does not depend on failure case f; 𝑐$6(∙) is cost function of 

load curtailment at node 𝑑𝑚; and 𝑃𝐿𝐶$6G (𝑡) ∈ 𝒖𝒄𝒌 is load curtailment at node 𝑑𝑚 at 

case 𝑘. All controls (𝑃&,a5G  and 𝑃𝐿𝐶$6G ) are applied in the preventive mode, as it was 

envisaged that they cannot be changed in the corrective mode realistically. Mechanical 

power and load curtailments in (4.22) are kept constant in the considered time interval. 

Note that (4.22) is not a function of credible faults 𝑓 ∈ Ω( , because identical controls are 

applied for all of them. The unknown variables of the optimisation model (4.16)-(4.22) 

are vectors 𝒙𝒌, 𝒖𝒄𝒌, 𝒖𝒃𝒌, 𝒚𝒌,𝒇(𝑡) and 𝒛𝒌,𝒇(𝑡), 𝑘 ∈ 	Ω' 	; 𝑓 ∈ Ω(. The model is general in 

the sense that it includes preventive controls (generation dispatch) in conjunction with 

network switching and both security and transient stability constraints. 

4.4.2 Detailed formulation of preventive TSSC-OPFwS 

The preventive TSSC-OPFwS problem is presented in detail in this section and will be 

solved in Chapter 5. The formulation includes the assumptions used to define the 

classical multi-machine model with structure-preserving network, described in Section 

4.2.3; they are extended by considering aspects like security and operating constraints. 

The proposed model extends previous formulations of the OPF approaches with the 

inclusion of the structure-preserving network within the classical TS model, as well as 
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line-switching control actions, while subjected to a set of credible faults. The TSSC-

OPFwS model incorporates power system security and transient stability in the 

preventive control mode. The aim of power system security in a preventive mode is to 

fulfil all operational constraints for the original network, and all assumed N-1 networks 

(with security cases 𝑘 in the set of single-branch-outages ΩG).  

The optimisation problem is based on the following assumptions: 

i. This is a general formulation in which it is assumed there is a possibility for 

corrective control actions following assumed security (N-1) outages in the 

preventive control mode. Active and reactive power generations, switching 

actions, and load curtailments are functions of security case 𝑘.  

ii. The classical model is used to represent SGs. 

iii. Generation is divided into dispatchable and non-dispatchable generation. 

Dispatchable generations are available controls, whilst non-dispatchable 

generations are not controls; they are constants injections like negative demands. 

Wind, solar, nuclear and distributed generation are usually considered non-

dispatchable generation. 

iv. The model is valid for the first-swing period consisting of several cycles; however, 

the studied time of generator dynamics is 1 second.  

v. Mechanical power inputs do not change within the studied time interval of 1 second 

and are not time functions; this is a simplifying assumption used in the classical 

TS model [17] so that the modelling of governors is avoided. 

vi. The classical TS model does not use the reactive power–voltage phenomena. 

Consequently, their dynamics are not modelled. The classical TS model, which is 

one part of the general model, focuses on active power and voltage angles; 

therefore, reactive power injections and voltage magnitudes are considered 

constant (i.e., they are not variables) within the studied time. 

vii. The unknown load shedding is modelled as active power injection; therefore, the 

curtailed reactive power is also injected and assumed to be proportional to the 

power factor of the original demand. 

viii. Loads are represented by constant power demands. 

ix. Load curtailments at demand nodes are also included in the model, and they are 

the results of the optimisation model. 
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x. Based on the classical TS modelling, voltage angles and magnitudes do not change 

over time. Therefore, it was assumed that the SCOPF gives the initial point at 0+, 

and voltages magnitudes and angles are kept constant. 

xi. All actual transmission branches are modelled with a single switching device. 

Equality and inequality constraints of the preventive TSSC-OPFwS problem are 

classified into two groups: a) Power flow and b) Transient Stability and Binary 

constraints; they are presented in groups below. 

4.4.2.1 Power flow constraints  

AC load-flow nodal active and reactive power balances in security case 𝑘 are defined by 

(4.23) and (4.24), respectively. Here, 𝑃Ra5 and 𝑄Ra5 are active and reactive power 

injections from SGs, equal to the power flowing through the fictitious transmission line 

𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑚, whilst 𝑃"R$6 and 𝑄"R$6 represent injections from non-dispatchable generation. 

Besides, 𝑃"$6 and 𝑄"$6 are the constant active and reactive power demands at load 

nodes. 𝑃𝐿𝐶$6 is the amount of active power injection due to load curtailment; 

particularly, the curtailed reactive power is proportional to the power factor of the 

original demand 𝑄"$6 𝑃"$6¯ . Additionally, 𝑃$6,$)G (∙) and 𝑄$6$)G (∙) are the active and 

reactive power flowing on actual transmission lines, respectively. 

	

𝑃Ra5G (∙) + 𝑃"R$6 − 𝑃"$6 + 𝑃𝐿𝐶$6

− � 𝑜𝑐$6$)G ∙ 𝑥$6$)G ∙ 𝑃$6$)G (∙)
$6$)∈uA

= 0;	

∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G 	

(4.23)	

	
𝑄Ra5G (∙) + 𝑄"R$6 − 𝑄"$6 + 𝑃𝐿𝐶$6 ∙ Õ

𝑄"$6
𝑃"$6

Ö

− � 𝑜𝑐$6$)G ∙ 𝑥$6$)G ∙ 𝑄$6$)G (∙)
$6$)∈uA

= 0;	

	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G 	

(4.24)	

Constraints (4.23) and (4.24) include 𝑃$6$)G (∙) and 𝑄$6$)G (∙) which are active and 

reactive power flow on branch components described by (4.25) and (4.26); they also 

consider active and reactive power injections 𝑃Ra5(∙) and 𝑄Ra5(∙) defined by the power 

flow on fictitious lines in (4.27) and (4.28), respectively. Considering the type of 

transmission line, (4.25) and (4.26) specify that only the flow on actual transmission lines 

𝑃$6$)G (∙) and 𝑄$6$)G (∙) can experience a step change according to a security case 𝑘, 
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whilst the active and reactive power injection from SGs 𝑃Ra5(∙) and 𝑄Ra5(∙) can vary 

because of changes in voltage but not due to an outage (see (4.27) and (4.28)). Here, 

𝐸a5G ∠𝛿a5G  and 𝑉$6G ∠𝜑$6G  are generator and load node voltages; moreover, 𝐺a5$6 + 𝑗𝐵a5$6 

and 𝐺$6$)G + 𝑗𝐵$6$)G  are branch reactances related to fictitious and actual transmission 

lines; note that actual branch parameters are functions of security case k, because the 

branch can be put on an outage. 

	

𝑃$6$)G (∙) = \𝑉$6G ]2𝐺$6$)G − 𝑉$6G 𝑉$)G

∙ [𝐺$6$)G 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ] + 𝐵$6$)G 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ]^;	

	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G 	

(4.25)	

	

𝑄$6$)G (∙) = −\𝑉$6G ]2𝐵$6$)G + 𝑉$6G 𝑉$)G

∙ [𝐵$6$)G 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ] − 𝐺$6$)G 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ]^;	

	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G 	

(4.26)	

	

𝑃Ra5G (∙) = (𝐸a5G )2𝐺a5$6 − 𝐸a5G 𝑉$6G

∙ [𝐺a5$6 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝛿a5G − 𝜑$6G ] + 𝐵a5$6 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝛿a5G − 𝜑$6G ]^;		

∀𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺a4; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G 	

(4.27)	

	

𝑄Ra5G (∙) = −(𝐸a5G )2𝐵a5$6 + 𝐸a5G 𝑉$6G

∙ [𝐵a5$6 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝛿a5G − 𝜑$6G ] − 𝐺a5$6 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝛿a5G − 𝜑$6G ]^;	

∀𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺a4; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G 	

(4.28)	

The current magnitude on actual transmission lines under security case 𝑘 is defined in 

(4.29). In particular, 𝐼H'$6$)G (∙) and 𝐼(&$6$)G (∙) are the real and reactive components of 

the complex current flowing on a branch connecting nodes 𝑑𝑚 and 𝑑𝑛, which are 

functions of terminal voltage magnitudes and angles as defined in (4.30) and (4.31), 

respectively. 

	 𝐼$6$)G (∙) = [	𝐼H'$6$)G (∙)2 + 𝐼(&$6$)G (∙)	2]7.�; ∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4 	 (4.29)	

	 𝐼H'$6$)G (∙) = 𝐺$6$)G [𝑉$6G 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ] − 𝑉$)G 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ]^

− 𝐵$6$)G [𝑉$6G 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ]

− 𝑉$)G 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ]^;	

	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺$ 	

(4.30)	

	 𝐼(&$6$)G (∙) = 𝐺$6$)G [𝑉$6G 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ] − 𝑉$)G 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ]^

+ 𝐵$6$)G [𝑉$6G 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ]

− 𝑉$)G 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜑$6G − 𝜑$)G ]^;	

(4.31)	
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	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺$ 	

Thermal constraints of transmission lines are given in (4.32). The explicit inclusion of 

parameter 𝑥$6$)G  and variable 𝑜𝑐$6$)G  in (4.32) indicates that an actual transmission line 

connecting load nodes 𝑑𝑚 and 𝑑𝑛 is equipped with a switchgear. 

	 𝑜𝑐$6$)G ∙ 𝑥$6$)G ∙ ×𝐼$6$)G (∙)Ø
2
≤ \𝐼$6$)

G,69E]
2
; 	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4 	 (4.32)	

Limits on nodal voltage magnitudes are defined in (4.33). Those limits can differ for the 

base-case 𝑘 = 0 , i.e., intact network, and security cases 𝑘 > 0. In particular, there are 

no limits on the magnitude of generator internal node voltages because internal EMFs 

are kept constant. 

	 𝑉$6
G,65) ≤ 𝑉$6

G,69E ≤ 𝑉$6
G,69E; ∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$ 	 (4.33)	

Finally, limits on apparent power generation 𝑆Ra5 are given in (4.34). Notably, there are 

no limits related to reactive power because they are not modelled. 

	 𝑆Ra565) ≤ 𝑆Ra5(∙) ≤ 𝑆Ra569E; ∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a	 (4.34)	

4.4.2.2 Dynamic and binary constraints  

Described in detail in Section 4.2.3, repeated here for completeness and clarity, (4.35)-

(4.39) define constraints related to generator dynamics and loads under security case 𝑘 

and fault case 𝑓, respectively. The pair of first order differential equations (4.35) and 

(4.37) enables the state-space representation of a generator connected at node 𝑔𝑖 with 

state variables rotor speed 𝜔a5
G,* and angle 𝛿a5

G,*, whilst a load at node 𝑑𝑚 is defined by a 

constant active power demand 𝑃"$6 as shown in the algebraic equation (4.38). The active 

power injection flows through the lossless fictitious transmission line 𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑚 according 

to (4.36), neglecting the armature resistance; hence, the active power flow 𝑃',a5$6
G,* (∙) is 

equal to the active power injection 𝑃Ra5(∙) used in power flow constraints in Section 

4.4.2.1. Moreover, (4.39) defines the active power flow on actual transmission lines 

𝑃$6$)
G,* (∙), which can be subjected to switching. In particular, the active power balance in 

demand nodes (4.38) follows the network modelling described in Figure 4.3. 

	
2𝐻a5
𝜔%

𝑑𝜔a5
G,*

𝑑𝑡 + 𝐷a5 ∙ 𝜔a5
G,* = 𝑃&,a5G − 𝑃',a5$6

G,* (∙);	

∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	
(4.35)	
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𝑃',a5$6
G,* (∙) = (𝐸a5G )2𝐺a5$6 − 𝐸a5G 𝑉$6

G,*

∙ [𝐺a5$6 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝛿a5
G,* − 𝜑$6

G,*] + 𝐵a5$6 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝛿a5
G,* − 𝜑$6

G,*]^;	

∀𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺a4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺* 

(4.36)	

	 𝑑𝛿a5
G,*

𝑑𝑡 = 𝜔a5
G,* − 𝜔%; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	 (4.37)	

	
𝑃"$6 = 𝑃',a5$6

G,* (∙) − � 𝑜𝑐$6$)
G,* ∙ 𝑥$6$)

G,* ∙ 𝑃$6$)
G,* (∙)

$6$)∈uA

;	

∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; ∀𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	
(4.38)	

	

𝑃$6$)
G,* (∙) = \𝑉$6

G,*]
2
𝐺$6$)
G,* − 𝑉$6

G,*𝑉$)
G,*

∙ [𝐺$6$)
G,* 𝑐𝑜𝑠\𝜑$6

G,* − 𝜑$)
G,*] + 𝐵$6$)

G,* 𝑠𝑖𝑛\𝜑$6
G,* − 𝜑$)

G,*]^;	

∀𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺$; ∀𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺$; 	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺* 

(4.39)	

The transient stability limit (4.40), explained in Section 4.3, establishes the stability 

boundary characterising stable and unstable behaviour. In particular, if the relative rotor 

angle between a given pair of SGs is lower than the limit, the system remains stable after 

a severe fault case 𝑓. 

	
𝑇𝑆𝐼G,* ≥ 𝜀	𝑜𝑟	𝑚𝑎𝑥Å𝛿a5aK

G,* Æ ≤
360 ∙ (1 − 𝜀)
(1 + 𝜀) ;	

	∀𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	
(4.40)	

Finally, switching constraints (4.41), described in Section 4.2.2, define the relationship 

between the security-fault parameter 𝑥$6$)
G,*  and switching variable 𝑜𝑐$6$)

G,*  for actual 

transmission lines. 

	 𝑥$6$)
G,* ≥ 𝑜𝑐$6$)

G,* ; ∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	 (4.41)	

4.4.2.3 Objective functional 

An optimal solution of the objective functional (4.42), subject to constraints (4.23)- 

(4.41), is a function that reflects the minimum operation bid cost whilst satisfying 

dynamic and transient stability constraints; load curtailments are also available in case 

of infeasible problems. In (4.42), the integration is done over a time period [0, 𝑇=56], 

which is  up to one second. 𝜋G is security case 𝑘 probability. Moreover, 𝑐a5(∙) is generator 

𝑔𝑖 cost/bid function with 𝑃6,a5G (𝑡) as the mechanical power of unit 𝑔𝑖 in case 𝑘; 𝑐$6(∙) 

is the cost function of load curtailment at node 𝑑𝑚 with 𝑃𝐿𝐶$6G (𝑡) as load curtailment at 

node 𝑑𝑚 at case 𝑘. Mechanical power is kept constant and no change in load curtailments 
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is considered within the time interval of eq. (4.42). The preventive control actions in the 

form of line-switching actions are applied for all credible faults	𝑓 ∈ Ω(; therefore, (4.42) 

is not a function of 𝑓 ∈ Ω( , because identical controls are applied for all of them (see also 

equation (4.35). 

	
𝒛 = B � 𝜋G� 𝑐a5(𝑃&,a5G (𝑡)) ∙ 𝑑𝑡

a5G

/NOP

7

+B � 𝜋G� 𝑐$6(𝑃𝐿𝐶$6G (𝑡)) ∙ 𝑑𝑡
$6G

/NOP

7
	

(4.42)	

The unknown variables of the optimisation model (4.23)-(4.42) are machine rotor angles 

𝛿a5
G,* and angular velocities 𝜔a5

G,*, as well as nodal voltage magnitudes and angles 

𝑉$6
G,*∠𝜑$6

G,* . Moreover, continuous control variables are in the form of active and reactive 

power generations 𝑃&a5G (∙) and 𝑄Ra5G (∙) for security case 𝑘; and discrete controls are in 

the form of line-switching variables 𝑜𝑐$6$)
G,* , related to actual transmission lines for 

security case 𝑘 and fault 𝑓. When necessary, all variables are defined for a security case 

𝑘 in the set of envisaged outages Ω', and fault case 𝑓 in the set of credible faults Ω(. 

4.5 Summary 

This chapter introduced a framework for the optimisation of the operation costs 

considering the security and transient stability of power systems. In particular, the 

framework uses line-switching actions as a discrete control to change the topology and 

improve the transient stability response of the system in the presence of large 

disturbances. The framework includes the modelling of multi-machine systems with 

switching capabilities of transmission lines. Moreover, the modelling of security, fault 

and switching cases affecting the service status of lines are also included in the 

framework  

In this chapter, two network representations were studied to define the proposed classical 

multi-machine model for transient stability with structure-preserving network and line 

switching. Initially, the traditional formulation of the classical multi-machine with 

network reduction, based on the representation of loads as constant impedances, was 

introduced to highlight that network reduction creates a network representation where 

internal generator nodes are connected in an all-to-all topology. Conversely, the 

structure-preserving network relies on the representation of loads as active power 
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injections; in this way, loads are not incorporated into the admittance matrix, and the 

original topology is preserved. Keeping a non-reduced network representation is key for 

line-switching modelling. With the addition of security parameters and switching 

variables, it was possible to extend previous models incorporating the line-switching 

capability, which is one of the novel aspects of the proposed framework. In the proposed 

dynamical model, generators are connected to a POC, a load node, through a lossless 

non-switchable branch impedance; on the contrary, load nodes are connected through 

actual transmission lines with switching capabilities. In particular, switching capabilities 

are modelled by security parameters and switching variables, which enables the 

representation of different network structures to analyse their transient stability 

behaviour. 

Based on TDS results, a comparison of different transient stability indicators was made 

to find the best stability indicator in terms of accuracy and efficiency. The study revealed 

that the transient stability index (TSI) had one of the highest levels of correlation with 

other indicators, while it also has an embedded stability threshold; The transient stability 

threshold was a characteristic not found in other studied indicators. Therefore, due to its 

accurate assessment and low computational complexity, TSI was selected as the main 

stability indicator; the selection of TSI allowed the definition of a transient stability 

constraint. 

The final component of the proposed framework, which incorporates the previously 

described parts, is a dynamic optimisation problem called transient stability and security 

constraint optimal power flow with switching (TSSC-OPFwS). The problem is a 

minimisation of generation production and load curtailment costs in a considered post-

fault interval. The problem considers N-1 security and transient stability constraints for 

all probable fault locations. Therefore, faults can be applied to the base-case network and 

all networks considering a single-line outage (N-1 networks). The focus is stability and 

security, achieved by changing the network structure and generation dispatch with the 

incremental cost increase. The problem formulation is general because it considers 

preventive and corrective actions for security and preventive actions such as line-

switching for transient stability. The problem was initially presented in a condensed 

form, but the detailed formulation of preventive TSSC-OPFwS was later introduced. The 

detailed formulation highlighted the incorporation of dynamic equality constraints based 

on the proposed multi-machine model with a structure-preserving network, line 

switching and an algebraic inequality constraint as a stability threshold using TSI. 
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In summary, the contributions of the present chapter are three:  

• The improvement of the classical multi-machine structure-preserving model by 

including switching capabilities of transmission lines. The novel representation, 

including security parameters and switching variables, enables more flexibility 

to use line-switching to represent different network structures. Moreover, the 

main benefit of the formulation is the inclusion of network switching as a 

controllable preventive action toward improving transient stability. 

• A quantitative and qualitative analysis of transient stability indicators. Based on 

TDS results, it was possible to select TSI as the main indicator based not only on 

the findings of previous research but also because its assessment shares 

qualitative characteristics with other well-studied transient stability indicators. 

Besides, TSI was used as a base indicator to propose a new transient stability 

inequality constraint, which has not been used before in the context of TSC-OPF 

or line-switching methodologies. 

• A novel optimisation problem called transient stability and security constraint 

optimal power flow with switching (TSSC-OPFwS) to find the best topology in 

the form of a switching solution. The optimal solution improves the transient 

stability response of a power system making it more robust against a set of 

credible faults. 
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5 Transient Stability Preventive Control 

with Generation Dispatching and Network 

Optimisation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

This chapter introduces a methodology to solve the Transient Stability and Security 

Constraint Optimal Power Flow with Switching (TSSC-OPFwS) problem described in 

Section 4.4. The proposed approach is a two-stage method; the first stage is the solution 

of an SC-OPF for fixed network topology, whilst the second stage is a network topology 

optimisation to find the network structure with the best transient stability response, 

considering a set of credible faults. Particularly, the goal of the topology optimisation 

problem for transient stability is to find the network topology that maximises a network 

robustness metric, making the system less susceptible to unstable behaviour. The 

proposed robustness metric is designed as a proxy function to estimate, to a certain 

extent, the transient stability behaviour of a network topology. The assessment of the 

network robustness metrics is based on three studies considering a stable base-case, an 

unstable base-case, and the application of load curtailments. 

The chapter includes four parts. Firstly, the description of the IEEE68 bus test system, 

which serves as a realistic power system with a relatively large and complex transmission 

network. Secondly, a detailed description of the two-stage solution method highlights the 

computational processes; the methodology is described in detail by a flow chart, which 

includes three components: pre-processing, topology optimisation and the validation of 

optimal solutions. Thirdly, a comprehensive study of impact factors relating topological 

effects, given by the network structure, to transient stability results; relative 

improvements or detrimental effects on Transient Stability Index (TSI) reflect the 
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influence of the network structure in combination with impact factors, such as inertia and 

synchronous generator (SG) pre-fault loading. Finally, the network robustness metric is 

defined in the form of two fitness functions; the functions are assessed to verify their 

accuracy in mapping combinations of switching scenarios and fault conditions to time-

domain simulation (TDS) stability results. Notably, the fitness functions characterise the 

system's dynamic behaviour, removing the burden of solving differential equations 

within the optimisation. 

5.1 IEEE68 bus test system. 

The largest test system used in this thesis to study the effect of line-switching action on 

transient stability is the IEEE68 bus test system. Introduced in [160][161] for damping 

controller design and later used to study the penetration of CIG [162][163], the system 

is deemed to be a realistic abstraction of a large multi-machine power system; it 

represents a 60 Hz system with a 230 kV network including 68 buses, 72 transmission 

branches, and 16 generators. Figure 5.1 illustrates an overview of the test system showing 

the location of SGs; the figure highlights that the system is a combination of the New 

England Test System (NETS) and the New York Power System (NYPS), extended by 

three areas. As shown in Figure 5.1, the generation in the test system is distributed in five 

areas. For instance, conventional generators G1-G9 are within the NETS area, G10-G13 

belong to the NYPS area, whilst equivalent generators G14, G15, and G16 represent 

additional areas. The parameters of each generator are given in Appendix A, Table A.7.  

 
Figure 5.1: IEEE68 Bus Test System [148][149]. 

For stability studies, the implementation of the IEEE68 test system in PowerFactory 

DIgSILENT [170] considers the 16 conventional generation plants with synchronous 
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machines represented with the sixth-order model. To include the voltage regulation 

effect, all generating plants are equipped with IEEE DC1A exciters, except for G9, which 

has an IEEE ST1A fast-acting static exciter [100][156]. To model the (turbine) governor 

actions, generators G5 and G9 are equipped with IEEEG3 hydro governor, whilst 

generators G1 and G2 have gas turbine governor GAST [199]. The rest of the generator 

governors are general steam governors IEEEG1. Notably, G9 is the only plant with a 

power system stabiliser (PSS). The mathematical representation of the power system 

components mentioned above, except for governors, have been described in Section 2.1. 

The transmission network contains 72 branches with ten inter-area ties interconnectors 

between five areas (see Figure 5.1). Lines 42-46 connect NETS and NYPS, while lines 

67, 72 and 70 connect NYPS with Areas 5 and 3, respectively. Likewise, line 69 connects 

Area 3 to Area 4, while line 68 connects Area 4 to Area 5. The complete data of the 

transmission network are presented in Appendix A, Table A.5. Moreover, loads in the 

test system are spread throughout the entire network; particularly, the P and Q demands 

follow the 24-hour curve in [200]. The most substantial loads are connected to the buses 

in areas 3, 4, and 5 ranging from 600 to 1,800 MW. The full details of the loads are 

presented in Appendix A, Table A.6. 

5.2 Solution of TSSC-OPFwS by topology optimisation for transient 

stability 

The condensed formulation of the TSSC-OPFwS problem (4.16)-(4.22) introduced in 

Section 4.4.1 is a large-scale, dynamic model containing a set of integral-differential-

algebraic equations in both continuous and discrete variables. In particular, a two-stage 

solution procedure is proposed, shown in Figure 5.2, to solve the TSSC-OPFwS problem. 

The logic behind the proposed solution procedure can be applied without loss of 

generality. For instance, assume that the aim is to solve the problem 𝑚𝑖𝑛	 𝑓{𝒙1; 𝒙𝟐}, 

where 𝒙1 and 𝒙2 denote sets of variables attributed to the first and the second stage, 

respectively. By keeping variables 𝒙2 constant at 𝒙Ù2 in the first stage and solving  

𝑚𝑖𝑛	𝑓{𝒙1; 𝒙Ù𝟐} in 𝒙1, “optimal” values 𝒙Ù1 are obtained. Then in the second stage, by 

solving 𝑚𝑖𝑛	 𝑓{𝒙Ù1; 𝒙𝟐} in 𝒙2 new “optimal” values 𝒙Ù2 are obtained. The final optimal 

solution 𝒙1∗  , 𝒙2∗  is reached when there are no changes in both sets of variables and all 

constraints are met [21]. 
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Figure 5.2: Two-stage solution procedure. 

In solving the problem, the considered controls are active power dispatching with load 

curtailment as a last resort and network switching, both in preventive mode. In the first 

stage, the SC-OPF is solved for the fixed network topology, which is also obtained from 

the second stage during the iterative process. Optimal generations, load curtailments and 

nodal voltage magnitudes are input parameters, i.e., part of the vector 𝒑𝒌,𝒇, in the classical 

multi-machine structure preserving network model included (4.19) and (4.20); 

particularly, pre-fault SC-OPF generator voltage and active power dispatch are used to 

initialize the dynamical model (4.19). In the second stage, the network topology is 

optimised to achieve transient stability across all faults 𝑓 ∈ Ω*. Iterative adjustments 

between the first and the second stage always consider generator MW rescheduling, i.e., 

reduction of MW limits/productions of unstable generators and possibly load shedding 

at centres close to unstable units. The convergence criteria are: 

i. There is no generation cost increase without additional load curtailment. 

ii. There is no change in the optimised network topology. 

The output of the algorithm is a ranked list of solutions with minimum generation and 

load curtailment costs and network topologies, giving the best transient stability 

performance. The top solutions can be verified by running the full TDS. 

An overview of the proposed optimisation using a genetic algorithm (GA) was 

introduced from the viewpoint of computational tools in Section 2.5; Figure 2.15 

illustrates the processes involved in preparing, solving, and verifying optimisation 

results. Within this context, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 describe the calculation of steady 
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state (pre-fault) data and the stability verification through TDS. For instance, the pre-

fault data associated with different network structures are produced by the automated 

process shown in Figure 5.3; the figure illustrates how variables and parameters related 

to different network assets are generated as part of the OPF solution, that data is exported 

to the simulation engine to initialise dynamical models. In particular, parameters and 

variables from the initialised model are used to compute metrics later used in the 

methodology.  

 
Figure 5.3: Flow chart of the pre-fault (steady state) data elaboration process 

 
Figure 5.4: Flow chart of the transient stability verification process using TDS 
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Similarly, Figure 5.4 shows the automated process to validate an optimal network 

topology considering its transient stability level for a given fault condition and clearing 

time. The figure illustrates how the economic dispatch is used to define parameters which 

are input for the TDS; the simulation result given in the form of SGs rotor angle curves 

are used to calculate the transient stability level. Both processes are part of the method 

illustrated in Figure 5.5, shown as blue and green boxes. 

 
Figure 5.5: Flow-chart of topology optimisation for transient stability. 
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A simplified flowchart of the topology optimisation for transient stability is shown in 

Figure 5.5; the figure highlights three components (boxes with green borders), which are 

the building blocks of the proposed optimisation method. Firstly, the pre-process of 

steady state data block uses the process shown in Figure 5.3 to obtain SGs pre-fault 

variables, such as rotor angles with respect to the reference machine and loading angles, 

related to the base-case scenario (original topology) and different single-switching 

scenarios (original topology with different single-line-switching actions). Secondly, the 

topology optimisation block was designed to perform optimisation with GA. GA utilizes 

an initial population of switching scenarios, where each switching scenario is 

characterised by a vector of binary statuses of transmission lines; binary vectors are used 

to evaluate a fitness function, shown as a yellow box in Figure 5.5, which assigns a fitness 

value to each topology. 

In particular, the GA stopping criteria are: when the maximum running time is reached, 

there are no more significant improvements on the solution, or there are no more potential 

switching scenarios to evaluate. Finally, the optimal topology (switching solution) 

validation using TDS is performed using the process illustrated in Figure 5.4. 

Particularly, the method ranks topologies using the fitness value; therefore, if the optimal 

network topology is not stable under the credible faults, the stored ranked topologies will 

be tested until finding a stable solution. More details about the components of the 

proposed method are given in sections 5.5 and 5.6. 

5.3 Topology optimisation for transient stability 

The topology optimisation problem for transient stability can then be stated as: find the 

network topology that maximizes the selected network robustness metric, i.e., improves 

transient stability, for all considered security cases and fault locations. Given that active 

power dispatch and load curtailments are determined in Stage I of Figure 5.2 and are 

constant in Stage II, the only available control is line-switching actions, so the objective 

function is: 

	
𝑧# = 𝑚𝑎𝑥RQ,2�<0RPRS

Q � Ú�𝜋G� 𝜋*
*

∙ 𝑅[𝐺G,*(𝑜𝑐$6$)G )
G

]Û ;	

	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4; ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

(5.1)	

Where the optimisation goes over all network graphs (or topologies) 𝐺G,*(∙) defined by 

inputs 𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G and 𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*. As well as unknown branch statuses 𝑜𝑐$6$)G  associated with 
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each branch 𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ Ω4; a branch status 𝑜𝑐$6$)G  is one component of the switching 

vector 𝒐𝒄𝒌 called switching scenario, which characterises the statuses (𝑜𝑛/𝑜𝑓𝑓) of all 

transmission lines in the system. Besides, 𝜋G and 𝜋* are security case 𝑘 and fault 𝑓 

probabilities, respectively. In particular, 𝑅[∙] is a metric called composite transient 

stability robustness metric (CTSRM) that reflects the robustness of a network structure 

(topology) with respect to transient stability, which will be defined and assessed in 

sections 5.5 and 5.6. 

For the topology optimisation, the following assumptions are used: 

i. To simplify the model, security cases 𝑘 > 0 are not initially studied. Base-case 

𝑘 = 0 in conjunction with network faults 𝑓 ∈ Ω* are analysed, which is often the 

practice in real-life. Modelling of cases 𝑘 > 0 in (5.1) may cause infeasible SC-

OPF solutions [28] due to the formation of islands with unsupplied loads or the 

feasibility space being empty. 

ii. Metrics CTSRM, 𝑅[·] in (5.1), described in detail in Section 5.5, are defined 

using the original network and the concept of composite robustness metrics [25]. 

iii. Metrics CTSRM consists of two parts: the first quantifies the impact of topology 

changes on individual generators, including unit characteristics, whilst the second 

considers the impact of the network structure under a fault condition. 

iv. Within the discrete optimisation algorithm, infeasible switching scenarios, e.g., 

disconnected networks, are discarded from further analysis. The purpose is to 

provide a switching solution that maintains the integrity of a power system. 

v. All cases where the maximum rotor angle separation difference (see Section 

5.4.3) is greater than the threshold value are excluded within the discrete 

optimisation. 

5.4 Study of impact factors on transient stability 

As explained in Section 2.4, the dynamic optimisation problem (4.16)-(4.22) is a hard 

problem to solve, especially due to the generator dynamics in the form of differential-

algebraic constraints, described in Section 4.4.2, which also considers binary variables 

related to existing transmission lines. For this reason, a methodology requirement is that 

transient stability assessment (stage II of Figure 5.2) is completed without solving the 

dynamical model (4.19)(4.20) in the time domain.  
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A study based on the IEEE68 test system aimed to verify the influence of network 

structures reflected on transient stability impact factors to replace the transient inequality 

constraints (4.21); the idea is to select steady state variables and paraments (impact 

factors) influencing the transient stability performance of the system. To this end, the 

most important impact factors influencing transient stability are investigated to define a 

proxy measure in the form of the robustness function CTSRM, 𝑅[·] in (5.1). Results from 

extensive probabilistic transient studies [187][192] are extended with additional 

simulations to capture the most important factors affecting transient stability; this was 

done only once in the research phase and is not repeated for different case studies. The 

studies of impact factors on transient stability are listed in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Studies of impact factors on transient stability 

No.	 Study	
1	 Impact	of	network	structure	
2	 Impact	of	initial	generation	loading	
3	 Impact	of	rotor	angle	separation	
4	 Impact	of	inertia	reduction	
5	 Impact	of	network	topology	metrics	

The investigation of impact factors is based on TDS results using the IEEE68 Bus test 

system, described in Section 5.1; the analysis considered descriptive statistics and 

correlation analysis of impact factors with transient stability indicators, defined in 

Section 4.3 (see Table 4.1). The TDS settings were defined by combining three elements. 

Firstly, switching scenarios considering the original IEEE68 network structure (base-

case identified as SWL0) and 72 derived topologies by introducing single-line-switching 

actions as switching scenarios (identified as SWL[Line number]). Though all possible 

line-switching actions were studied in this research, importance measures such as 

betweenness centrality [164] can be used to select relevant circuits in large scale 

networks. Secondly, 72 fault locations were defined by considering self-clearing bolted 

three-phase faults in the middle of each transmission line, as described in Section 2.3.2. 

Finally, fault durations equal to 0.10, 0.11, and 0.12	𝑠, which are slightly longer than 

the 0.10	𝑠 specified in [24]. The number of simulations involved in the study is 15,339 

cases; the original (72 × 72 × 3) cases had (71 × 3) unfeasible switching scenarios. 

Correlation analyses between impact factors and transient stability indicators (see Table 

4.1) are used to identify their influence on transient stability. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests 

showed that transient stability indicators are not normally distributed, which means that 

commonly used Pearson correlation coefficients are not suitable; consequently, 

Spearman coefficients were selected as the correlation analysis tool. Spearman rank 
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coefficients provide a quantitative measure of the monotonic strength of relations; 

therefore, they are better suited for nonlinear correlations [194]. Notably, these results 

are used to define the proposed robustness metric CTSRM. 

Specific test cases are used to demonstrate the influence of impact factors. For instance, 

fault cases with single-fault locations on Line47 and Line8 (marked in red in Figure 5.6) 

are used as test disturbances; these disturbances are combined with different topologies 

to highlight the effect of the network structure on a given factor. In particular, the 

comparison of different topologies uses the base-case scenario SWL0 and test switching 

scenarios with better transient stability performance, such as SWL4, SWL9 and SWL60 

(marked in green in Figure 5.6), as well as SWL33, SWL26 and SWL70 with worse 

stability (marked in purple in Figure 5.6). Moreover, G14, G15, and G16 have been 

selected to verify the effect of inertia reduction as an impact factor (marked in light blue 

in Figure 5.6). 

 
Figure 5.6: IEEE 68 bus test network showing line switching (purple and green), fault locations (red), 

and generation subject to inertia reduction (light blue) (adapted from [148][149]). 

5.4.1 Impact of network structure 

The impact of different network structures has been assessed based on the same fault 

condition to identify relative differences in transient stability. A broad assessment 

considers the comparison of a base-case intact network (denoted as SWL0), the topology 

of the test system in Figure 5.1, and each derived switching scenario defined by 72 single-

line-switching actions. The TSI defined in Section 4.3 is used as the stability indicator. 

Figure 5.7 illustrates TSI results for 𝑡04 = 100	𝑚𝑠, where each row corresponds to a fault 

location and each column to a switching scenario. The colour scale on the right describes 
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TSI values [−100%	(𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑘	𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒), +100%	(𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑝	𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑛)] on steps of 20%; greener 

colour indicates more stable behaviour, whilst darker blue is more unstable. The green 

column on the left-hand side of Figure 5.7 displays TSIs for faults on the base-case 

network SWL0, whilst the yellow-green squares on the right-hand side represent TSIs of 

switching scenarios (columns). For instance, for a fault on Line47, the TSI for the base-

case network is 57.28%, but for the network with Line4 switched off (SWL4), the TSI is 

66.66%, which is an improvement of 9.38%. On the other hand, in the case of a fault on 

Line8, the TSI of the base-case is 56.89%, whereas, for the SWL33, the TSI is -53.42% 

indicating unstable behaviour. In particular, initial conditions switching out Line39 could 

not be obtained; therefore, the corresponding switching action was discarded, shown as 

a black column in Figure 5.7. 

 
Figure 5.7: TSI results for different faults (y-axis) and switching scenarios (x-axis) of the IEEE68 Bus 

test system with clearing time of 100 ms. 

A detailed comparison between each network structure and the base-case SWL0 

considering a given fault can be seen in Figure 5.8. The figure illustrates the comparison 

of TSI results between each switching scenario and the base-case network using the 

difference between the two TSI evaluations; the colour scale on the right describes TSI 

difference values [−100%,+100%] on steps of 20%; greener colour indicates more 

positive difference (better improvement), whilst darker blue indicates a detrimental 

effect. For example, the TSI differences with 100 ms of fault clearing shown in Figure 

5.8 depicts a similar proportion of fault cases with a positive (yellow-green colour) and 

negative (blue colour), which suggests that there are several switching scenarios 
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improving the stability level, in comparison with the original network structure of the 

IEEE68 bus test system. In particular, the methodology proposed in this thesis, described 

and assessed (see sections 5.5 and 5.6.), can capture transient stability improvement and 

deterioration. 

 
Figure 5.8: TSI difference between single-switching scenarios and SWL0 for the IEEE68 Bus test system 

with clearing time of 100 ms. 

A summary of the time-domain TSI results considering three fault clearing times is 

shown in Table 5.2. The preliminary finding is that different network topologies can 

either reduce or improve transient stability results for a given fault case; therefore, there 

is a scope for topology optimisation. Time-domain analyses of a large number of 

switching scenarios (topologies) have shown that transient stability performance is better 

in more than 50% of cases, when compared with a base-case topology without analysing 

the magnitude of the improvements; therefore, line-switching can be considered as a 

preventive control measure with the potential of improving the network robustness from 

the transient stability viewpoint. 
Table 5.2 Impact of switching scenarios based on TSI 

𝑡=)		
(ms)	

Cases	TS	
Increase	

%	Cases	with	
better	TS	

Cases	TS	
Reduction	

%	Cases	with	
worse	TS	

100	 2756	 54.7	 2285	 45.3	
110	 2685	 53.3	 2356	 46.7	
120	 2763	 54.9	 2278	 45.1	
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5.4.2 Impact of initial generation loading  

The steady state equilibrium requires that the mechanical power input must be equal to 

the electrical power output; therefore, a higher loading implies that an SG will operate 

closer to its maximum capacity [21]. Moreover, the effect of higher loading on 

synchronising power explained in Section 1.3.6 reduces the synchronising torque [21], 

which can lead to aperiodic drift [20]. The loading of SGs is reflected in the load angle, 

which is the angle between the internal EMF and terminal voltage [21]. In this thesis, the 

effect of pre-fault (steady state) generator loading was studied using the variable 𝑓𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙 

(angle difference between the an SG q-axis and its terminal voltage) from DIgSILENT 

PowerFactory [170], which is the angle between a generator terminal voltage and its q-

axis. Note that these angles can be retrieved by executing the process described in Figure 

5.3. 

Initially, differences in pre-fault load angles and TSI results between test switching 

scenarios and the base-case SWL0, for faults on lines 8 and 47, were used to analyse the 

effect of generator loading and its impact on transient stability. Figure 5.9(a) depicts the 

pre-fault load angles of switching scenarios reducing transient stability (dashed lines) 

and improving transient stability (solid lines). The figure shows that for some SGs, the 

topologies improving transient stability have smaller load angles, whereas those reducing 

the stability have larger angles compared to the base-case SWL0 (red line). Moreover, 

Figure 5.9(b) shows the difference between load angles corresponding to the test 

switching scenarios with respect to the base-case; it can be seen that most of the 

differences are negative for several test switching scenarios (solid lines), which means 

that there is a relationship between smaller load angles and stability improvements. 

Comparison based on test switching scenarios is also presented in Table 5.3; relative 

differences are calculated between results of test switching scenarios (first column) and 

base-case SWL0. The table contains an aggregation in the form of a summation of pre-

fault load angle differences (second column) and average TSI differences (third column) 

considering evaluations with fault on Line8 and Line47. As expected, results based on 

test switching scenarios presented in Table 5.3 suggest that there is an influence of the 

pre-fault load angles, considering the difference between a switching scenario and the 

base-case, on the stability result. For instance, unstable switching scenario SWL33 has a 

positive summation of 𝑓𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙 difference of 22.46 degrees, which implies an increase in 

machine loadings, with a negative effect on transient stability confirmed by the large 
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negative TSI difference of -72.67%. Conversely, SWL4 shows a negative summation of 

𝑓𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙 differences -9.68 degrees with a positive TSI difference 4.53%, suggesting an 

improvement in transient stability. Notably, all test switching scenarios with positive TSI 

differences have negative pre-fault load angle differences (see Table 5.3), suggesting that 

switching scenarios reducing the load angles can have better transient stability compared 

to the base-case network. The finding aligns with the description of the initial loading 

effect on transient stability [20]. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.9: Generator pre-fault (steady state) load angles 𝑓𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙 (a) and 𝑓𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙 differences against base-
case SWL0 (b) of IEEE68 test switching scenarios. 

Table 5.3 Comparison of test switching scenarios based on summation of pre-fault load angle differences 
and TSI results for faults on Line8 and Line47 

Switching	
scenario	

Summation	of	load	
angle	difference	

Average	TSI	
difference	

SWL33	 22.46	 -72.67	
SWL26	 -3.35	 -5.89	
SWL70	 3.64	 -2.48	
SWL60	 -24.19	 1.16	
SWL9	 -4.08	 3.69	
SWL4	 -9.68	 4.53	

The preliminary finding of the effect of pre-fault loading on transient stability was also 

confirmed by a study considering TDS results. The impact of initial generator loading 

for unstable cases was analysed using the pre-fault load angles shown in the box plot of 

Figure 5.10. It was found that the highly loaded SGs lose stability in the first swing (“First 

Group” in Figure 5.10), whilst less loaded units can become unstable later (“Second 

Group” in Figure 5.10). The figure indicates that unstable switching scenarios with 

highly loaded SGs lose stability faster than those less loaded; in fact, it is possible to see 

that there is a pre-fault load angle band ~[50° − 60°] separating the bulk of each group 

(dashed green lines in Figure 5.10), which will be later used for the CTSRM metrics to 

account for the effect of the initial loading threshold on the transient stability level. In 
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summary, that pre-fault steady state conditions can give invaluable insight into the 

potentially unstable generators; remarkably, a switching scenario increasing the pre-fault 

SG loading is more likely to have unstable results in comparison with the one where SGs 

are less loaded. 

 
Figure 5.10: Box plot of pre-fault generator load angles. 

5.4.3 Impact of rotor angle separation 

In this thesis, for stability studies based on TDS, the angle difference between a unit q-

axis and the reference unit q-axis is called rotor angle separation (RAS). In particular, 

the effect of RAS was studied using the variable 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑙 (angle difference between the SG 

q-axis and the q-axis of the reference machine) from DIgSILENT PowerFactory [170], 

which follows the previous description; note that these angles can also be retrieved by 

executing the process described in Figure 5.4.  

Initially, the effect of network structure on RAS was studied using the pre-fault 

difference of RAS between test switching scenarios and the base-case SWL0, called RAS 

Difference (5.2), which is related to each SG. 

	 Δδa5
=,7(𝑡7>) = 𝛿a5=�7(𝑡7>) − 𝛿a5=C7(𝑡7>)		 (5.2)	

Here, superscript 𝑠 ∈ 𝛺G is applied to differentiate between security cases 𝑘 and single-

line switching 𝑠 (𝑠 = 0 denotes base-case SWL0); and 𝛿a5=�7(𝑡7>) is generator 𝑔𝑖 RAS for 

a switching scenario 𝑠 > 0 at steady state 𝑡7>. Accordingly, pre-fault RAS differences 

were calculated for test switching scenarios; results are shown in box plots of Figure 

5.11(a). In particular, switching off Line 33 (denoted as SWL33) gives unstable topology 

and produces a large increase in RASs of all generators with a median of 67.8 degrees 

(left-side scale). All other switching scenarios are stable and have RAS differences 

within ~+/-5 degrees (right-side scale). Moreover, negative differences in TSIs shown in 
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Figure 5.11(b) indicate that SWL33 has the worst performance reducing the stability 

level in all fault cases based on the IEEE68 test network; conversely, switching scenarios 

that improve transient stability, like SWL60, SWL9 and SWL4, have positive medians 

of TSI differences. Interestingly, two scenarios, SWL26 and SWL70, which have RAS 

differences similar to the scenarios with improved transient stability (see Figure 5.11(a)), 

have reduced stability and negative TSI medians; this is due to sustained or even growing 

long-term oscillations, which are difficult to predict using pre-fault SG variables. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.11: RAS difference (a) and TSI difference (b) between test switching scenarios and the base-
case SWL0. 

Results shown in Figure 5.11(a) indicate that it is possible to establish a threshold of 

around 7 degrees on the pre-fault RAS difference of SGs as a limit between stable and 

unstable results; in particular, pre-fault RAS difference of all stable test switching 

scenarios are under 7 degrees. Figure 5.11 also suggests a link between RAS differences 

and TSI; in practical terms, the switching will likely be detrimental to transient stability 

if a line switching action has a large RAS difference. Even though the observations apply 

to the IEEE68 system, a similar analysis can be performed on a different system to 

establish the pre-fault RAS difference threshold.  

Moreover, a correlation analysis between RAS and ISGA gives a Spearman correlation 

coefficient of 0.59, whilst ISGA has a Spearman correlation coefficient of -0.52 with 
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TSI. These correlation results indicate that ISGA is negatively correlated with stability 

effects because highly oscillatory responses have large ISGA and smaller TSI; besides, 

RAS has a moderate positive correlation with ISGA, which means that having a larger 

RAS can produce higher oscillatory behaviour. Consequently, the analysis based on the 

IEEE68 test system suggests that a larger RAS influences oscillatory behaviour, which 

can be considered detrimental from the transient stability viewpoint. 

As suggested above, the pre-fault RAS can impact the transient stability outcome, as they 

reflect the relative rotor position prior to the fault; this fact was confirmed with a 

comprehensive analysis comparing pre-fault RAS and TSI differences between all (72) 

switching scenarios and SWL0. The bar plot in Figure 5.12(a) illustrates the summation 

of pre-fault RAS differences (against the base-case SWL0) related to each switching 

scenario; the difference corresponding to each generator is shown in a different colour. 

Figure 5.12 shows how line-switching can increase or decrease the RAS difference; in 

particular, it can be seen that SWL33 has a significant impact on increasing the RAS of 

all generators, followed by SWL63, SWL66, SWL72, and SWL70.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.12 Bar plots of pre-fault RAS difference (a) with a different colour for each SG. TSI evaluations 
(b) where each colour represents a different fault location with 𝑡𝑐𝑙=100 ms. 
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The corresponding effect between pre-fault RAS and TSI differences (also against the 

base-case SWL0) can be seen in the bar plot in Figure 5.12(b), which has each fault 

location in a different colour. The comparison of TSI differences in Figure 5.12 indicates 

that SWL33 also has the largest pre-fault RAS and the worst performance from the TS 

perspective, with a similar assessment for SWL63, SWL66, SWL72, and SWL70. In 

summary, the RAS difference (5.2) is a good indicator for identifying the best switching 

scenarios candidates for improving transient stability for a given fault. Moreover, the 

comparison of all switching scenarios has shown that a significant difference in generator 

pre-fault rotor angles with respect to the base-case is a good indicator of unstable 

generators. 

5.4.4 Impact of inertia reduction 

The analysis of inertia reduction was done by reducing the machine ratings of G14-G16 

(blue colour in Figure 5.6) to 25%, 50%, and 75% of their original value; the study 

combined the analysis of the topological effect through switching scenarios with low 

inertia scenarios. Similar to the previous section, the combination of network structures 

and inertia reduction was analysed using RAS angles with quantity 𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑙 from 

DIgSILENT PowerFactory [170], obtained with the process described in Figure 5.4. In 

this case, the study involved the measurement of the maximum deviation between SG 

RASs called RAS coherence (5.3), which is the difference between the largest and the 

smallest SG RAS at a given point in time [36].  

	 𝑅𝐴𝑆	𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒= = 𝑀𝑎𝑥a5,.{𝛿a5= (𝑡)} − 𝑀𝑖𝑛a5,.{𝛿a5= (𝑡)}; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a		 (5.3)	

Here, superscript 𝑠 ∈ 𝛺G identifies the switching scenario, and 𝛿a5= (t) is generator 𝑔𝑖 

RAS as a function of time. Given that inertia is defined on machine levels, the inertia 

reduction was introduced by changing SG ratings of Gen14-Gen16 in proportion to the 

desired reduction. 

From the pre-fault stage (𝑡 = 0>), the combination of line-switching actions with inertia 

reduction impacts the coherence, as depicted in Figure 5.13(a). For 25% of the original 

inertia (0.25𝐽 in blue bars), all RAS coherence are greater than 120 degrees, reflecting a 

significant increase compared with the original inertia (1𝐽 in purple bars). The figure also 

shows that the inertia reduction of smaller magnitude, such as 50% or 75% (0.5𝐽	and 

0.75𝐽 in orange and yellow bars, respectively) has a small effect on the coherence in the 

steady state of test switching scenarios with respect to SWL0, except for SWL33. As 
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described in the previous sections, SWL33 involves a line-switching action that imposes 

significant changes on SG loadings, which is consistent among different inertia levels. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.13: Pre-fault (a) and maximum (b) RAS coherence for a fault on Line8 with 𝑡𝑐𝑙=100 ms. 
 considering inertia reduction of G14-G16. The y-axis of (b) is on a logarithmic scale. 

Studying the post-fault period (𝑡 > 0), the analysis of the maximum RAS coherence 

gives insight into the stability effect of the combination of topology and inertia factor; 

the maximum coherence is given for a time instant where (5.3) is the largest. Stable and 

unstable results can be seen in Figure 5.13(b) using a logarithmic scale. With the 

exception of SWL4, the maximum RAS coherence indicates that all test switching 

scenarios have unstable results for the scenario with 25% of original inertia (0.25𝐽 in 

blue bars) i.e., maximum relative angle difference greater than 360 degrees. In particular, 

for SWL33, the inertia reduction causes the loss of synchronism for the 25%, 50% and 

100% levels of inertia, but the cause is intrinsically related to changes in machine 

loadings which push some machines closer to the instability boundary. In switching 
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scenarios like SWL60 and SWL70, the loss of synchronism is due to the deceleration of 

Gen16 and Gen14. On the other hand, stable results can be seen in cases of 50% and 75% 

of original inertia; all switching scenarios are stable, except for SWL33, for an inertia 

level of 50%. Figure 5.13(b) suggests that the stability level can be equal or even better 

for 75% of the original inertia in comparison with the original level; this finding is 

aligned with recent Monte Carlo studies indicating that up to 55% CIG penetration, 

replacing partial SG rating level with inertialess CIG, decreases the number of 

instabilities [26][192]. In summary, analysis of several switching scenarios has shown 

that inertia plays an important role in transient stability; however, scenarios with lower 

inertia do not always produce more unstable results. A combination of lower inertia and 

larger pre-fault RAS is an adverse factor that can lead to instability, as seen in Figure 

5.13; therefore, the inertia level will be considered, combined with other factors, on the 

proposed CTSRM. 

5.4.5 Impact of network topology metrics 

Chapter 3 introduced the study of the topological effect based on two small test systems 

where it was possible to show the impact of line-switching actions, i.e., defining different 

topologies, on transient stability. On a larger scale, real networks have complex 

structures, usually providing more than one path between any given pair of buses; hence, 

foreseeing the impact of line-switching actions on transient stability is not a simple task. 

In particular, the study presented in this section aims to provide topology metrics useful 

to estimate stability results, which are included in the proposed CTSRM. 

From the network theory perspective, network robustness can be defined as the ability to 

tolerate the loss of a fraction of vertices (nodes) or edges (branches) [164]; in other 

words, a network is robust if it can continue operating when it is subject to component 

failure. From the network perspective, paper [147] offers a comprehensive review of 

robustness metrics; similarly, in the power systems literature, the contributions presented 

in [149][153][154] introduced network metrics for the analysis of power systems 

robustness against cascading failures. Some of the most relevant topology metrics are 

presented in Table 5.4. Noteworthy is the fact that in the reviewed literature, the 

application of topology metrics in power systems is scarce; to the author's best 

knowledge, the use of topology metrics in the context of transient stability is virtually 

non-existent. 
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The purpose of the study of topology metrics was to verify how well a given metric can 

map the effect of a given network structure with a transient stability result, i.e., how well 

a topology metric can characterise the incremental or detrimental effect of a network 

structure from the transient stability viewpoint. The computational burden of topology 

metrics was also considered; thus, more straightforward metrics are preferred over those 

requiring longer computation time. In this thesis, relevant topology metrics found in 

power systems literature such as ADG, AEG, ABG, and ASPLG (see Table 5.4) were 

complemented with the average shortest path length between a fault location to all 

generator nodes (ASPLFG). Correlation analyses between transient stability indicators 

and relevant topology metrics using Spearman rank coefficients (see Table 5.5) provided 

insight into the monotonicity of the relationships based on 15,339 TDS results, 

(72 × 72 × 3) combinations with (71 × 3) unfeasible switching scenarios. 
Table 5.4 Network topology metrics 

Metric	 Id	 Research	area	 Description	
Average	shortest	path	
length	[147]	

ASPL	 Network	
theory	

Average	of	the	minimum	path	distance	
between	every	pair	of	nodes.	Each	edge	
has	its	“length”,	which	is	dependent	on	the	
application.	

Average	node	degree	
[147]	

AD	 Network	
theory	

Average	of	the	number	of	links	connected	
to	every	node.	

Betweenness	centrality	
[147][149]	

BC	 Network	
theory	

A	measure	of	the	importance	that	a	node	
plays	between	other	nodes.	Based	on	the	
number	of	shortest	paths	between	any	
pair	of	nodes	passing	through	the	node	
under	analysis.	

Efficiency	[147]	 EFF	 Network	
theory	

Defined	by	the	reciprocal	of	the	shortest	
path	distance	between	nodes,	it	reflects	
how	efficiently	the	information	is	
exchanged	between	nodes.	

Average	degree	of	
generators	[154]	

ADG	 Power	systems	 Average	node	degree	of	generator	nodes.	

Average	efficiency	of	
generators	[154]	

AEG	 Power	systems	 Average	shortest	path	distance	between	
generators	and	all	other	nodes	in	the	
network.	

Average	betweenness	
of	generators	[154]	

ABG	 Power	systems	 Betweenness	centrality	of	generator	
nodes.	

Average	SPL	of	
generators	[154]	

ASPLG	 Power	systems	 Average	shortest	path	distance	between	
all	generator	nodes.	

Though the correlation coefficients are low, the assessment of relevant metrics in Table 

5.5 indicates that comparatively, ASPLFG, ASPLG and ABG would be more appropriate 

to evaluate the effect of the network topology on TS. In particular, ASPLFG provides 

insight into the impedance between a fault location and generators; for instance, if the 

network structure increases the impedance between the fault and a critical generator, it 

will decrease the acceleration of the machine due to a smaller voltage drop, which 
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reduces the severity of the disturbance. Similarly, ASPLG provides information about 

the increase of the impedance between generators, which affects synchronising and 

damping power; in this case, if the network structure increases the impedance between 

close critical generators, the ability to synchronise and reduce rotor angle oscillations is 

going to decrease. Even though ABG has a better correlation with TSI in comparison to 

ASPLG, the latter is selected together with ASPLFG due to its simplicity. 
Table 5.5 Spearman correlation coefficient between transient stability indicators and network topology 

metrics 

Transient	stability	
Indicator	 ADG	 ABG	 AEG	 ASPLG	 ASPLFG	

TSI	 0.07	 0.17	 -0.04	 -0.13	 0.32	
ISGA	 -0.28	 -0.22	 0.24	 0.18	 -0.1	
DOT1	 0.06	 -0.08	 -0.11	 0.01	 -0.49	
DOT2	 0.15	 0.04	 -0.22	 -0.09	 -0.63	
DOT3	 0.07	 -0.07	 -0.1	 -0.02	 -0.51	

5.4.5.1 Distance between Fault and Generators 

It is known that the larger the electrical distance between a fault location and generators, 

the more stable generators are [21]; this fact was analysed and confirmed in the context 

of SMIB test systems in Chapter 3. Moreover, results in Table 5.5 indicate that the 

shortest path distance between the generators and a given fault location is important. 

Nonetheless, the number and distances of other paths between them also play an 

important role in larger networks because multiple paths can increase the exposure of 

generators to the post-fault condition; therefore, a study based on a realistic network 

structure was needed. For clarity and following the naming convention of Chapter 3, the 

impedance between generators and a fault location is called distance between fault and 

generators (𝐷𝐹𝐺).  

The study included the comparison of three computations of 𝐷𝐹𝐺, to analyse the effect 

of considering a different number of parallel paths. For all computations of 𝐷𝐹𝐺, the 

fault location 𝑓 is in the middle of an actual transmission line, with 𝑓𝑡𝑎, and 𝑓𝑡𝑏 as line 

terminals buses. As the fault is located in the middle of a line, the distance is calculated 

to the closest terminal bus (𝑓𝑡𝑎 or 𝑓𝑡𝑏). Based on the graph representation of a switching 

scenario under fault condition, 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝐹𝐺	1𝑆𝑃 (5.4) is the average of distances between 

generators and a fault location based on the impedance of the shortest path computed by 

Dijkstra’s algorithm, previously defined in Section 2.2.3. Similarly, 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝐹𝐺	2𝑆𝑃 (5.5) 

is a similar average, but it is based on a parallel connection of two shortest paths to a 

faulty transmission branch, where the second shortest path [𝐷𝐹𝐺1a5
* (𝒐𝒄G)^

##
was again 
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calculated with Dijkstra’s algorithm. The 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝐹𝐺	𝐸𝐷 (5.6) follows a different 

approach using the Thevenin equivalent impedance between nodes, described in detail 

in Section 2.2.3.1; it is the average of electrical distances between generators and fault 

locations end-nodes, which reflects all parallel paths.  

	

𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝐹𝐺	1𝑆𝑃G,* =
1
𝑁𝐺 � 𝐷𝐹𝐺1a5,4.

* (𝒐𝒄G)
a5∈uV

;	

∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

𝐷𝐹𝐺1a5,*
* (𝒐𝒄G)

= 𝑚𝑖𝑛F9.M=	a5,(*.9	∨	*.J) �|𝑧|a5$6

+� �𝑧G,*�
$6$)$6$)	∈	F9.M	a5,(*.9	∨	*.J)

𝑜𝑐$6$)G � ;	

	∀𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑚 ∈ 𝛺a4; ∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛, 𝑓 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

(5.4)	

	

𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝐹𝐺	2𝑆𝑃G,* =
1
𝑁𝐺 � 𝐷𝐹𝐺2a5

* (𝒐𝒄G)
a5∈uV

;	

∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

𝐷𝐹𝐺2a5,*
* (𝒐𝒄G) = [𝐷𝐹𝐺1a5,*

* (𝒐𝒄G)^
#
∧ [𝐷𝐹𝐺1a5,*

* (𝒐𝒄G)^
##
;	

∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

(5.5)	

	

𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝐹𝐺	𝐸𝐷G,* =
1
𝑁𝐺 � 𝐷𝐹𝐺3a5

* (𝒐𝒄G)
a5∈uV

;	

∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

𝐷𝐹𝐺3a5,*
* (𝒐𝒄G)

= 𝑚𝑖𝑛a5,* Ú
𝑍a5,a5
* (𝒐𝒄G) + 𝑍*.9	,*.9	

* (𝒐𝒄G) − 2𝑍a5,*.9	
* (𝒐𝒄G)

𝑍a5,a5
* (𝒐𝒄G) + 𝑍*.J,*.J

* (𝒐𝒄G) − 2𝑍a5,*.J
* (𝒐𝒄G)

Û ;	

∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

(5.6)	

The correlation analysis between 𝐷𝐹𝐺 metrics and transient stability indicators, shown 

in Table 5.6, suggests a high positive monotonic correlation between 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝐹𝐺	𝐸𝐷 and 

TSI; it also reflects negative counterparts with dot products and ISGA. The monotonic 

correlation between 𝐷𝐹𝐺 and transient stability indicators supports the finding that larger 

𝐷𝐹𝐺 improves transient stability. 
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Table 5.6 Spearman correlation coefficients between DFG metrics and transient stability indicators 

DFG	metrics	 TSI	 Dot1	 Dot3	 ISGA	
Avg.	DFG	1SP	 0.37	 -0.36	 -0.36	 -0.28	
Avg.	DFG	2SP	 0.39	 -0.35	 -0.36	 -0.27	
Avg.	DFG	ED	 0.80	 -0.79	 -0.78	 -0.41	

Based on the transient stability assessment presented in Section 5.4.1, it is possible to 

classify different combinations of switching scenarios and fault conditions into two 

groups. The group 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑆𝐼 represent those switching scenarios with better transient 

stability, compared with SWL0, for a given fault location; the opposite applies for the 

combinations assigned to the group 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑇𝑆𝐼. The results of computation procedures 

of 𝐷𝐹𝐺 are presented in Figure 5.14; they summarise fault cases with clearing times of 

100, 110, and 120 ms; the figure shows the means and 95% confidence interval [178] of 

𝐷𝐹𝐺	metrics using 1𝑆𝑃, 2𝑆𝑃 and 𝐸𝐷. Figure 5.14(a) and (b) shows that the means 

related to 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑆𝐼 and 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑇𝑆𝐼 groups have a significant overlap for 1𝑆𝑃 and 2𝑆𝑃, 

which makes transient stability improvement or deterioration harder to distinguish. On 

the contrary, differentiation between groups is more accurate using 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝐹𝐺	𝐸𝐷 due to 

the difference between the mean of the two groups in Figure 5.14(c).  

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.14: Average DFG impedance means of better and worse TSI groups with 95% confidence 
intervals based on shortest path (a), two shortest paths (b) and electrical distances (c). 

The results in Figure 5.14 were also confirmed by two-sample (𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑆𝐼 or 

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑇𝑆𝐼) statistical t-test [178] to verify the difference between the mean of groups; 

it was found that within each computation the means were statistically different; 

however, higher support rejecting the null hypothesis, i.e., statistical difference between 

the means with p-value 5.47 × 10>17 (the lower the p-value, the more significant the 
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difference between means) was found for 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝐹𝐺	𝐸𝐷, confirming that it is better 

suitable to discriminate between groups. Consequently, 𝐴𝑣𝑔. 𝐷𝐹𝐺	𝐸𝐷 was selected as 

computation of 𝐷𝐹𝐺 and will be later incorporated into the definition of CTSRMs. 

5.4.5.2 Distance Between Generators 

The magnitude of the impedance between generators is a topological feature with a 

significant effect on synchronising and damping powers [21]. As described in Section 

1.3.6, the impedance between generators has an inversely proportional effect on the 

provision of synchronising power; therefore, a line-switching action increasing the 

impedance between two relatively close SGs will reduce the maximum transient 

synchronising coefficient between them, which can be detrimental from the transient 

stability viewpoint. This fact was analysed and confirmed in the context of the AF9B test 

system in Chapter 3; particularly, the study of the impedance between generators based 

on a more realistic network, like the IEEE68 bus system, was performed to verify the 

generality of the initial findings. Moreover, a more detailed study is performed to find 

an accurate metric, which will be included later in CTSRMs.  

Also, following the naming convention of Chapter 3, the impedance between generators 

is called distance between generators (𝐷𝐵𝐺), and it was also studied based on three 

calculation methods. In particular, 𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑀𝑖𝑛. 𝐷𝐵𝐺	𝑆𝑃 (5.7) is the average of shortest 

path impedance, defined in Section 2.2.3, from any generator to its closest neighbour, 

which produces the average distance to the closest SGs, whereas 𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑀ean	𝐷𝐵𝐺	SP 

(5.8) uses the mean shortest paths to all other SGs. 𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑀𝑖𝑛. 𝐷𝐵𝐺	𝐸𝐷 (5.9) is also the 

average of the impedance to the closest generators, but it uses the components of the 

Thevenin equivalent impedance approach (electrical distance) defined in Section 2.2.3.1. 

	

𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑀𝑖𝑛. 𝐷𝐵𝐺	𝑆𝑃G,* =
1
𝑁𝐺 � 𝑚𝑖𝑛aK∈uVÅ𝐷𝐵𝐺1a5,aK

* (𝒐𝒄G)Æ
a5∈uV

;	

∀𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

𝐷𝐵𝐺1a5,aK
* (𝒐𝒄G)

= 𝑚𝑖𝑛F9.M=	a5,aK �|𝑧|a5$6 + |𝑧|aK$)

+� �𝑧G,*�
$6$)$6$)	∈	F9.M	a5,aK

𝑜𝑐$6$)G � ;	

	∀𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑚, 𝑔𝑗𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺a4; 	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺4; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

(5.7)	
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𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛	𝐷𝐵𝐺	𝑆𝑃G,* =

1
𝑁𝐺2 � � 𝐷𝐵𝐺1a5,aK

* (𝒐𝒄G)
aK∈uVa5∈uV

;	

∀𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

(5.8)	

	

𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑀𝑖𝑛. 𝐷𝐵𝐺	𝐸𝐷G,* =
1
𝑁𝐺 � 𝑚𝑖𝑛aK∈uVÅ𝐷𝐵𝐺2a5,aK

* (𝒐𝒄G)Æ
a5∈uV

;	

∀𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

𝐷𝐵𝐺2a5,aK
* (𝒐𝒄G) = 𝑍a5,a5

* (𝒐𝒄G) + 𝑍aK,aK
* (𝒐𝒄G) − 2𝑍a5,aK

* (𝒐𝒄G);	

∀𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑘 ∈ 𝛺G; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

(5.9)	

A comparison using TDS results for 𝐷𝐵𝐺 metrics based on 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑆𝐼 and 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑇𝑆𝐼 

groups is depicted in Figure 5.15. The figure shows the mean and 95% confidence 

intervals suggesting that all the 𝐷𝐵𝐺 means of 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑆𝐼 group are smaller in 

comparison with the 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑇𝑆𝐼 group. Figure 5.15 also suggests that the difference 

between the means of the stability groups is more significant for SP-based DBG metrics 

(5.7)(5.8); in particular, Figure 5.15(c) indicates that 𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑀𝑖𝑛. 𝐷𝐵𝐺	𝐸𝐷 has a small 

overlap between group confidence intervals. The observation was confirmed with using 

two-samples t-test indicating that 𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑀𝑖𝑛. 𝐷𝐵𝐺	𝐸𝐷 has a smaller statistical difference 

between the means of 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑆𝐼 and 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑇𝑆𝐼 groups with the largest p-value 

(5.4 × 10>3) among DBG metrics; this fact confirms that this metric is the least suitable 

for discriminating between groups. Consequently, the use of 𝐷𝐵𝐺 metrics based on 𝑆𝑃 

(5.7)(5.8) provide better accuracy to discriminate stability results. 

 
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.15: Average DBG impedance mean of better and worse TSI groups with 95% confidence 
intervals based on shortest path (a), mean of shortest paths (b) and electrical distances (c). 
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Further analyses using Spearman correlation coefficients between transient stability 

indicators and 𝐷𝐵𝐺 metrics are shown in Table 5.7; correlation results indicate 

monotonic relations with different trends (increasing/decreasing) between 𝐷𝐵𝐺 metrics 

and stability indicators. Even though results reveal low monotonic correlations with 

different tendencies, 𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑀ean	𝐷𝐵𝐺	SP is the one with the smallest coefficients; this 

effect reveals that the inclusion of all SGs into the computation of DBG is not relevant 

because distant units have a small influence on synchronising power. The combination 

of correlation results with those shown in Figure 5.15 indicates that only 

𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑀𝑖𝑛. 𝐷𝐵𝐺	𝑆𝑃 has consistent results, with negative monotonicity for TSI and 

positive monotonicity for ISGA. Due to the low correlation, 𝐴𝑣𝑔.𝑀𝑖𝑛. 𝐷𝐵𝐺	𝑆𝑃 (5.7) 

cannot be used as standalone metric, it must be combined with other network metrics for 

the definition of CTSRMs. 
Table 5.7 Spearman correlation coefficients between DBG metrics and transient stability indicators 

DBG	metrics	 TSI	 Dot1	 Dot3	 ISGA	
Avg	Min	DBG	SP	 -0.23	 0.11	 0.09	 0.22	
Avg	Mean	DBG	SP	 0.00	 -0.03	 -0.08	 0.17	
Avg	Min	DBG	ED	 0.40	 -0.38	 -0.35	 -0.04	

5.5 Robustness metric for transient stability optimisation 

Initially described in Section 5.3, the topology optimisation for transient stability, shown 

as “Stage II” in Figure 5.2, is carried out via the non-simulation-based methodology. The 

study of network robustness in relation to transient stability led to the analysis in the 

previous section, which identified and assessed impact factors to define a composite 

robustness metric. In the proposed optimisation, the objective function (5.1) includes the 

metric	𝑅[∙], which is called composite transient stability robustness metric (CTSRM); it 

reflects the robustness of a network structure (topology) with respect to transient 

stability. The robustness metric CTSRM is a scalar function of transient stability impact 

factors and serves as a proxy for transient stability assessment; the metric quality is 

assessed by how accurately it maps TDS stability results into the scalar function. In 

particular, a proposed CTSRM consists of two parts: the first quantifies the impact of 

topology changes on individual generators, including unit characteristics, called nodal 

robustness, whilst the second encodes the network robustness considering the impact of 

the network structure, under fault condition, on individual SGs. 
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5.5.1 Nodal robustness 

The nodal component of CTSRM considers the most important transient stability impact 

factors governing the behaviour of SGs prior to the fault.	These impact factors are pre-

fault rotor angle separation, generator inertia and pre-fault generator loading. 

Particularly, the first and third factors are strongly influenced by the network structure 

and related pre-fault operating conditions defined by the economic dispatch; the second 

factor provides a safeguard, influencing the rate of change of SGs rotor speed, protecting 

SGs from larger and faster rotor swings. 

Results described in Section 5.4.3 indicate that pre-fault (steady state) conditions can 

give valuable insight into the potentially unstable generators. Differences in pre-fault 

RAS are directly related to the amount of power transmitted by the switched transmission 

branch, i.e., the higher power transfer through the branch in the original topology SWL0, 

the larger angle separation in the network structure with the branch switched off. In 

particular, the higher the RAS difference (5.2) due to topology change, the more likely a 

generator becomes unstable (see Figure 5.11). Therefore, a large RAS difference 

between a switching scenario and the base-case is a good indicator of unstable 

generators. Consequently, the first impact factor metric is defined in (5.10). 

	
𝐼𝐹𝑀1a5 = �{1 + ||Δδa5

=,7(𝑡7>)||p})		; 	 ||Δδa5
=,7(𝑡7>)||p > Δδ.M%-=M

1	; 	𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
;	

∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a, ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝛺G 	
(5.10)	

Here, ||∙	||p stands for the L-th norm (infinity norm L-inf and second norm L2 were 

tested), and n is a constant exponent. 𝐼𝐹𝑀1a5 is designed to give more weight to 

potentially unstable generators and can be controlled by exponent 𝑛; besides, a 

comparison of L-inf and L2 norms has shown a better performance of the former, and it 

is used in the developed CTSRM. It is also possible to introduce a threshold value on 

maximum rotor angle separations defined in (5.10), which must be obtained for the 

system under study; for instance, the RAS difference threshold Δδ.M%-=M	was determined 

from TDS studies based on the IEEE68 system was around 7 degrees (see Figure 5.11). 

Results described in Section 5.4.4 suggest that inertia plays an important role in transient 

stability; however, higher inertia does not always guarantee more stable results and vice 

versa. A harmful factor is the combination of inertia reduction and increased RAS angles, 

which can be found even in pre-fault conditions; this is why both aspects have been 

modelled in the robustness metric. Therefore, a linearly increasing function is used, as 
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seen in Figure 5.16. Accordingly, the inertia related impact factor is defined in (5.11). 

Generator inertia was studied at the machine level due to the smaller range (up to 9-10 

s). 

	
𝐼𝐹𝑀2a5 = å

𝐼𝐹𝑀2.M%-=M +	𝐻a5 ∙
1 − 𝐼𝐹𝑀2.M%-=M

𝐻.M%-=M
		 ; 	𝐻a5 < 𝐻.M%-=M	

1	; 		𝐻a5 ≥ 𝐻.M%-=M
;		

∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a	

(5.11)	

Here, 𝐼𝐹𝑀2.M%-=M and 𝐻.M%-=M are defined as limits according to Figure 5.16; and 𝐻a5 is 

generator 𝑔𝑖 inertia. The study based on the IEEE68 test system has shown that the range 

𝐼𝐹𝑀2.M%-=M	𝜖	[0.7 − 0.9] and 𝐻.M%-=M = 5	𝑜𝑟	6	𝑠 can be used. Having an inertia below 

a certain level can increase the likelihood of having unstable results, so the reciprocal 

1/𝐼𝐹𝑀2a5 is used in the composite metric CTSRM, which assigns more weight to SG 

with lower inertia. 

 
Figure 5.16: Generator inertia impact factor IFM2. 

TDS results described in Section 0 suggest that higher pre-fault SG loading has a 

detrimental effect on transient stability (see Table 5.3); the finding is aligned with results 

reported in [127], indicating that a high initial loading of a generator (at 𝑡7>) drives the 

unit towards instability and shortens critical clearing time. Consequently, the generator 

loading can be approximated via 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃a5, where 𝜃a5 is machine pre-fault load angle (the 

angle between the internal EMF and terminal voltage). The metric related to the 

generation loading is defined by (5.12). 

	 𝐼𝐹𝑀3a5 = å
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃a5

𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃.M%-=M
		 ; 	𝜃a5 > 𝜃.M%-=M	

1	; 	𝜃a5 ≤ 	𝜃.M%-=
; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a	 (5.12)	
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Here, 𝐼𝐹𝑀3a5 increases the weight of all units loaded above the loading angle threshold 

𝜃.M%-=M. Based on the IEEE68 test system, the range 𝜃.M%-=M	𝜖	[50° − 60°] was found 

(see Figure 5.10), characterising the loading angle of SGs likely to become unstable. 

The combination of impact factors (5.10)-(5.12) allows the definition of the nodal 

robustness term of the CTSRM (5.13). Notably, 𝑁𝑅𝑀a5 is defined for each generator 

node 𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a, and is not a function of switching scenarios. The thresholds used in the 

study are related to the test system; a further analysis is required for their application on 

a different system. 

	 𝑁𝑅𝑀a5 = 𝐼𝐹𝑀1a5 ∙ 𝐼𝐹𝑀3a5/𝐼𝐹𝑀2a5 	; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a	 (5.13)	

5.5.2 Network robustness 

The detailed study of the relation between topology metrics and transient stability effects 

of Section 5.4.5 revealed two network topology metrics having higher accuracy in 

mapping network structures under fault condition to TSI results. Therefore, the 

integration of the electrical distance-based 𝐷𝐹𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) (5.14) and the shortest path 

length-based 𝐷𝐵𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) (5.15) define the network robustness provided by the topology. 

In particular, 𝐷𝐹𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) represents the impedance between an SG and a fault location 

using Thevenin equivalent impedances, whilst 𝐷𝐵𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) represents the series 

impedance between an SG with its closest SG neighbour. Notably, both topology metrics 

are defined for each generator node 𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a, and include the topological changes 

introduced by the fault case 𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*, using the procedure described in Section 2.3.1; 

besides, both metrics are functions of the optimisation variables represented via a 

switching vector 𝒐𝒄. 

	

𝐷𝐹𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛a5,* Ú

𝑍a5,a5
* (𝒐𝒄) + 𝑍*.9	,*.9	

* (𝒐𝒄) − 2𝑍a5,*.9	
* (𝒐𝒄)

𝑍a5,a5
* (𝒐𝒄) + 𝑍*.J,*.J

* (𝒐𝒄) − 2𝑍a5,*.J
* (𝒐𝒄)

Û ;	

∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺4; ∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

	

(5.14)	

	
𝐷𝐵𝐺a5

* (𝒐𝒄) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛aK∈uVÅ𝐷𝐵𝐺1a5,aK
* (𝒐𝒄)Æ;	

∀𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	
(5.15)	
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𝐷𝐵𝐺1a5,aK
* (𝒐𝒄)

= 𝑚𝑖𝑛F9.M=	a5,aK �|𝑧|a5$6 + |𝑧|aK$)

+� �𝑧*�
$6$)$6$)	∈	F9.M	a5,aK

𝑜𝑐$6$)� ;	

	∀𝑔𝑖, 𝑔𝑗 ∈ 𝛺a; 	∀𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑚, 𝑔𝑗𝑑𝑛 ∈ 𝛺a4; 	∀𝑑𝑚𝑑𝑛, 𝑓𝑙 ∈ 𝛺4; ∀𝑓 ∈ 𝛺*	

 

5.5.3 Composite transient stability robustness metric 

Optimal network topology is defined through a switching vector 𝒐𝒄∗, which contains 

binary values (𝑜𝑛/𝑜𝑓𝑓) of branch statuses. In particular, the maximisation of robustness 

index 𝑅[·] is used in the general formulation (5.1); however, here, CTSRM needs to be 

minimised because they are designed to reflect potentially unstable switching solutions 

through large values. Consequently, the purpose of the optimisation is to find a switching 

vector 𝒐𝒄∗ that provides the lowest possible value of CTSRM. As described in Section 

5.4.5, the distance between a fault and a generator 𝐷𝐹𝐺 works in opposite direction to 

distance between generators 𝐷𝐵𝐺; hence, two CTSRMs (5.16) and (5.17) are defined to 

provide a comparison of different approaches.  

	

𝑧##(𝒐𝒄∗) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝒐𝒄 Ú� 𝜋*
*

∙� 𝑁𝑅𝑀a5 ∙
1

𝐷𝐹𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) + 𝛼 ∙ 𝐷𝐵𝐺a5

* (𝒐𝒄)a5
Û	;	

	𝛼 = Ú
0 < 𝛼 < 1		; 	𝐷𝐵𝐺a5

* (𝒐𝒄) ≤ 𝐷𝐵𝐺.M%-=M	

0	; 		𝐷𝐵𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) > 𝐷𝐵𝐺.M%-=M

; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a		

(5.16)	

	

𝑧###(𝒐𝒄∗) = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝒐𝒄 Ú� 𝜋*
*

∙� 𝑁𝑅𝑀a5 ∙ è
1

𝐷𝐹𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄)

− 𝛽 ∙ 𝐷𝐵𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄)ê

a5
Û	;	

	𝛽 = Ú
𝛽 > 1		; 	𝐷𝐵𝐺a5

* (𝒐𝒄) ≤ 𝐷𝐵𝐺.M%-=M	

0	; 		𝐷𝐵𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) > 𝐷𝐵𝐺.M%-=M

; 	∀𝑔𝑖 ∈ 𝛺a			

(5.17)	

In the proposed approach, the metric 𝐷𝐵𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) had to be limited by an upper threshold 

value 𝐷𝐵𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) ≤ 𝐷𝐵𝐺.M%-=MThus, only the impact of a “sufficiently” close SG is 

considered. The threshold 𝐷𝐵𝐺.M%-=M can be directly associated with the length of 
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transmission lines with an impedance value of 0.06 p.u., which can be used for a voltage 

level of 230 kV of the IEEE68 transmission network; a revision of the threshold is 

required for a network with a different voltage level. As seen in (5.16), parameter 𝛼 < 1 

gives relative importance of 𝐷𝐵𝐺 in relation to 𝐷𝐹𝐺. The term 𝛼 ∙ 𝐷𝐵𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) is added 

to 𝐷𝐹𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) only when it is under the threshold, which means that generator 𝑔𝑖 has a 

relatively close neighbour. In this case, the term 𝛼 ∙ 𝐷𝐵𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) increases the 

denominator and leads to a smaller network topology term associated with generator 𝑔𝑖 

to account for the support provided from a close generator. Similarly, subtraction of the 

term 𝛽 ∙ 𝐷𝐵𝐺a5
* (𝒐𝒄) reduces the network topology term in (5.17) only when 𝐷𝐵𝐺a5

* (𝒐𝒄) 

is below the threshold; in this case, factor 𝛽 can vary in a much larger range.  

The solution of the network topology optimisation is based on using CTSRMs metrics 

(5.16) and (5.17) as fitness functions; the solution can be obtained by applying the 

MATLAB built-in GA algorithm (function 𝑔𝑎(·)), the technical documentation is found 

in [177]. Following a random generation of the switching solution vector oc, robustness 

functions CTSRMs (5.16) and (5.17) are calculated if: 

i. The network is connected, 

ii. Maximum angle separation between generated network topology and intact 

network 𝑚𝑎𝑥=[Δδa5
=,7(𝑡7>)^ is less than a pre-specified threshold, which was found 

to be around 30 degrees, as seen in Figure 5.11(a). 

5.6 Assessment of switching solutions based on proposed CTSRMs 

Initially, the purpose was to assess the accuracy of the proposed CTSRMs (5.16) and 

(5.17) based on the comparison against TDS stability evaluations based on TSI; at the 

same time, it was possible to verify which topology (among the test switching scenarios) 

has better transient stability robustness for a given set of fault conditions. The assessment 

of the proposed optimisation approach is based on three studies considering a stable base-

case, an unstable base-case, and the application of load curtailments; these studies are 

based on the IEEE68 bus test system's original network from Figure 5.1.  

Additionally, to avoid confusion between CTSRMs functions, 𝑧##(𝒐𝒄∗) (5.16) is tested 

with parameter 𝛼 = 0.5 and identified as Fitness Function 1 (FF1); likewise, 𝑧###(𝒐𝒄∗) 

(5.17) is identified as Fitness Function 2 (FF2) with parameter 𝛽 = 10. Topology metrics 
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𝐷𝐹𝐺 and 𝐷𝐵𝐺 can have different magnitude, especially in large networks; therefore, an 

adequate balance of the relative influence of both metrics is desired to avoid focusing 

only on one metric. In particular, the values of parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽 used in this section 

were found through intensive testing, showing a reasonable balance between 𝐷𝐹𝐺 and 

𝐷𝐵𝐺. 

5.6.1 Assessment of CTSRMs with stable base-case 

The study considers the original network from Figure 5.1, which is stable, and does not 

require looping between stages I and II of the solution procedure described in Figure 5.2. 

Results comparing fitness values of different switching solutions against SWL0 

(represented by a red line) for a fault on Line8 are shown in Figure 5.17(a) for FF1 with 

blue bars and in Figure 5.17(c) for FF2 with red bars. In the figures, the bar hights reflect 

fitness values; moreover, the switching scenarios are sorted from left to right by 

increased instability obtained by evaluations of TSI from simulation results. Only 

scenario SWL33 is unstable and is located on the far right of each plot.  

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 5.17: Fitness comparison of test switching scenarios for a fault on Line8 based on FF1 (a)(b) and 
FF2(c)(d). 

A comparison of the difference between the fitness value corresponding to each 

switching scenario against the fitness value of SWL0 is shown in Figure 5.17(b) and 

Figure 5.17(d). As expected, from left to right, the bars reflect the largest negative values 
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on the left side, with the lower fitness value compared to the base-case SWL0, indicating 

better stability. On the contrary, the bars on the right side of the bar plots show a larger 

positive value, which reflects the worst transient stability. In particular, metric FF1 (5.16) 

performs better than FF2 (5.17) because the latter shows improved transient stability for 

SWL26, which is, in fact, less stable than SWL9, SWL60 and SWL70. Both metrics 

identify the best scenario, SWL4, the other stable cases, SWL9 and SWL60, and the 

unstable case, SWL33. 

A broader assessment of robustness metrics (5.16) and (5.17) was done by comparing 

them with time-domain transient stability indicators for single faults and switching 

scenarios. Correlation analyses between robustness metrics and transient stability 

indicators shown in Table 5.8 indicate a similar tendency for both FFs, where less stable 

results have higher objective values; however, all coefficients are in the range of 

moderate-low correlation. Metric FF1 has a better correlation with TSI, which is based 

on longer simulation time; FF2 has similar correlations with all stability indicators. TSI 

correlation results suggest that FF1 better represents TDS stability results.  

Table 5.8 Spearman correlation coefficients of objective functions and transient stability indicators 

CTSRM	metric	 TSI	 Dot2	 ISGA	
FF1	 -0.56	 0.25	 0.26	
FF2	 -0.37	 0.36	 0.25	

Further analysis of results based on both FFs can be done by comparing fitness 

differences between switching scenarios and the base-case SWL0 in Figure 5.18. In 

particular, Figure 5.18(a)(b) shows box plots of fitness differences in groups with 

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑇𝑆𝐼 and better 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑆𝐼 for FF1and FF2, respectively; though both FFs have 

substantial outliers above the third quartile, outliers are more condensed for FF1. 

Moreover, means of fitness differences between TSI stability groups of FF1 and FF2 

illustrated in Figure 5.18(c)(d), reveal that for both FFs, the means of 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑆𝐼 groups 

are smaller in comparison with the means of 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑇𝑆𝐼 groups, which was expected.  

There are two main differences between the results for both FFs. Firstly, the difference 

between medians for 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑇𝑆𝐼 and 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑇𝑆𝐼 groups is 5.4% in case of FF1 in Figure 

5.18(a), whilst it is only 1.9% in case of FF2 in Figure 5.18(b), indicating that FF1 can 

be a better choice. Secondly, the box plots in Figure 5.18(a)(b) reveal a larger spread of 

results using FF2, whilst results with FF1 provide more concentrated results. In 

summary, metric FF1 can provide a better ranking of switching scenarios, but metric FF2 

gives better differentiation between different cases. 
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 5.18: Box plots of fitness differences between all switching scenarios and SWL0 based on FF1 (a) 
and FF2 (b). Means of the fitness difference for evaluations using FF1 (c) and FF2 (d). 

5.6.2 Network topology optimisation with unstable base-case 

This study investigates whether an unstable baseline topology can be made stable by 

network switching and generation rescheduling (stages I & II in Figure 5.2). Results from 

Section 5.4.1 indicate that SWL33 is the only switching scenario with unstable results 

for a clearing time of 100 ms (see Figure 5.7); Therefore, Line33 is dropped from the 

network model with no possibility of reconnection, which means that in this context 

SWL33 is the base-case. With a new unstable base-case, the network topology is 

optimised via CTSRMs (5.16) and (5.17). Single and double switching scenarios are 

studied under a set of faults on Line24, Line25 and Line27. The analysis is performed 

with results considering a second single-line-switching of lines 23, 28, 13, 14, 18 and 16; 

for instance, SWL33-L23 denotes that the original test network (IEEE68) has been 

modified by switching-off lines 33 and 23. 

Initial stability assessment is based on time-domain simulations and TSI, as shown in 

Figure 5.19; the x-axis denotes the baseline SWL33 with six switching scenarios 

superimposed, three faults (clearing time was 100ms) are on the y-axis, and the legend 
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shows better and worse TSI values in green and in blue, respectively. The baseline 

SWL33 is unstable for all three faults; however, scenarios SWL33-L23 and SWL33-L13 

give stable results (green colour) in all 3 cases, whilst scenario SWL33-L28 is also stable 

but only for a fault on Line24. The positive impact of network switching is evident. Time-

domain simulations confirmed that Gen2 is the weakest from the transient stability 

perspective; it also has the biggest RAS difference and loading angles in most switching 

scenarios. Notably, the difference in RAS is directly linked to the loading of transmission 

branches (in the base-case topology) that are switched 𝑜𝑓𝑓/𝑜𝑛; the higher the branch 

loading, the higher the RAS difference. Moreover, TDS results confirmed that line-

switching actions close to the fault location are more likely to stabilize the unstable 

baseline. 

 
Figure 5.19: TSI results: switching scenarios with SWL33 as baseline (x-axis); fault locations on Line24, 

Line25, and Line27 (y-axis). 

Results of both CTSRMs (5.16) and (5.17) for the double-switching scenarios and 

predefined single-fault conditions are shown in Table 5.9. The table follows the same 

colour pattern for stable (green) and unstable (blue) scenarios as TSI results in Figure 

5.19, facilitating the comparison with stability results. CTSRMs are denoted by FF1 and 

FF2 in the first column, followed by the fault location. Results indicate that switching 

scenarios SWL33-L23, SWL33-L28 and SWL33-L13 are network structures with better 

transient stability because the CTSRMs have the lowest values among test switching 

scenarios. For instance, SWL33-L13 minimizes FF1 and FF2 for a fault on Line24, 

whereas SWL33-L23 minimizes both FFs for faults on lines 25 and 27. Closer inspection 

shows, for example, that the best switching scenario for a fault on Line24 is SWL33-

L13, and the worst is SWL33-L16. The best transient stability performance of SWL33-

L13 is due to the increase of the impedance between Gen2 and the fault location without 

increasing the impedance to Gen3. On the contrary, SWL33-L16 increases the 

impedance to the fault location in a smaller magnitude; however, it also increases the 

impedance between generators. Similar topological effects occur for a fault on Line27. 
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Table 5.9 Evaluation of FF1 and FF2 for double-switching scenarios with SWL33 as base-case 

FF	/	
Fault	
Loc.	

BL	
SWL33	

SW	
L33-L23	

SW	L33-
L28	

SW	L33-
L13	

SW	L33-
L14	

SW	L33-
L18	

SW	L33-
L16	

FF1/L24	 19500	 19138	 19478	 19035	 19500	 19499	 24822	
FF1/L25	 18679	 18354	 18582	 18381	 18679	 18678	 24363	
FF1/L27	 18753	 18358	 18622	 18429	 18753	 18752	 24236	
FF2/L24	 152767	 147720	 147263	 143863	 152741	 152155	 160966	
FF2/L25	 157045	 149570	 153838	 152123	 157020	 156636	 164154	
FF2/L27	 164892	 154253	 162616	 157709	 164869	 163825	 172192	

A comparison of Figure 5.19 and Table 5.9 reveals that both CTSRMs follow the TSI 

results very well for stable test cases; however, this may not always be the same for 

unstable cases. The proposed methodology is based on pre-fault conditions and network 

distances and captures synchronizing torque issues (first swing/initial swings stability) 

well; however, the methodology cannot identify loss of synchronism at later times 

beyond the first swing, caused by a lack of damping and sustained oscillations. 

Findings in Section 5.6.1 revealed that robustness metrics (5.16) and (5.17) have 

different advantages; hence, the study of the combination of normalised values of FF1 

and FF2 is done next. Figure 5.20 illustrates the normalised fitness values and the 

difference with respect to the fitness value of SWL33, obtained with both FFs (with blue 

and red bars). The affine combination 0.66 ∗ 𝐹𝐹1)<% + 0.34 ∗ 𝐹𝐹2)<% was included to 

bring together the features of both fitness functions, shown in Figure 5.20 with yellow 

bars. The assessment includes the evaluation of switching scenarios for two 

combinations of single-fault conditions; the first combination (FC-A) consists of faults 

on Line24 and Line25 in Figure 5.20(a), whilst the second combination (FC-B) extends 

FC-A by adding a third fault on Line27, in Figure 5.20(b).  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.20: Normalised FF1nor (blue), FF2nor (red) and their affine combination (yellow). The x-axis 
contains switching scenarios with fault conditions FC-A (a) and FC-B(b). 
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Figure 5.20 reveals that all metrics identify the worst switching scenario SWL16 in fault 

conditions FC-A and FC-B; however, FF1 performs better, assigning the highest fitness 

value. The analysis of FC-A indicates that the affine combination selects SWL33-L13 as 

the best switching scenario (𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 1.9819) enhancing the same selection done with FF1 

(𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 1.9884). Similarly, the analysis of FC-B suggests that while the selection based 

on FF1 is SWL28 (𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 2.9867), SWL23 (𝑓𝑖𝑡 = 2.9443) is selected as the best 

switching action using the affine combination of FFs. The comparison of these results 

with TSI values in Figure 5.19 shows a good alignment between the two; however, the 

affine combination selects SWL33-L13 and SWL33-L23 as the best switching scenarios 

for both fault cases, which is not the case with FF1 on its own. Therefore, the linear 

combination of normalized CTSRMs (5.16) and (5.17) can be considered the best choice. 

5.6.3 Network topology optimisation with load curtailments 

This study examines the effect of load curtailment as the last preventive recourse to 

improve the stability of an unstable baseline topology when generation rescheduling and 

network switching do not work (changes introduced by stages I & II in Figure 5.2 are not 

enough). For an initial total load of 12.4 GW, an increase of 7% and 10% raises the total 

load of the system to 13.2 and 13.6 GW, respectively. Under these new load scenarios, 

the base-case topology SWL33 is unstable for faults on Line24, Line25 and Line27. 

Although line switching can improve transient stability to some extent, the system 

remains unstable, and the problem has to be resolved with load curtailments. Stability 

outcomes with load curtailment for both increased load levels with the characteristic 

double-switching scenarios and predefined single-fault conditions are shown in Table 

5.10; the table colour indicates stable and unstable results in green and blue, respectively. 

The load increase levels are denoted by 7% and 10% in the first column. In both increased 

load scenarios, load curtailment was done at load nodes 17, 25, and 28 to bring them 

down close to the non-increased values.  
Table 5.10 Stability outcomes with load curtailment for total load increase of 7% and 10% 

%Load	
Increase/	
Fault	Loc.	

BL	
SWL33	

SW	L33-
L23	

SW	L33-
L28	

SW	L33-
L13	

SW	L33-
L14	

SW	L33-
L18	

SW	L33-
L16	

7%/L24	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	
7%/L25	 Stable	 Stable	 Unstable	 Stable	 Stable	 Unstable	 Unstable	
7%/L27	 Unstable	 Stable	 Unstable	 Stable	 Unstable	 Unstable	 Unstable	
10%/L24	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	
10%/L25	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	 Stable	
10%/L27	 Stable	 Stable	 Unstable	 Stable	 Unstable	 Unstable	 Unstable	
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As a result, the total load reduction in the two studied cases was 314 and 449 MW, 

respectively. Table 5.10 reveals that switching scenarios SWL33-23 and SWL33-13 give 

stable results in all studied cases. Consequently, load curtailment can effectively improve 

transient stability in a preventive mode; however, it should only be used as the last 

resource. 

5.6.4 Computation times 

Finally, the performance of the proposed methodology was assessed by comparing the 

computation time against the time-domain-based assessments. The time-domain 

assessment considers OPF, full RMS simulation and TSI computation, whilst the 

CTSRM method considers OPF, initialization of dynamic RMS model and computation 

of the CTSRM metric FF1 (5.16). A series of tests using MATLAB provided the median 

computational time involved in both methods. The platform used was a Win10 virtual 

machine with 12GB of RAM and six processors; the host system is a Linux Fedora34 

with an Intel Xeon 12 cores CPU of 3.6GHz.  

The comparison of computation times between time-domain simulations (TDS) and the 

proposed CTSRM methodology is shown in Table 5.11; the number of branches is 72. 

Results show a significant reduction in computational time of 60% and 76% for single 

and two single faults, respectively. If extrapolated to faults in all branches, all single 

switching scenarios would require 766,800 s for the TDS and 10,650 s for the CTSRM 

method; the reduction goes up to 98.4%. Besides, TDS handles only a single fault 

condition, whereas the proposed method can integrate several fault conditions. 
Table 5.11 Median computational time (seconds) for TDS and CTSRM using FF1 (5.16) 

Single	
faults		 1	TDS	 71	TDS	 1	CTSRM	 71	CTSRM	

L24	 166.37	 11379.7	 66.9	 5062.17	
L24-L25	 282.71	 20151.5	 67.7	 4904.14	

5.7 Summary 

This chapter defined and analysed a method to solve the TSSC-OPFwS problem 

introduced in Section 4.4. The proposed solution is a two-stage methodology considering 

the solution of the economic dispatch problem for a fixed topology as the first stage, 

whilst in the second stage, the topology of the network is optimised to provide the best 

transient stability response, considering a set of credible faults. In particular, the topology 

optimisation problem for transient stability aimed to find the network structure that 
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maximizes a network robustness metric for a given fault scenario. The proposed 

robustness metric is called composite transient stability robustness metric (CTSRM), 

which was designed to serve as a proxy function to predict, to a certain extent, the 

transient stability behaviour for a given set of faults. The introduction of the proxy 

function replaced the solution of the multimachine model and verification of transient 

stability constraints in the time domain, reducing the complexity of solving the TSSC-

OPFwS problem. 

To build the network robustness metric, it was necessary to study multiple factors 

reflecting the influence of the network structure on the transient stability behaviour of 

power systems. The studies considered correlation analyses of TDS results, analyses of 

impact factors based on test switching scenarios, and the statistical analysis of impact 

factors using better and worse stability result groups. It was found that pre-fault variables 

such as generator loading and rotor angles encode valuable information which can be 

used to map the influence of network topology on the improvement or reduction of 

transient stability. Furthermore, to account for the fault conditions, the analysis of several 

network topology metrics allowed the selection of two metrics; impedance-based metrics 

like DFG and DBG, based on electrical distance and shortest path computation, 

respectively, enabled the discrimination between better and worse stability results more 

accurately in comparison with other metrics. 

The definition of the network robustness metric CTSRM was based on combining a nodal 

and a network term. On the one hand, the nodal robustness of each SG was calculated 

based on the inertia, loading angle, and rotor angle; on the other hand, the network 

robustness incorporated the fault condition based on the equivalent impedance between 

individual SGs and a fault location, and the series impedances between SGs. Two 

CTSRMs were designed based on two different definitions of the network robustness 

term, identified as FF1 and FF2; they combine both nodal and network terms into 

robustness metrics, focusing on transient stability behaviour, to evaluate the fitness of a 

network structure. The accuracy of the proposed CTSRMs was evaluated by comparison 

against TSI results; simultaneously, it was possible to verify which test switching 

scenarios had better transient stability robustness for a given set of fault conditions. The 

assessment of the CTSRMs was based on three studies considering a stable base-case, 

an unstable base-case, and the application of load curtailments; it was found that metric 

FF1 can provide a better ranking of switching scenarios, but metric FF2 gives better 

differentiation between cases. Given that both robustness metrics showed certain 
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advantages, a study with normalized FF1 and FF2 was done, which indicated that a linear 

combination of normalized CTSRMs can be considered the best choice, adding more 

flexibility to the proposed approach to solve the TSSC-OPFwS problem. 

In particular, the contributions of the present chapter are given as follows:  

• A two-stage methodology to solve the proposed TSSC-OPFwS problem, 

combining SC-OPF and topology optimisation for transient stability based on a 

general network robustness metric. In particular, two network robustness metrics 

in the form of fitness functions were designed to be used on a GA-based 

optimisation method. 

• A study of transient stability impact factors, evaluating all possible single line-

switching scenarios, revealed three main findings. Firstly, pre-fault (steady state) 

variables like loading and rotor angles can give invaluable insight into the 

potentially unstable generators. Secondly, line-switching actions, such as line 

disconnection defining different network topologies, can positively impact 

transient stability. Finally, a higher inertia level does not always guarantee more 

stable results and vice versa; a harmful factor is the combination of inertia 

reduction and increased rotor angle separation. 

• A study of network topology metrics from network theory and power system 

literature provides high-quality metrics to capture the influence of network 

topology on transient stability. The analysis based on a realistic network 

suggested that the distance between generators and a fault location, and the 

distance between nearby generators, offer higher accuracy in discriminating 

between better and worse performance from the transient stability point of view. 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

6.1 Conclusions 

Integration of Converter Interfaced Generation (CIG) in modern power systems is rapidly 

growing; hence the system's inertia is being reduced, resulting in increasingly faster 

system dynamics. The increasing integration of CIG is driven by the major commitment 

to remove carbon emissions in the production of electrical energy and to make power 

systems more sustainable; the cost reduction of CIG, especially photovoltaics (PV), has 

also boosted the growth. In addition, the integration of a large number of CIGs is 

decentralising the generation and shifting the balance to a converter-dominated grid; this 

phenomenon can be seen worldwide but predominantly in developed countries. Even 

though the current generation landscape is changing worldwide, in developing countries 

generation is still centralised and dominated mainly by conventional units; therefore, SGs 

will continue to be critical assets in power systems in the foreseeable future. 

From a network perspective, the interconnections between power systems are expanding; 

hence, the integration of distant areas and markets will require significant transmission 

network reinforcements. Nevertheless, those changes will face growing environmental 

and budget restrictions; therefore, new approaches are needed to design flexible and cost-

effective solutions. For example, one possibility is to use transmission lines as flexible 

(dispatchable) assets so that the network structure can be adjusted to operate under the 

expected conditions. In particular, this thesis has comprehensively evaluated how line-

switching actions, like line disconnection or addition, can modify a network, how these 

discrete changes affect the network structure (topology), and the impact on the Transient 

Stability (TS) of power systems. In completing this research, a deterministic method, 

considering a comprehensive set of faults and switching scenarios, has been developed 
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to assess the transient stability performance of different network structures for a set of 

credible faults. The undertaken research is relevant because it focuses on improving 

transient stability with the aid of existing assets without the need for new capital 

investments; it is deemed that transient stability is likely to remain one of the key stability 

areas to be investigated in the following years. 

The network structure has an essential role in dynamic processes; nonetheless, the power 

systems research community have not studied in detail the impact of the network 

topology (optimization) on transient stability. One of the contributions of this thesis is a 

comprehensive review of the literature surrounding the effect of the network structure on 

the stability of power systems. The review revealed that several approaches had been 

proposed, both deterministic and probabilistic in nature, to use the flexibility provided 

by the topology; however, the transient stability aspect has been overlooked. For 

instance, some TSOs are already taking advantage of changing the network's topology 

by procedures using commercial software to mitigate congestion on transmission lines. 

However, most of them do not apply systematic methodologies to harness all available 

benefits of topological changes; relevant challenges in adopting systematic approaches 

in the industry are often a lack of relevant data and appropriate software, lengthy 

computational times and studies of large-scale networks.  

A successful approach using the network structure as a control means has been achieved 

in Optimal Transmission Switching (OTS), which focuses mainly on asset overloading, 

voltage violations, and reduction of operational costs. Very limited OTS literature 

addresses transient stability, focusing only on a regular topology or including restrictions 

on short-circuit currents. Similarly, Optimal Topology Control (OTC) literature 

incorporates the advantages of congestion reduction and investigates the integration of 

CIG. Among the small number of contributions considering transient stability within 

OTC, it is only possible to find corrective (optimisation) approaches based on transient 

energy functions; nonetheless, determining the controllable unstable equilibrium point is 

a typical drawback. Notably, the use of graph-based metrics is almost absent from the 

reviewed literature on optimisation techniques used in OTS and OTC; only in 

contingency analysis to avoid component overloading the graph-based electrical distance 

between generators and fault location has been previously used. 

Another relevant reviewed topic was Transient Stability Constrained Optimal Power 

Flow (TSC-OPF); in this topic, dynamic equations of SGs are discretised, increasing the 
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dimension of the optimisation model or solved through Time-Domain Simulation (TDS). 

In both approaches modelling topological changes by switching would amplify 

scalability and complexity issues to the point that the optimisation problem becomes 

unsolvable; this indicates that a non-simulation-based approach can be an alternative way 

to reflect the effect of the network structure within the optimization problem. In the 

reviewed literature, topology metrics designed to assess the impact of the topology on 

the dynamic behaviour of SG during electromechanical transients are practically non-

existent. Therefore, specific network topology metrics were investigated and developed, 

which is one of the central gaps that this thesis covers. 

A summary of conclusions related to the contributions is given in the sections below. In 

addition, an overview of the contributions is given in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1 List of contributions 

Id	 Name	 Description	
C1	 Optimisation	

framework	TSSC-
OPFwS	

An	 optimisation	 framework	 combines	 a	 transient	 stability	
inequality	constraint	based	on	TSI,	a	classical	multi-machine	
model	 based	 on	 a	 structure-preserving	 network,	 and	 line-
switching	 actions.	 The	 integration	 is	 formulated	 in	 an	
optimisation	problem	called	Transient	Stability	and	Security	
Constraint	 Optimal	 Power	 Flow	 with	 Switching	 (TSSC-
OPFwS).	

C2	 Two-stage	solution	of	
TSSC-OPFwS	

A	two-stage	methodology	to	solve	the	proposed	TSSC-OPFwS	
problem,	which	combines	SC-OPF	and	topology	optimisation	
for	transient	stability.	

C3	 Study	of	TS	nodal	
impact	factors	

A	 study	 of	 generator	 transient	 stability	 impact	 factors,	
evaluating	 all	 possible	 single-line-switching	 scenarios,	
revealed	 pre-fault	 variables	 related	 to	 SGs	 that	 drive	
transient	 stability	behaviour	when	 there	 is	a	 change	 in	 the	
network	structure.	

C4	 Study	of	TS	
topological	impact	

factors	

The	definition	and	study	of	two	impedance-based	proximity	
metrics	to	evaluate	the	effect	of	line-switching	actions	on	the	
network	 structure	 of	 transmission	 networks	 and	 transient	
stability.	

C5	 Definition	of	TS	
robustness	metrics	

Two	 network	 robustness	 metrics,	 called	 Composite	
Transient	Stability	Robustness	Metric	(CTSRM)	in	the	form	of	
fitness	 functions,	were	 designed	 to	 be	 used	 on	 a	GA-based	
optimisation	method.	

 

6.1.1 Optimisation framework TSSC-OPFwS 

An optimisation framework was proposed to provide the tool to find the best network 

controls, including branch switching, to improve the transient stability behaviour of 

power systems. The proposed framework addresses both transient stability and network 

security and is composed of several components: a) A classical multi-machine transient 

stability model making use of the structure-preserving network representation, including 

line switching; b) A transient stability inequality constraint formulated using TSI; c) 
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Network security model expressed via load-flow equations for intact and (N-1) networks; 

d) Network operational inequality constraints for intact and (N-1) network; and e) 

Objective function that contains costs of generations and possibly load curtailments; the 

envisaged controls, network switching and generation (re)dispatching, are used to 

improve the transient stability behaviour of power systems.  

The first block of the proposed framework includes dynamic aspects of the power system 

transient stability. The details of two multi-machine models for transient stability 

analysis were developed within the optimisation framework. The first was the standard 

model based on the classical dynamic representation of SGs with network reduction, 

reducing the model's complexity but hiding the network's structural characteristics. The 

second model, also based on the classical dynamic representation of SGs, uses the 

network topology, where active power loads represent the demand at non-generation 

nodes. The novelty aspect of the second model is that it includes binary variables to 

represent the statuses of transmission lines. Next, the study of multiple transient stability 

indicators using TDS demonstrated that TSI is best suited to analyse the stability of fault 

cases. Using correlation analysis, it was possible to identify that TSI shares a similar 

qualitative assessment with other transient stability indicators; therefore, the selection of 

TSI as the base indicator was not only due to its accuracy reported in the literature but 

also because of its correlation level with other studied stability indicators. The second 

block of the proposed framework contains static aspects of the power system security; it 

was proposed to introduce network switching into the security model, which was again 

done using the branch status binary variables.  

The two blocks are the basis of the proposed general dynamic optimisation problem 

called Transient Stability and Security Constraint Optimal Power Flow with Switching 

(TSSC-OPFwS); the formulation of the problem is general because it considers 

preventive controls, network switching and generation (re)dispatch, but also allows for 

the application of corrective remedies in the preventive mode. In other words, the 

preventive mode considers the premise “It will be possible to change a control following 

the system disturbance”, which is incorporated in the equations of the optimisation 

model. 

A novel optimization framework was proposed, which integrates transient stability and 

network security aspects with line switching as an available control. The transient 

stability block uses the classical multi-machine model with structure-preserving network 
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and line switching, as well as an inequality constraint based on TSI. The combination of 

security and transient stability constraints defines the general dynamic optimisation 

problem called Transient Stability and Security Constraint Optimal Power Flow with 

Switching (TSSC-OPFwS). 

6.1.2 Two-stage solution of TSSC-OPFwS 

The TSSC-OPFwS problem is a large-scale mixed-integer non-linear multi-stage (i.e., 

discretised temporal relations) optimisation; therefore, instead of using traditional 

optimisation methods directly, a solution decoupling security from transient stability 

aspects was studied. The proposed solution is a two-stage methodology considering the 

solution of the economic dispatch problem for a fixed topology as the first stage, whilst 

in the second stage, the topology of the network is optimised to provide the best transient 

stability response, considering a set of credible faults. In the first stage, an SC-OPF is 

solved for the fixed network topology, which can also be obtained from the second stage 

during the iterative process; the output of the first stage is an optimal operating point 

considering pre-fault SC-OPF generator voltage and active power dispatch. In the second 

stage, a topology optimisation problem for transient stability finds the network structure 

that minimises a TS robustness metric (CTSRM) for a given set of fault scenarios. The 

proposed robustness metric uses pre-fault generator data and network structure metrics 

considering fault conditions, which can be computed using the computational methods 

described in this thesis. In summary, the proposed two-stage solution decouples the 

power flow (security) constraints from the dynamic and binary (transient stability) 

constraints; moreover, using a TS robustness metric within the topology optimisation 

reduces the complexity of the computational burden of solving the dynamical models is 

avoided. 

A two-stage methodology was defined to solve the proposed TSSC-OPFwS problem, 

combining SC-OPF and topology optimisation for transient stability based on a general 

network robustness metric. The proposed solution decouples the power flow (security) 

constraints from the dynamic and binary (transient stability) constraints; moreover, 

using a transient stability robustness metric within the topology optimisation reduces the 

complexity of solving the dynamical models in time domain. 
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6.1.3 Study of TS nodal impact factors 

A comprehensive study provided evidence that line-switching actions defining different 

network topologies can positively impact transient stability. The performance 

comparison between switching scenarios and a base-case topology, for all possible 

single-fault conditions, showed that improvements in transient stability could be found 

in more than 48% of cases. Moreover, the analysis of transient stability impact factors, 

evaluating all possible single line-switching scenarios, confirmed that pre-fault (steady 

state) conditions could give valuable insight into the potentially unstable generators. 

Line-switching actions can significantly impact pre-fault Rotor Angle Separation (RAS) 

difference and load angles, affecting the power transfer during faults. This thesis showed 

that such impact could be positive for highly oscillatory generators after faults, up to a 

certain degree; therefore, switching actions, leading to small changes in  RAS differences 

and load angles, can be considered a preventive measure towards improving stability in 

the network. On the contrary, a large pre-fault difference in RAS between a switching 

scenario and the base-case can be considered a high-quality indicator of unstable 

generators; high pre-fault unit loading also contributes to the instability. The analysis 

also indicated that the difference in RAS is linked to the transmission branch loadings 

that are switched off/on; the higher the loading on the transmission branch, the higher 

the RAS difference, which is potentially detrimental from the transient stability 

perspective.  

Furthermore, it was confirmed that generator inertia is a relevant impact factor on 

transient stability; however, a higher inertia level does not always guarantee more stable 

results and vice versa. A harmful factor is the combination of inertia reduction and 

increased RAS; hence, both factors are modelled in the proposed robustness metric. 

Finally, generator initial loading was also found to be an important factor in transient 

stability. 

A study of transient stability nodal (generator) impact factors evaluating single line-

switching scenarios revealed three main findings related to switching actions. Firstly, 

pre-fault variables like generator loading and rotor angles can give invaluable insight 

into the potentially unstable generators. Secondly, line-switching actions defining 

different network topologies can positively impact transient stability. Finally, a higher 

inertia level does not always guarantee more stable results and vice versa; a harmful 

factor is the combination of inertia reduction and increased rotor angle separation. 
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6.1.4 Study of TS topological impact factors 

The study of the effect of line-switching actions on impedance metrics in the 

transmission network was done based on two small-size test systems to avoid the 

complexity of large-size networks; impedance-based proximity metrics were used to 

provide insight into the effect of discrete topological changes on the transient stability 

level. Firstly, two SMIB test systems combined with the classical model of SG allowed 

the analysis of different network structures based on the EAC and CCT, with a focus on 

the impedance between a generator and the fault location, identified as 𝑍𝐹𝐺. Based on a 

preliminary analysis, the 𝑍𝐹𝐺 was defined based on the electrical distance between an 

SG and a fault location, which was verified by running the TDS studies; depending on 

the network structure, the study showed that increasing the impedance between a 

generator and the fault location	𝑍𝐹𝐺 can improve the stability, increasing the CCT at 

least in 28% of cases. 

In conjunction with TDS studies, a modified version of the Anderson and Fouad 9Bus 

test system (AF9B) served as a testing environment to study discrete topological changes 

focusing on the impedance between generators. The studies revealed that a graph-based 

proximity metric provides a higher focus on topological changes in the path between 

nearby SGs; therefore, the impedance between generators 𝑍𝐵𝐺 based on the geodesic 

distance was adopted. The analysis of simulation results revealed that line-switching 

actions increasing 𝑍𝐵𝐺 were detrimental from the stability perspective; remarkably, the 

combination of larger 𝑍𝐹𝐺 and smaller 𝑍𝐵𝐺 improved the stability by 20%, which was 

reflected by a longer CCT. Results based on SMIB and AF9B networks highlight the 

importance of the network structure and how line-switching actions impact dynamic 

responses of SGs; the topological effect was quantified by that two metrics (𝑍𝐹𝐺 and 

𝑍𝐵𝐺), which have never been used before to provide a link between the network structure 

with the transient stability behaviour of power systems. 

Furthermore, based on a realistic test system such as the IEEE68 bus network, the 

analysis of TDS results combining switching and fault scenarios allowed the selection of 

two network topology metrics; those impedance-based metrics, 𝐷𝐹𝐺 and 𝐷𝐵𝐺 based on 

electrical distance and shortest path computation, respectively, enabled the 

discrimination between better and worse stability results more accurately in comparison 

with other metrics. The study also revealed similar trends, in terms of the effect on 

transient stability behaviour, on the impedance between generators and fault locations 
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(𝐷𝐹𝐺) and between generators (𝐷𝐵𝐺) in comparison with those found using small test 

systems (SMIB and AF9B). The similarities in the effects, captured by the analysed 

topology metrics, lead to the conclusion that the network structure effect is general 

because it applies to systems of different sizes. 

The definition and study of two impedance-based proximity metrics, in the context of 

small test systems, to evaluate the effect of line-switching actions on the structure of a 

transmission network and how those discrete changes impact the transient stability 

behaviour of power systems. The analysis based on a realistic test system suggested that 

impedance-based distance between generators and a fault location 𝐷𝐹𝐺, and between 

nearby generators 𝐷𝐵𝐺, offer higher accuracy in discriminating between network 

structures with a better or worse performance from the transient stability point of view. 

In particular, the confirmation of the effects of 𝐷𝐹𝐺 and 𝐷𝐵𝐺 on transient stability based 

on a realistic test system, originally revealed on two small test systems using 𝑍𝐹𝐺 and 

𝑍𝐵𝐺, leads to the conclusion that the findings based on network topology metrics are 

general. 

6.1.5 Definition of TS robustness metrics 

In particular, the solution of the TSSCOPFwS includes a network topology optimisation 

based on a Composite Transient Stability Robustness Metric (CTSRM); CTSRM was 

designed to serve as a proxy function to predict, to a certain extent, the transient stability 

behaviour for a given set of faults. Correlation analyses validated the selection of two 

impedance-based network topology metrics, namely, the impedance-based distance 

between generators and a fault location (DFG) and impedance between nearby generators 

(DBG), which both offer higher accuracy in discriminating between better and worse 

network topologies from the transient stability point of view. Network topology metrics, 

i.e., selected impedance-based proximity metrics, combined with transient stability 

“nodal” impact factors, i.e., RAS difference, generator inertia and initial loading, were 

used to define two networks CTSRMs in the form of fitness functions; the functions were 

designed to be used in a GA-based optimisation method. Both proposed robustness 

metrics, denoted as FF1 and FF2, discriminate well between better and worse stability 

performance. The studies showed that FF1 could provide a better ranking of switching 

scenarios, but FF2 showed better differentiation between the scenarios with worsened 

stability. However, TDS studies also revealed that the proposed methodology has a 
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limitation because it cannot capture instability beyond the first few swings, which is often 

of oscillatory nature.  

The evaluation of the proposed robustness metrics did not exhibit scalability issues and 

can be applied to large systems; moreover, they lead to substantial computation time 

reductions and can be potentially exploited in real-time. The studies performed are 

comprehensive enough to test the proposed methodology; however, they are restricted to 

faults in the middle of transmission lines and for only a limited number of dispatch 

conditions. A more extensive set of fault conditions and variations in system loads will 

be necessary for the practical application of the proposed approach; nevertheless, the 

number and characteristics of scenarios used in the studies are enough for research 

purposes and to draw the most important conclusions. 

Within the proposed topology optimisation for transient stability, two network robustness 

metrics in the form of fitness functions were designed to be used in a GA-based 

optimisation method. In particular, the proposed robustness metrics are called 

Composite Transient Stability Robustness Metrics (CTSRMs), which serve as proxy 

functions to predict, to a certain extent, the transient stability behaviour of a power 

system for a given set of faults. The introduction of proxy functions replaced the solution 

of the multimachine model and verification of transient stability constraints in the time 

domain, reducing the complexity of solving the TSSC-OPFwS problem. 

6.2 Future work 

The work presented in this thesis has fulfilled the research aims and objectives initially 

defined; nonetheless, there are several areas where the work included in this thesis can 

be extended. Some of the foreseeable extensions of the methods and concepts presented 

are described below: 

i. The proposed network topology optimisation method was defined as a 

deterministic approach; it was tested based on a specific load profile and fault 

location (in the middle of transmission lines) without including uncertainties. An 

extension of the work presented in this thesis is a probabilistic analysis of the 

effect of the network structure on transient stability, including uncertainties in 

different system parameters. The primary purpose is to test the accuracy of 

CTSRMs. A Monte Carlo (MC) simulation process can be implemented to 

incorporate load and fault location uncertainties into the analysis as a first step. 
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The MC method is simple and can provide accurate results; however, for large 

systems, the number of uncertainties must be kept low to avoid the need for a 

massive number of scenarios to capture a relevant range of parameters. 

ii. The study of the influence of generator inertia on transient stability in this thesis 

considered the reduction of the machine ratings. In the current and future 

scenarios, the inertia reduction is a consequence of the increasing penetration of 

CIG related to the integration of RES; therefore, extending the analysis of the 

impact of the network structure in combination with the penetration of RES is a 

highly relevant task. An initial approach to this work must consider the 

integration of wind and solar-based CIG into the AF9B to understand the effect 

under a discrete set of environmental conditions (wind and light availability). In 

particular, DFIG and FCC dynamic models are readily available in PowerFactory 

to integrate wind turbines and photovoltaic panels. In particular, the inclusion of 

CIG into the analysis opens a wide variety of options to define new operating 

scenarios due to the stochastic nature of RES. 

iii. Another extension of the work presented in this thesis is a probabilistic analysis 

based on MC simulation combining the effect of the network topology and 

penetration of RES. To accomplish this work, network models must be extended 

to integrate CIGs, and the computation of dispatch needs to include stochastic 

characteristics related to RES, like wind and solar uncertainties. An objective 

using a probabilistic approach can be to find the limits of the influence of the 

network structure on transient stability for a given level of CIG penetration; 

alternatively, to find the level of CIG penetration for which network switching is 

still effective. 

iv. The network topology optimisation based on the proposed CTSRMs was assessed 

based mainly on the performance of test switching scenarios. In particular, 

CTSRMs in the form of fitness functions were evaluated, and the IEEE68 

transmission network was optimised for a set of switching scenarios. The work 

in this thesis can be extended by performing a comprehensive set of tests 

performing the GA-based optimisation defining different base-case scenarios of 

the IEEE68 test system. Moreover, the test set must be extended later to include 

publicly available test systems, such as the GB or Iceland transmission networks. 

For instance, the Iceland transmission system is a medium-sized network with 

206 transmission branches connecting 189 buses with 35 generator nodes; 

besides, the GB network is a large network with 3207 transmission branches 
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connecting 2224 buses with 394 generation nodes. This work aims to increase the 

proposed methodology's testing environment to verify its performance and 

accuracy based on medium and large-scale networks. 

v. Another research possibility is the investigation of different metrics that can be 

incorporated within the CTSRM functions to improve the accuracy of the 

proposed methodology, for instance, the components of the matrix of the 

linearised classical TS model. 
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Appendix A: Network Data 
 

 

 

This appendix will provide the data corresponding to all the test networks used 

throughout this thesis. 

A.1   SMIB network  

The data of the modified AF9B network described in Section 3.1.1 and used in the 

analysis of Chapter 3 are presented below: 

• 220 kV transmission circuits impedance: 0.5 ohm/km, with 150, 100, and 50 km 

long each. 

• 20/220 kV generator step-up transformer: 0.15 p.u., 875 MVA (nominal). 

• 20 kV synchronous generator: the same parameters and controllers as G5 of the 

IEEE 68-bus test network. The nominal installed capacity rating data are 700 

MVA and 595 MW.  
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A.2   Modified AF9B network 

The data of the modified AF9B network described in Section 3.2.1 and used in the 

analysis of Chapter 3 are presented below: 

A.2.1   Branch impedances 

The branch impedance data for the network is presented in Table A.5 (100 MVA base), 

which includes transformers. 
Table A.1 Branch data for the modified AF9B test network 

From	
bus	 To	bus	 R	(p.u.)	 X	(p.u.)	 B	(p.u.)	

Parallel	
circuits	

1	 4	 0.0000	 0.0576	 0.0000	 1	
2	 7	 0.0000	 0.0625	 0.0000	 1	
3	 9	 0.0000	 0.0586	 0.0000	 1	
5	 4	 0.0200	 0.1700	 0.0880	 2	
6	 4	 0.0340	 0.1840	 0.0790	 2	
5	 7	 0.0640	 0.3220	 0.1530	 3	
9	 6	 0.0780	 0.3400	 0.1790	 2	
7	 8	 0.0170	 0.1440	 0.0745	 2	
8	 9	 0.0238	 0.2016	 0.1045	 3	

 

A.2.2   Load flow data 

The data required to complete the load power flow is included in Table A.6. 
Table A.2 Load flow data for the modified AF9B test network 

Bus	 V	(p.u.)	 (°)	 PG	(MW)	 PL	(MW)	 QL	(MVAR)	

1	 1.040	 0.000	 60.40	 	 	
2	 1.111	 6.420	 163.00	 	 	
3	 1.106	 2.657	 85.00	 	 	
5	 1.068	 147.167	 	 115.00	 50.00	
6	 1.069	 146.331	 	 90.00	 30.00	
8	 1.113	 149.374	 	 100.00	 20.00	
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A.2.3   Generator dynamic data 

The generator dynamic data are given in Table A.3 and Table A.4. 
Table A.3 Generator dynamic data for the modified AF9B test network (1) 

Gen.	 Bus	 Base	(MVA)	 𝑋)*	
(p.u.)	 𝑋%	(p.u.)	 𝑋%& 	(p.u.)	 𝑋%&&	(p.u.)	

𝑇%W& 	
(s)	 𝑇%W&& 	(s)	

G1	 1	 247.5	 0.08316	 0.36135	 0.1505	 0.1	 8.96	 0.075	
G2	 2	 192.	 0.10003	 1.7299	 0.2300	 0.2	 6	 0.0575	
G3	 3	 128.	 0.0949	 1.68	 0.2320	 0.2	 5.89	 0.0575	

 

Table A.4 Generator dynamic data for the modified AF9B test system (2) 

Gen.	 Bus	 Rating	(MVA)	 𝑋'	(p.u.)	 𝑋'& 	(p.u.)	 𝑋'&&	(p.u.)	 𝑇'(& 	(s)	 𝑇'W&& 	(s)	 H	(s)	
G1	 1	 247.5	 0.2398	 -	 0.1	 -	 0.15	 9.55	
G2	 2	 192.	 1.6598	 0.3780	 0.2	 0.535	 0.0945	 3.92	
G3	 3	 128.	 1.6099	 0.32	 0.2	 0.6	 0.08	 2.76	

Generators G1-G3 all use type Mag A exciter with the following parameters: 

𝑇H = 0.0, 𝐾@-E = 400, 𝑇@-E = 0.05, 𝐸-E65) = -3.5, 𝐸-E69E = 3.5, 𝑇'-E = 0.95, 𝐾'-E = -0.17, 

𝐴'-E = 0.0039, 𝐵'-E = 1.555. 
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A.3   Modified IEEE 68-bus test network 

This section provides the data for the IEEE 68-bus test network, described in Section 5.1. 

Full system details, generator, and exciter parameters are adopted from [197], with PSS 

settings for G9 obtained from [201]. 

A.3.1   Branch impedances 

The branch impedance data for the network is presented in Table A.5 (100 MVA base), 

which includes transformers. 
Table A.5 Branch data for the modified IEEE 68-bus test network 

From	
bus	

To	
bus	 R	(p.u.)	 X	(p.u.)	 B	(p.u.)	 	 From	

bus	
To	
bus	 R	(p.u.)	 X	(p.u.)	 B	(p.u.)	

1	 54	 0.0000	 0.0181	 0.0000	 	 38	 31	 0.0011	 0.0147	 0.2470	
2	 58	 0.0000	 0.0250	 0.0000	 	 39	 44	 0.0000	 0.0411	 0.0000	
3	 62	 0.0000	 0.0200	 0.0000	 	 39	 45	 0.0000	 0.0839	 0.0000	
4	 19	 0.0007	 0.0142	 0.0000	 	 41	 40	 0.0060	 0.0840	 3.1500	
5	 20	 0.0009	 0.0180	 0.0000	 	 42	 41	 0.0040	 0.0600	 2.2500	
6	 22	 0.0000	 0.0143	 0.0000	 	 43	 44	 0.0001	 0.0011	 0.0000	
7	 23	 0.0005	 0.0272	 0.0000	 	 43	 17	 0.0005	 0.0276	 0.0000	
8	 25	 0.0006	 0.0232	 0.0000	 	 44	 45	 0.0025	 0.0730	 0.0000	
9	 29	 0.0008	 0.0156	 0.0000	 	 45	 51	 0.0004	 0.0105	 0.7200	
10	 31	 0.0000	 0.0260	 0.0000	 	 45	 35	 0.0007	 0.0175	 1.3900	
11	 32	 0.0000	 0.0130	 0.0000	 	 47	 48	 0.0025	 0.0268	 0.4000	
12	 36	 0.0000	 0.0075	 0.0000	 	 47	 48	 0.0025	 0.0268	 0.4000	
13	 17	 0.0000	 0.0033	 0.0000	 	 48	 40	 0.0020	 0.0220	 1.2800	
14	 41	 0.0000	 0.0015	 0.0000	 	 49	 46	 0.0018	 0.0274	 0.2700	
15	 42	 0.0000	 0.0015	 0.0000	 	 50	 51	 0.0009	 0.0221	 1.6200	
16	 18	 0.0000	 0.0030	 0.0000	 	 52	 37	 0.0007	 0.0082	 0.1319	
17	 36	 0.0005	 0.0045	 0.3200	 	 52	 55	 0.0011	 0.0133	 0.2138	
18	 50	 0.0012	 0.0288	 2.0599	 	 53	 54	 0.0035	 0.0411	 0.6987	
18	 42	 0.0040	 0.0600	 2.2500	 	 53	 27	 0.0320	 0.3200	 0.4100	
18	 49	 0.0076	 0.1141	 1.1600	 	 53	 47	 0.0013	 0.0188	 1.3100	
19	 68	 0.0016	 0.0195	 0.3040	 	 54	 53	 0.0035	 0.0411	 0.6987	
20	 19	 0.0007	 0.0138	 0.0000	 	 55	 54	 0.0013	 0.0151	 0.2572	
22	 23	 0.0006	 0.0096	 0.1846	 	 56	 55	 0.0013	 0.0213	 0.2214	
22	 21	 0.0008	 0.0140	 0.2565	 	 57	 56	 0.0008	 0.0128	 0.1342	
23	 24	 0.0022	 0.0350	 0.3610	 	 58	 57	 0.0002	 0.0026	 0.0434	
25	 54	 0.0070	 0.0086	 0.1460	 	 59	 60	 0.0004	 0.0046	 0.0780	
26	 25	 0.0032	 0.0323	 0.5310	 	 59	 58	 0.0006	 0.0092	 0.1130	
26	 29	 0.0057	 0.0625	 1.0290	 	 60	 61	 0.0023	 0.0363	 0.3804	
27	 37	 0.0013	 0.0173	 0.3216	 	 60	 61	 0.0023	 0.0363	 0.3804	
27	 26	 0.0014	 0.0147	 0.2396	 	 60	 57	 0.0008	 0.0110	 0.1476	
28	 26	 0.0043	 0.0474	 0.7802	 	 61	 30	 0.0019	 0.0183	 0.2900	
28	 29	 0.0014	 0.0151	 0.2490	 	 61	 30	 0.0019	 0.0183	 0.2900	
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From	
bus	

To	
bus	 R	(p.u.)	 X	(p.u.)	 B	(p.u.)	 	 From	

bus	
To	
bus	 R	(p.u.)	 X	(p.u.)	 B	(p.u.)	

30	 53	 0.0008	 0.0074	 0.4800	 	 62	 65	 0.0004	 0.0043	 0.0729	
31	 30	 0.0013	 0.0187	 0.3330	 	 62	 63	 0.0004	 0.0043	 0.0729	
31	 53	 0.0016	 0.0163	 0.2500	 	 63	 58	 0.0007	 0.0082	 0.1389	
32	 30	 0.0024	 0.0288	 0.4880	 	 63	 64	 0.0016	 0.0435	 0.0000	
33	 38	 0.0036	 0.0444	 0.6930	 	 65	 66	 0.0009	 0.0101	 0.1723	
33	 32	 0.0008	 0.0099	 0.1680	 	 65	 64	 0.0016	 0.0435	 0.0000	
34	 33	 0.0011	 0.0157	 0.2020	 	 66	 67	 0.0018	 0.0217	 0.3660	
35	 34	 0.0001	 0.0074	 0.0000	 	 66	 56	 0.0008	 0.0129	 0.1382	
36	 34	 0.0033	 0.0111	 1.4500	 	 67	 68	 0.0009	 0.0094	 0.1710	
36	 61	 0.0022	 0.0196	 0.3400	 	 68	 24	 0.0003	 0.0059	 0.0680	
36	 61	 0.0022	 0.0196	 0.3400	 	 68	 37	 0.0007	 0.0089	 0.1342	
38	 46	 0.0022	 0.0284	 0.4300	 	 68	 21	 0.0008	 0.0135	 0.2548	

 

A.3.2   Load flow data 

The data required to complete the load power flow is included in Table A.6. 
Table A.6 Load flow data for the modified IEEE 68-bus test network 

Bus	 V	(p.u.)	 (°)	 PG	(MW)	 PL	(MW)	 QL	(MVAR)	

1	 0.91	 57.27	 222.29	 	 	
2	 0.99	 59.79	 352.85	 	 	
3	 0.90	 62.67	 436.73	 	 	
4	 0.90	 66.52	 483.01	 	 	
5	 0.92	 65.54	 407.01	 	 	
6	 0.90	 69.26	 510.04	 	 	
7	 0.91	 71.93	 425.55	 	 	
8	 0.90	 65.16	 487.42	 	 	
9	 0.93	 72.94	 712.69	 	 	
10	 1.10	 59.10	 595.00	 	 	
11	 1.09	 62.78	 1190.00	 	 	
12	 1.10	 48.14	 161.50	 	 	
13	 1.09	 0.00	 3543.45	 	 	
14	 0.90	 19.48	 312.06	 	 	
15	 0.90	 25.20	 491.45	 	 	
16	 1.04	 46.03	 2762.40	 	 	
17	 1.07	 -5.78	 	 4190.52	 209.53	
18	 1.04	 41.64	 	 1873.57	 93.30	
19	 0.90	 61.66	 	 0.00	 0.00	
20	 0.90	 60.48	 	 525.82	 79.65	
21	 0.89	 59.34	 	 198.05	 83.12	
22	 0.90	 64.08	 	 0.00	 0.00	
23	 0.90	 63.84	 	 181.33	 62.15	
24	 0.91	 56.94	 	 209.58	 -62.40	
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Bus	 V	(p.u.)	 (°)	 PG	(MW)	 PL	(MW)	 QL	(MVAR)	

25	 0.94	 57.45	 	 176.27	 36.98	
26	 0.94	 57.51	 	 105.54	 12.91	
27	 0.93	 55.29	 	 205.84	 55.67	
28	 0.93	 62.29	 	 161.75	 21.99	
29	 0.93	 65.49	 	 201.30	 19.14	
30	 1.05	 50.40	 	 0.00	 0.00	
31	 1.06	 51.49	 	 0.00	 0.00	
32	 1.07	 55.20	 	 0.00	 0.00	
33	 1.07	 50.98	 	 85.01	 0.00	
34	 1.06	 45.30	 	 0.00	 0.00	
35	 1.05	 40.98	 	 0.00	 0.00	
36	 1.08	 47.55	 	 77.70	 -14.49	
37	 0.92	 55.34	 	 0.00	 0.00	
38	 1.07	 49.78	 	 0.00	 0.00	
39	 0.99	 9.70	 	 207.92	 9.81	
40	 1.05	 34.25	 	 47.44	 16.79	
41	 0.90	 19.15	 	 753.16	 188.29	
42	 0.90	 24.68	 	 829.31	 180.29	
43	 1.00	 3.90	 	 0.00	 0.00	
44	 1.00	 4.32	 	 200.54	 3.64	
45	 1.04	 30.58	 	 164.16	 16.57	
46	 1.07	 45.85	 	 109.82	 20.87	
47	 1.05	 42.33	 	 154.37	 24.33	
48	 1.05	 38.44	 	 179.70	 1.49	
49	 1.08	 43.60	 	 127.75	 22.59	
50	 1.09	 35.10	 	 72.42	 -106.46	
51	 1.07	 31.13	 	 253.44	 -91.75	
52	 0.92	 54.18	 	 120.86	 22.95	
53	 1.03	 49.47	 	 208.27	 97.52	
54	 0.95	 54.60	 	 0.00	 0.00	
55	 0.94	 53.38	 	 241.40	 1.50	
56	 0.94	 53.78	 	 153.79	 56.60	
57	 0.96	 53.96	 	 0.00	 0.00	
58	 0.96	 54.43	 	 0.00	 0.00	
59	 0.97	 52.55	 	 184.43	 66.21	
60	 0.98	 52.12	 	 163.53	 55.03	
61	 1.04	 49.48	 	 81.78	 98.30	
62	 0.93	 56.70	 	 0.00	 0.00	
63	 0.94	 55.91	 	 0.00	 0.00	
64	 0.92	 56.00	 	 6.92	 67.67	
65	 0.93	 56.22	 	 0.00	 0.00	
66	 0.93	 55.12	 	 0.00	 0.00	
67	 0.90	 55.10	 	 248.60	 118.86	
68	 0.91	 56.67	 	 253.09	 24.62	
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A.3.3   Generator dynamic data 

The generator dynamic data are given in Table A.7 and Table A.8. 
Table A.7 Generator dynamic data for the modified IEEE 68-bus test network (1) 

Gen.	 Bus	 Base	(MVA)	 𝑋)*	
(p.u.)	 𝑋%	(p.u.)	 𝑋%& 	(p.u.)	 𝑋%&&	(p.u.)	

𝑇%W& 	
(s)	 𝑇%W&& 	(s)	

G1	 1	 100	 0.0125	 0.1000	 0.0310	 0.025	 10.2	 0.05	
G2	 2	 100	 0.0350	 0.2950	 0.0697	 0.05	 6.56	 0.05	
G3	 3	 100	 0.0304	 0.2495	 0.0531	 0.045	 5.7	 0.05	
G4	 4	 100	 0.0295	 0.2620	 0.0436	 0.035	 5.69	 0.05	
G5	 5	 100	 0.0270	 0.3300	 0.0660	 0.05	 5.4	 0.05	
G6	 6	 100	 0.0224	 0.2540	 0.0500	 0.04	 7.3	 0.05	
G7	 7	 100	 0.0322	 0.2950	 0.0490	 0.04	 5.66	 0.05	
G8	 8	 100	 0.0280	 0.2900	 0.0570	 0.045	 6.7	 0.05	
G9	 9	 100	 0.0298	 0.2106	 0.0570	 0.045	 4.79	 0.05	
G10	 10	 100	 0.0199	 0.1690	 0.0457	 0.04	 9.37	 0.05	
G11	 11	 100	 0.0103	 0.1280	 0.0180	 0.012	 4.1	 0.05	
G12	 12	 100	 0.0220	 0.1010	 0.0310	 0.025	 7.4	 0.05	
G13	 13	 200	 0.0030	 0.0296	 0.0055	 0.004	 5.9	 0.05	
G14	 14	 100	 0.0017	 0.0180	 0.00285	 0.0023	 4.1	 0.05	
G15	 15	 100	 0.0017	 0.0180	 0.00285	 0.0023	 4.1	 0.05	
G16	 16	 200	 0.0041	 0.0356	 0.0071	 0.0055	 7.8	 0.05	

 

Table A.8 Generator dynamic data for the modified IEEE 68-bus test system (2) 

Gen.	 Bus	 Rating	(MVA)	 𝑋'	(p.u.)	 𝑋'& 	(p.u.)	 𝑋'&&	(p.u.)	 𝑇'(& 	(s)	 𝑇'W&& 	(s)	 H	(s)	 D	
G1	 1	 100	 0.069	 0.028	 0.25	 1.5	 0.035	 42	 4	
G2	 2	 100	 0.282	 0.06	 0.05	 1.5	 0.035	 30.2	 9.75	
G3	 3	 100	 0.237	 0.05	 0.045	 1.5	 0.035	 35.8	 10	
G4	 4	 100	 0.258	 0.04	 0.035	 1.5	 0.035	 28.6	 10	
G5	 5	 100	 0.31	 0.06	 0.05	 0.44	 0.035	 26	 3	
G6	 6	 100	 0.241	 0.045	 0.04	 0.4	 0.035	 34.8	 10	
G7	 7	 100	 0.292	 0.045	 0.04	 1.5	 0.035	 26.4	 8	
G8	 8	 100	 0.28	 0.05	 0.045	 0.41	 0.035	 24.3	 9	
G9	 9	 100	 0.205	 0.05	 0.045	 1.96	 0.035	 34.5	 14	
G10	 10	 100	 0.115	 0.045	 0.04	 1.5	 0.035	 31	 5.56	
G11	 11	 100	 0.123	 0.015	 0.012	 1.5	 0.035	 28.2	 13.6	
G12	 12	 100	 0.095	 0.028	 0.025	 1.5	 0.035	 92.3	 13.5	
G13	 13	 200	 0.0286	 0.005	 0.004	 1.5	 0.035	 248	 33	
G14	 14	 100	 0.0173	 0.0025	 0.0023	 1.5	 0.035	 300	 100	
G15	 15	 100	 0.0173	 0.0025	 0.0023	 1.5	 0.035	 300	 100	
G16	 16	 200	 0.0334	 0.006	 0.0055	 1.5	 0.035	 225	 50	

Generators G1-G8 and G10-G16 all use type DC1A exciters with the following 

parameters: 
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𝑇H = 0.01, 𝐾@-E = 40, 𝑇@-E = 0.02, 𝐸-E65) = -10, 𝐸-E69E = 10, 𝑇'-E = 0.785, 𝐾'-E = 1, 

𝐴'-E = 0.07, 𝐵'-E = 0.91. 

Generator G9 uses a type ST1A exciter with the following parameters: 

𝑇H = 0.01, 𝐾@-E = 200, 𝐸*$65) = -5, 𝐸*$69E = 5. 

Generator G9 is also equipped with a PSS with the following settings: 

𝑇I;!! = 10,  𝑇1;!! = 0.05,  𝑇2;!! = 0.01,  𝑇3;!! = 0.05,  𝑇?;!! = 0.02, 𝐾;!! = 10, 𝐸;!!65) = 

-0.5,  𝐸;!!69E = 0.5. 

A.3.4   Optimal power flow data 

The Optimal Power Flow (OPF) formulation used for dispatch calculations in the IEEE 

68-bus test system minimises the total cost of generation for the given loading scenario, 

where each generator is subject to the standard cost function 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑐7 + 𝑐1𝑃' +

𝑐2𝑃'2	$/𝐻𝑜𝑢𝑟. The coefficient values for each generator are given in Table A.9 and 

taken from [198]. Also included in the table are the constraints on active and reactive 

power for each generating unit. Furthermore, all bus voltages are constrained to between 

0.9 and 1.1 p.u. 
Table A.9 Data for optimal power flow solution for the IEEE 68-bus test system 

Gen.	 Bus	 𝑐(	 𝑐.	 𝑐-	
	𝑃X8Y	
(MW)	

𝑃X;Z	
(MW)	

𝑄X8Y	
(MVAR)	

𝑄X;Z	
(MVAR)	

G1	 53	 0	 6.9	 0.0193	 297.5	 29.75	 280	 -210	
G2	 54	 0	 3.7	 0.0111	 637.5	 63.75	 600	 -450	
G3	 55	 0	 2.8	 0.0104	 765	 76.5	 720	 -540	
G4	 56	 0	 4.7	 0.0088	 765	 76.5	 720	 -540	
G5	 57	 0	 2.8	 0.0128	 595	 59.5	 560	 -420	
G6	 58	 0	 3.7	 0.0094	 850	 85	 800	 -600	
G7	 59	 0	 4.8	 0.0099	 680	 68	 640	 -480	
G8	 60	 0	 3.6	 0.0113	 637.5	 63.75	 600	 -450	
G9	 61	 0	 3.7	 0.0071	 935	 93.5	 880	 -660	
G10	 62	 0	 3.9	 0.0090	 595	 59.5	 560	 -420	
G11	 63	 0	 4.0	 0.0050	 1190	 119	 1120	 -840	
G12	 64	 0	 2.9	 0.0040	 1615	 161.5	 1520	 -1140	
G13	 65	 0	 2.5	 0.0019	 3570	 357	 3360	 -2520	
G14	 66	 0	 3.3	 0.0033	 2125	 212.5	 2000	 -1500	
G15	 67	 0	 3.8	 0.0050	 1190	 119	 1120	 -840	
G16	 68	 0	 3.5	 0.0014	 4717.5	 471.5	 4440	 -3330	
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